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Hurricanes now know who they’ll face in the NHL Stadium Series outdoor game in 2023 

By Chip Alexander  

The Carolina Hurricanes finally have an opponent for their 
long-awaited outdoor game -- the Washington Capitals. 

The Canes announced Thursday that the game at N.C. 
State’s Carter-Finley Stadium would be played Feb. 18, 2023 
as part of the NHL’s Stadium Series. It will mark the first 
outdoor game for the Hurricanes and the fourth for the 
Capitals. 

“I’m sure it’s going to be awesome,” Canes center Sebastian 
Aho said Thursday. “I know the fans are excited and us 
players, too. It’s going to be the first time in Carolina and it’s 
going to be awesome.” 

Information on ticket prices and ticket availability will be 
announced at a later date, the team said. The team said 
Hurricanes 2022-23 season-ticket members would receive 
first access to pre-sales of tickets for the outdoor game. 

“It’s a long ways away but we’re definitely looking forward to 
that outdoor game and it’s going to be a ton of fun,” Canes 
defenseman Brady Skjei said Thursday. 

The league announced formally Feb. 4 that the Hurricanes 
would host an outdoor game in February 2023. The Canes 
were to have hosted a Stadium Series game on Feb. 20, 
2021, but the event was postponed because of health and 
safety concerns related to COVID-19. 

The 2023 game will be the 13th NHL Stadium Series game 
and the 37th NHL regular-season outdoor game overall. 

Canes can’t handle desperate Capitals. How Washington shut down, shut out Carolina 

By Chip Alexander 

Sometimes, a team faces a “line-in-the-sand” kind of game 
during the season, and the Washington Capitals had one 
Thursday. 

The Caps had lost their past three games and six straight at 
home at Capital One Arena. They had fallen out of the top 
three spots in the Metropolitan Division and into the second 
wild-card playoff position in the Eastern Conference. 

It was desperation time. 

In came the Carolina Hurricanes, the Metro leaders. The 
Canes left the losers Thursday after a 4-0 beating from the 
Caps, headed back to Raleigh to face the Pittsburgh 
Penguins on Friday with some questions of their own. 

Caps goalie Vitek Vanecek won his first game since shutting 
out Dallas on Jan. 28, blanking the Canes with 36 saves. It 
was his third shutout of the season and 11th win. 

Little went right for Carolina (37-12-5), which lost both games 
of their two-game road trip after an overtime loss in Detroit. 
The Canes seemed a step slow and their mental focus not 
very sharp much of the game. Goalie Frederik Andersen, 
involved in a big collision in the first period, took just his 
eighth loss of the season. 

Asked his assessment of the game, Canes coach Rod 
Brind’Amour said, “Not great. I’ll leave it at that.” 

The Canes took too many penalties — again — but couldn’t 
bail themselves out with their top-ranked penalty kill in this 
game. The Caps’ Evgeny Kuznetsov scored a 5-on-3 power-
play goal in the first period and the Alex Ovechkin on a 5-on-
4 in the second. 

“That’s the game,” Brind’Amour said. “The first period you’re 
in the box for six minutes, the five on three. I mean we can’t 
even get going.” 

Ovechkin’s goal, on a scorching one-timer from the top of the 
left circle, was his 33rd of the season and the 763rd of his 
career. He needs three more goals to tie Jaromir Jagr for 
third place on the NHL’s all-time list. 

“We’ve got to stay out of the box,” said defenseman Brady 
Skjei, who had a pair of penalties. “Six minor penalties, 
against a team like that and their power play, and it’s pretty 
tough to win. 

“For us, it kind of kills the flow of the game. Guys who aren’t 
killing penalties aren’t playing as much and you just kind of 
lose that flow of the game.” 

Defenseman Martin Fehervary also had a second-period 
score for the Caps (28-19-9), who were able to get to the 
middle of the ice and controlled the pace of play while 
Vanecek took care of his business. Dmitry Orlov scored late 
in regulation just after a Caps power play expired. 

Forward Martin Necas, without a goal in 17 straight games, 
gave the the Canes some active, energized play. But there 
wasn’t enough jump elsewhere in the lineup, which had 
forward Derek Stepan drawing back in and Seth Jarvis made 
the healthy scratch. 

The Canes had their power-play chances but appeared 
disjointed with the man advantage and couldn’t muster 
anything dangerous. They got off 17 shots in the third, which 
Brind’Amour called a “decent” period for the Canes, but 
Vanecek weathered it. 

“We never quit,” Brind’Amour said. “But the game was over 
because we didn’t come out right and took all those 
penalties.” 

Canes forward Teuvo Teravainen had a nine-game point 
streak, the longest of his career, end Thursday and 
Sebastian Aho could not extend his seven-game streak. 

Looking to the Pens game, Aho said, “Tomorrow’s a new 
chance to redeem ourselves.” 
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Hurricanes vibe check: Canes lay goose egg in Washington 

By Sara Civian  

WASHINGTON — I don’t care what anyone else tells you, 
and the semantics surrounding the Canes, the Caps and the 
definition of a rivalry be damned. After that double-overtime 
Game 7 back in 2019, it always feels special to come back to 
Capital One Arena. 

“It was a battle, that series,” captain Jordan Staal said after 
morning skate. “It was a lot of fun, it was a great grind. 
Obviously there are key moments in every playoff series, but 
Ginner scoring that last one was definitely cool.” 

Brock McGinn scored Thursday night while this game was 
happening, but unfortunately for the Canes, he’s on the 
Penguins now. 

“That was an exciting time, just kind of where we were 
starting that year and where we got to,” head coach Rod 
Brind’Amour said. “Really a huge step for the organization, 
and saying ‘OK, now this is where we need to be, playing 
with these teams and beating these teams.’ (Looking back), 
that’s what I remember.” 

It’s been a few years since these two teams have played a 
game that matters. With the way things are headed in the 
Metro Division this season, they could see each other for 
another first-round matchup — this time in reversed roles. 

On top of that, the league announced Thursday that the 
Caps will be the Canes’ opponent when they host the 
Stadium Series game at Carter-Finley Stadium on Feb. 18, 
2023. 

“I’m sure the fans are excited, and the players, too — first 
(outdoor game) in Carolina,” Sebastian Aho said. “It’s going 
to be awesome.” 

Speaking of games that matter, I’m sure you’re happy 
Thursday night’s 4-0 Hurricanes loss that snapped the 
Canes’ seven-game point streak wasn’t one of them. Well, of 
course, the game matters to some degree, but the Canes 
have another one that matters exactly the same amount in 
less than 24 hours. And again Sunday. They’ll be fine, you’ll 
be fine and who knows what we’ll be talking about Monday. 

• There’s really only one tweet and one quote needed for this 
vibe check. 

• Brind’Amour’s thoughts on the game: “Not great. I’ll leave it 
at that.” 

• The Canes and Caps’ special teams’ fortunes were 
reversed Thursday night. The Canes went into this game 
with the best penalty kill in the league, and the Caps 
uncharacteristically ranked No. 27 on the power play. To be 
fair, a power play featuring Alex Ovechkin wasn’t going to 
stay down for too long, and it had been trending up recently. 
The Canes took six penalties, the Caps had two power-play 
goals and one more right as a power play expired. “I think we 
had six minor penalties — against a team like that and their 
power play, it’s pretty tough to win,” said Brady Skjei, who 
took two of those six penalties. “… in between periods, it was 
definitely mentioned in the locker room that we’ve gotta cut 
down on penalties. Overall, it just kind of kills the flow of the 
game, and some guys who aren’t killing penalties aren’t 
playing as much and lose the flow. We definitely have to be 
better at staying out of the box.” 

• The Canes started to show some life in the third period and 
caught up on the shot count, but as our friend Adam Gold 
said above, most of the shots just flat out stunk before then. 
They were down 3-0 when they finally got to their game and 
they couldn’t dig in. The Capitals were blocking everything, 
and the Canes’ best players looked pretty invisible 
throughout. You know it’s bad when Aho ends the night with 
two shots on goal and Andrei Svechnikov ends with one. I 
will say that the Canes have had some OK-but-not-great 
games recently, and you’d almost rather have them lay this 
goose egg and move on instead of scraping by and 
developing bad habits. Just because the penalty kill has 
been outrageously good doesn’t mean the Canes should 
take careless penalties. Maybe Thursday night is a healthy 
reminder. 

• Is the curse of national-broadcast games a real thing? 
Probably not, but it sure feels like it sometimes. I think the 
Canes get so few nationally broadcast games that it always 
feels like a bigger deal than it is when they don’t perform on 
the big stage. 

• Since we’re on Martin Necas goal-drought watch, he was 
one of a few bright spots for Carolina on Thursday despite 
extending the drought. He was engaged in the game for the 
first time in a long time, ended with .092 expected goals 
(better than the team average) and was awarded 16:56 TOI. 
Could be the start of brighter days. 
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Carolina Hurricanes to host Washington Capitals in 2023 Stadium Series 

The Carolina Hurricanes will host the Washington Capitals in 
Raleigh’s Carter-Finley Stadium as part of the NHL’s 
Stadium Series for the 2022-23 season. Previously it had 
been announced Carolina would host a game on Feb. 20, 
2021, but that game was postponed due to the COVID-19 
pandemic. 

This game will take place on Feb. 18.  

The 2023 game had been announced on Feb. 4 but no 
opponent had been named. The other announced NHL 
outdoor game for the 2022-23 season will be the Winter 
Classic hosted by the Boston Bruins at Fenway Park. An 
opponent for that contest has yet to be named. 

This will be the Hurricanes’ first outdoor game and the fourth 
for the Capitals. 

(Photo by: Jared C. Tilton / Getty Images) 

What does this mean to the Hurricanes and their fans? 

Sara Civian, Hurricanes beat writer: When I first took the job 
covering the Hurricanes, I got a text from an NHL executive 
I’ll never forget: “Just wait until they make the playoffs. Best 
atmosphere in the league.” 

Then the Canes made the playoffs, they’ve made the 
playoffs ever since, and the fans lived up to the hype and 
then some. A Stadium Series game probably means a little 
bit more to Canes fans than some other fan bases. It’s a 

chance to prove what those of us around here already know 
— these folks show up and show out when it comes to the 
big games.  

The Canes themselves have transformed from a middling 
team with a decade-long postseason drought to a perennial 
playoff team, and this game is also a reflection of how far 
they've come under head coach Rod Brind'Amour, GM Don 
Waddell and owner Tom Dundon. 

They're going to surprise some people who make the tired 
attendance jokes, that's for sure. 

Are outdoor games becoming old news or are they still good 
for the NHL? 

Sean Gentille, senior NHL writer: This is a classic "both 
things can be true" situation. In a league-wide sense, sure, 
most of the outdoor games are old news. Look at the one 
they just played in Nashville; it was part of a full Saturday 
slate, and plenty of people didn't realize it was happening 
until it had already, in fact, happened. The national TV 
ratings back all that up. So it goes.  

They're still an undeniably good thing for the NHL, though, 
because of the response they get in the cities that host them. 
Folks go crazy for an outdoor game when it's in their town — 
and hoo boy, do they ever like buying those special jerseys. 
The combo of local interest and revenue makes it all worth it. 

 

 

 

Hurricanes’ Stadium Series outdoor game set for next February vs. Capitals 

By Cory Lavalette  

RALEIGH — After a long wait, the Carolina Hurricanes have 
a date and opponent for their outdoor game. 

The NHL announced that the 2023 Stadium Series game at 
Carter-Finley Stadium will be held Feb. 18, 2023, with the 
Hurricanes hosting the Washington Capitals. 

The game was initially announced on Feb. 15, 2020, and 
scheduled for Feb. 20, 2021, at NC State’s football stadium 
adjacent to PNC Arena, but the COVID-19 pandemic 
postponed the game to a later date. 

Hurricanes owner Tom Dundon made the outdoor game a 
priority after taking the team over. 

“He has been relentless,” NHL Commissioner Gary Bettman 
said back in 2020, “but more importantly, his main focus was, 

‘I want to do this for the community. I want to do this for the 
fans. We’ve got a really good thing going, and I would like to 
be able to bring this to the Triangle and to our terrific fans.’” 

Carter-Finley Stadium, home to NC State football, seats 
57,583 for football, and choosing the Capitals — who are 3-0 
in outdoor games — should alleviate any concerns that the 
game will be a sellout. 

“We are pleased to be selected to participate in our fourth 
outdoor game next season versus the Carolina Hurricanes in 
the 2023 Navy Federal Credit Union NHL Stadium Series,” 
Capitals president Dick Patrick said in a release. 

The Hurricanes and Capitals play for the second time this 
season Thursday night in Washington, D.C. The Capitals 
have lost three straight and are just 8-12-2 since the 
calendar flipped to 2022. 
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Early penalty trouble sinks Hurricanes in DC 

By Cory Lavalette  

Penalties have been the Hurricanes’ Achilles’ heel all 
season, an issue that has been covered up by the team’s 
league-best penalty kill. 

No one needed to fire an arrow into the Hurricanes on 
Thursday night — they shot themselves in the foot plenty. 

Carolina took three first period penalties and six overall, 
giving up two power play goals in a 4-0 loss in Washington 
that ended its seven-game point streak. 

“Lots of penalties, and that’s definitely a trend I don’t like. I 
haven’t liked it at all,” Hurricanes coach Rod Brind’Amour 
said. “Tonight, that’s the game. Right in the first period, 
you’re in the box first six minutes, a 5-on-3. I mean, you can’t 
even get going.” 

Two of the first period penalties came late, giving the 
Capitals a 5-on-3 power play. 

With Ethan Bear already in the box, Brady Skjei joined his 
fellow Hurricanes defenseman when he was called for high-
sticking Evgeny Kuznetsov. Kuznetsov, on the two-man 
advantage, beat Frederik Andersen (28 saves) with a shot 
through traffic for a 1-0 lead at 18:33 of the first. 

“Between periods, the first period, it was definitely mentioned 
in the locker room that we’ve got to cut back on the 
penalties,” said Skjei, who was called for two penalties 
Thursday and has six minors in the past six games. “It just 
kind of kills the flow of the game. … We definitely need to do 
a better job of staying out of the box.” 

The second period wasn’t much better. Martin Fehervary 
was left alone in the slot and scored his fourth goal of the 

season at 8:30, and then Alexander Ovechkin — with Derek 
Stepan in the box — scored on a power play one-timer with 
just under five minutes left in the middle frame to extend the 
lead to 3-0. 

“They’re an elite power play, so eventually they’re going to 
score,” Hurricanes center Sebastian Aho said. 

Carolina’s offense never got in a rhythm, going 0-for-3 on the 
power play and doing little at even strength outside of Martin 
Necas, whose goal drought was extended to 17 games 
despite being the only noticeable forward for the first 40 
minutes. 

“it’s tough to get kill that many penalties, especially early on,” 
Aho said. “Some guys don’t get in a rhythm and some guys 
play too much. So we’ve got to be sharper.” 

By the time Capitals defenseman Dmitry Orlov scored with 
under a minute left in the game, the Hurricanes looked like 
they were already prepared to move on to Friday night’s 
game against the visiting Penguins. 

“We’ve got to move past this game quickly,” Skjei said. “We 
have a quick turnaround. We’ve got Pittsburgh tomorrow 
night.” 

Notes: Stepan returned to the lineup after being a healthy 
scratch the past three games. Rookie Seth Jarvis was 
scratched. … Jaccob Slavin played 22:39 but didn’t play the 
final 6:18. When asked, Brind’Amour said, “He’s fine.” … 
Capitals goalie Vitek Vanecek, making his first career start 
against the Hurricanes, made 36 saves for his fifth career 
shutout and third on the season. 
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Canes, Caps Rivalry Goes Outdoors Next February 

By Walt Ruff  

RALEIGH, NC. - Tensions between the Carolina Hurricanes 
and Washington Capitals have escalated to new levels 
following the dramatic seven-game series in the 2019 
Stanley Cup Playoffs. 

That's expected to continue Thursday evening when the two 
sides meet for the first of three times in 25 days. With both 
currently in Eastern Conference playoff spots, the bad blood 
certainly has plenty of room to grow before the current 
regular season and eventual post-season come to a close. 

As the budding rivalry continues to pick up more steam, it 
has caught the attention of the league and it's schedule 
makers, with the Caps being selected to be Carolina's 
opponent for their first-ever outdoor game on Saturday, 
February 18, 2023. 

"It's a great matchup for us," Rod Brind'Amour began with 
regarding the news. "Obviously we've had a pretty good 
history here with them lately and they've been one of the 
best teams in the league for a while. That's the type of team 
we're trying to become, so I think it's a great fit and hopefully 
it's a great game." 

The 'type of team' that Brind'Amour alludes to is one that is a 
contender year in and year out, as Washington has been 
over the last several seasons. With the current Capitals core 
having achieved the ultimate goal in 2018, there's respect 
from Carolina for what their foes have accomplished, but 
also a belief that they're next in terms of being a club with a 
target on their backs for years to come. 

"The Caps are a team that have been good for a really long 
time. We had the really tough series against them and I think 

it took a good bite out of both teams," Canes captain Jordan 
Staal said of the news Thursday. "If we want to continue to 
be the type of team we want to be, we're going to continue to 
run into teams like that.  To play a game against a team like 
that, on a stage like that, our fans are going to eat that up 
and it's going to be a lot of fun."  

For Staal, it will be his second go around in an outdoor game 
against Washington, having gone head-to-head with them as 
a member of the Pittsburgh Penguins at Heinz Field in the 
2011 Winter Classic. 

"The outdoor experience is exactly what you think it'll be. I'm 
assuming for a lot of players they grew up playing outdoors 
and it's where a lot of players fell in love with the game. 
Being outside with your friends, playing the game and just 
having fun with it," he continued. "Then you upgrade that to 
playing in front of 60,000 fans, doing it in the NHL and it all 
comes together for a very special moment and a very special 
thing. I've had the ability to play in a couple of them and it 
was a really cool experience." 

With the event set to take place at Carter-Finley Stadium on 
Saturday, February 18, 2023, approximately 60,000 fans are 
expected to be in attendance. 

"We're very excited to host next year's Stadium Series game 
at Carter-Finley against Washington. This event is big for our 
region and our great Caniacs," Canes President & General 
Manager offered. "We believe that it will not only be a great 
matchup on the ice, but it also being a rivalry will only 
enhance the experience as a whole." 

The Canes are set to become the 28th NHL team to play in 
an outdoor game and the contest will also come in the 
organization's 25th anniversary season. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Recap: Canes Blanked By Caps, 4-0 
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By Walt Ruff  

WASHINGTON, D.C. - The Carolina Hurricanes were 
blanked by the Washington Capitals Thursday, falling 4-0.  

Three Things: 

1) Tonight Was An Off Night, Start To Finish 

It was a very atypical evening from the opening puck drop 
until the final horn tonight for the Canes. Per 
NaturalStatTrick.com, the team had zero high danger 
chances in the first period, a statistic fitting the lack of threats 
in the opening 20 minutes. 

The zest that the Carolina offense had shown over their 
recent seven-game point streak was not apparent throughout 
and Washington was able to capitalize on that. 

These games happen over the course of an 82-game 
marathon. Thankfully they have not happened often. 

2) Penalties Kill 

A big reason why the Canes were behind the eight ball early 
and then couldn't find any flow to their game was because 
there was a constant parade of players going to the penalty 
box. Five different skaters took penalties in the first 33:42, 
forcing the shorthanded units to continuously work. 

While Carolina may have the league's best penalty kill, they 
were against one of the biggest power play threats in the 
game in Alex Ovechkin, who scored one of Washington's two 
power play goals. 

3) Onward To Tomorrow 

The Canes get right back to work tomorrow night at PNC 
Arena against the Pittsburgh Penguins. 

Pittsburgh, who earned a win in Tampa tonight, now sits just 
three points behind Carolina for the top spot in the Metro 
Division and will be coming to town with a league-leading 19 
wins away from home this season. 

They Said It: 

Rod Brind'Amour post-game on what gives him confidence 
the team can bounce back tomorrow night... 

"We've got quality people in there. They know they didn't 
play a great game. It's tough to analyze that game too much 
because we were in the box so much. We just couldn't get 
going. When we did, I thought we did some good things. We 
never quit and the guys played hard, right? We had a decent 
third, but the game was over. We didn't come out right and 
we took all those penalties. That's just a tough game to 
figure out." 

Brady Skjei on what has to be different this time Friday 
night... 

"The biggest thing is that we need to stay out of the box. I 
think we had six minor penalties and against a team like that 
with their power play makes it pretty tough to win. I took two 
myself, so I can do a better job at that. We have to move 
past this game quickly." 

What's Next?: 

The team flies back to Raleigh post-game and will play again 
tomorrow night against the Pittsburgh Penguins. 

Bonus Notes: 

 Derek Stepan played 11:19 in his return to the 
lineup. He had been scratched the last three 
games. 

 Seth Jarvis was tonight's healthy extra. 

 Jesperi Kotkaniemi played as the team's second 
line left wing. It was his first time on the wing since 
January 8. 

 Frederik Andersen made 29 stops on 33 shots in 
the losing effort. This evening was his first loss in 
his last five appearances. 
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Vanecek, Capitals shut out Hurricanes 

by Harvey Valentine 

WASHINGTON -- Vitek Vanecek made 36 saves for the 
Washington Capitals in a 4-0 win against the Carolina 
Hurricanes at Capital One Arena on Thursday. 

It was the third shutout of the season for Vanecek, who 
made his first start since Feb. 1 against the Pittsburgh 
Penguins. He left that game in the first period because of an 
upper-body injury. 

"It feels good. You're trying to get back. Just trying to help 
the team," Vanecek said. "[The team] helped me a lot today, 
blocking shots. We battled hard today and it was a good 
game." 

Alex Ovechkin scored his 33rd goal of the season for the 
Capitals (22-18-9), who had not won at home since Jan. 22 
(six games). With 763 NHL goals, Ovechkin is three from 
tying Jaromir Jagr for third in NHL history. 

"I thought it was a really strong game," Washington coach 
Peter Laviolette said. "We had a real good first period, the 
guys were on point, came out the right way and got 
ourselves the lead and just built on it from there. They gave a 
pretty good push in the third period, but that's when we 
blocked some shots and Vitek made some real big saves." 

Frederik Andersen made 28 saves for the Hurricanes (37-12-
5), who had a seven-game point streak end (5-0-2). 

Carolina was 0-for-3 on the power play; Washington was 2-
for-7. 

"Too many penalties, especially against a power play like 
that," Hurricanes forward Sebastian Aho said. "Our power 
play was bad. We didn't create any momentum whatsoever." 

Evgeny Kuznetsov gave Washington a 1-0 lead at 18:33 of 
the first period, skating from the right point into the left circle 
and scoring on a wrist shot during a two-man advantage. 

"Lots of penalties. That's definitely a trend I don't like," 
Hurricanes coach Rod Brind'Amour said. "Tonight, that's the 

game. First period, you're in the box for six minutes, the 5-
on-3. You can't even get going. So, I don't like it, that's for 
sure." 

Vanecek stopped Martin Necas on a breakaway at 4:41 of 
the second period, and Martin Fehervary made it 2-0 at 8:30 
when he skated down the slot and took a pass from Conor 
Sheary, who was in the left circle. 

Ovechkin increased the lead to 3-0 at 15:05 with a one-timer 
from just above the left circle off a pass from John Carlson 
on a power play. He scored once in the previous four games. 

Dmitri Orlov scored with 58 seconds remaining in the third 
period for the 4-0 final. 

Capitals forward Anthony Mantha played 16:13 in his first 
game since Nov. 4, when he injured his left shoulder in a 5-4 
overtime loss at the Florida Panthers. 

"Mentally felt awesome. It was a long four months, little over 
four months, so just getting ready for a game felt good," 
Mantha said. "Then stepping on the ice for warmups you see 
the fans for the first time in quite some time. Physically, I 
think it went pretty well. Obviously, a little bit of fatigue at the 
end there, but [that's] to be expected." 

NOTES: Vanecek relieved Ilya Samsonov to start the second 
period of a 5-3 loss to the Toronto Maple Leafs on Monday. 
... Washington had not won since Feb. 17 (5-3 at the 
Philadelphia Flyers). ... Hurricanes forward Teuvo 
Teravainen had his point streak end at nine games (12 
points; four goals, eight assists). ... Aho's point streak ended 
at seven games (eight points; three goals, five assists). ... 
Carlson has scored a point in seven of his past nine games 
(10 points; one goal, nine assists). ... Washington center Nic 
Dowd won seven of 10 face-offs. ... The Capitals and 
Hurricanes will play in the 2023 Navy Federal Credit Union 
NHL Stadium Series at Carter-Finley Stadium in Raleigh, 
North Carolina, on Feb. 18. ... Wayne Gretzky (894) and 
Gordie Howe (801) scored the most goals in NHL history. 
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Carolina to play in its first outdoor game at Carter-Finley 
Stadium on Feb. 18 

The Carolina Hurricanes will play the Washington Capitals in 
the 2023 Navy Federal Credit Union NHL Stadium Series 
game at Carter-Finley Stadium on the campus of North 
Carolina State University in Raleigh, North Carolina, on Feb. 
18. 

"I'm sure it's going to be awesome," Hurricanes forward 
Sebastian Aho said. "I know the fans are excited, and us 
players too. The first time in Carolina and it's going to be 
awesome, so I can't wait for that." 

The NHL said at the 2022 Honda All-Star Game the 
Hurricanes would host the game but did not reveal an 
opponent or date until Thursday. 

"You're going to expose the game of hockey to a lot of 
people that may not be familiar with the game," Hurricanes 
general manager Don Waddell said Feb. 4. "People like big 
events. Having a big event here, at a stadium with 55,000-
plus seats, you're going to have your hockey fans, but you're 
going to get a lot of people that haven't experienced it too. I 
think this is where the win-win comes in for all of us." 

The 2023 Stadium Series will be the Hurricanes' first outdoor 
game, making them the 28th NHL team to play in one. 
Carolina was supposed to host the Stadium Series game at 
Carter-Finley Stadium in 2021, but that was canceled 
because of the coronavirus pandemic. 

"There's not going to be a bad seat," Waddell said. "I've 
spent a lot of time over there. If you're on the sidelines, 20 
feet behind you are the seats. There's not a big runway. It's 
going to allow people to be a lot closer to the game than the 
other venues." 

It will be the fourth regular-season outdoor game for the 
Capitals, who have won their previous three. They defeated 
the Pittsburgh Penguins 3-1 in the 2011 NHL Winter Classic 
at Heinz Field in Pittsburgh; the Chicago Blackhawks 3-2 in 
the 2015 NHL Winter Classic at Nationals Park in 
Washington; and the Toronto Maple Leafs 5-2 in the 2018 
NHL Stadium Series at Navy-Marine Corps Memorial 
Stadium in Annapolis, Maryland. 

Washington coach Peter Laviolette was Carolina coach from 
2003-09 and won the Stanley Cup with the Hurricanes in 
2006. 

"It's awesome," Laviolette said. "You see what happened in 
Nashville with their outside game (the 2022 NHL Stadium 
Series) and what goes with that, that's spectacular. I'm 
familiar with the building that it's going to (be in) because I 
was just coaching there for five or six years, and having it 
being right next to the rink, you went to football games there 
and it's a great facility. 

"Good for Carolina to get an outdoor game. Good for the 
fans and the Carolina market, and we're certainly excited to 
be a part of it. Any time you can take into an event like that, 
you draw in with your team and your organization and your 
fan base going to an event like that, it's a really cool day, and 
so we're excited about it." 

The Hurricanes defeated the Capitals in seven games in the 
Eastern Conference First Round in 2019. 

"It's a great matchup for us," Carolina coach Rod 
Brind'Amour told its website. "Obviously we've had a pretty 
good history here with them lately and they've been one of 
the best teams in the league for a while. That's the type of 
team we're trying to become, so I think it's a great fit and 
hopefully it's a great game." 

Hurricanes captain Jordan Staal played against the Capitals 
in the 2011 Winter Classic when he was with the Penguins. 

"The outdoor experience is exactly what you think it'll be," 
Staal told the Hurricanes website. "I'm assuming for a lot of 
players they grew up playing outdoors, and it's where a lot of 
players fell in love with the game. Being outside with your 
friends, playing the game and just having fun with it. Then 
you upgrade that to playing in front of 60,000 fans, doing it in 
the NHL, and it all comes together for a very special moment 
and a very special thing." 

The NHL previously said that the Boston Bruins would host 
the 2023 NHL Winter Classic at Fenway Park. No date for 
the annual game usually played on New Year's Day has 
been announced. 
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Carolina faces Pittsburgh, seeks 4th straight home win 

Pittsburgh Penguins (34-14-8, second in the Metropolitan) 
vs. Carolina Hurricanes (37-12-5, first in the Metropolitan) 

Raleigh, North Carolina; Friday, 7 p.m. EST 

FANDUEL SPORTSBOOK LINE: Hurricanes -151, Penguins 
+128; over/under is 6.5 

BOTTOM LINE: Carolina hosts Pittsburgh aiming to continue 
its three-game home winning streak. 

The Hurricanes are 19-8-4 against Eastern Conference 
opponents. Carolina is third in the Eastern Conference 
recording 9.4 points per game, averaging 3.4 goals and 6.0 
assists. 

The Penguins are 10-4-1 in division play. Pittsburgh is ninth 
in the league averaging 5.7 assists per game, led by Kris 
Letang with 0.8. 

In their last matchup on Feb. 20, Carolina won 4-3. 

TOP PERFORMERS: Tony DeAngelo leads the Hurricanes 
with a plus-19 in 43 games this season. Andrei Svechnikov 
has five goals and six assists over the last 10 games for 
Carolina. 

Jake Guentzel leads the Penguins with 26 goals and has 55 
points. Evgeni Malkin has five goals and six assists over the 
last 10 games for Pittsburgh. 

LAST 10 GAMES: Hurricanes: 6-2-2, averaging 3.2 goals, 
5.5 assists, 4.7 penalties and 10.2 penalty minutes while 
giving up 2.4 goals per game with a .925 save percentage. 

Penguins: 7-3-0, averaging 2.9 goals, 4.9 assists, 3.2 
penalties and 7.7 penalty minutes while giving up 2.5 goals 
per game with a .918 save percentage. 

INJURIES: Hurricanes: Brendan Smith: out (upper-body), 
Tony DeAngelo: out (midsection). 

Penguins: Teddy Blueger: out (upper-body). 

 

 

 

 

 

Capitals to visit Hurricanes in 2023 outdoor game in Raleigh 

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Washington Capitals will be the 
Carolina Hurricanes’ opponent in the NHL’s outdoor Stadium 
Series game next season. 

The game is scheduled to take place Feb. 18, 2023 at NC 
State’s Carter-Finley Stadium across the parking lot from the 
Hurricanes’ home arena in Raleigh, North Carolina. The 
league announced the rivalry matchup Thursday, hours 
before the Hurricanes visit the Capitals in a potential playoff 
preview. 

It’s Carolina’s first outdoor game and Washington’s fourth. 
The Hurricanes were supposed to host an outdoor game in 
2021, but that was postponed because of the COVID-19 
pandemic. 

The teams met in the first round of the 2019 postseason, the 
year after the Capitals won the Stanley Cup. The Hurricanes 
won that series with a double-overtime goal in Game 7. 

“It was a battle of a playoff series,” Hurricanes captain 
Jordan Staal said. “Very good team, and it was a lot of fun. It 
was a great grind.” 

The Boston Bruins are set to host the 2023 Winter Classic at 
Fenway Park, with the Pittsburgh Penguins their expected 
opponent. Fenway Sports Group bought a majority stake in 
the Penguins late last year. 
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Ovechkin scores 763rd goal, Caps beat Canes 4-0 to snap skid 

By Stephen Whyno 

WASHINGTON (AP) — Fans chanted Alex Ovechkin’s name 
after a goal, much as they have for almost two decades. 

For the first time in more than a month, they went home 
happy. 

Ovechkin and Evgeny Kuznetsov scored on the power play, 
Vitek Vanecek stopped all 36 shots he faced and the 
Washington Capitals snapped a three-game losing streak by 
beating the Eastern Conference-leading Carolina Hurricanes 
4-0 Thursday night. 

Washington’s longtime captain scored his 33rd goal of the 
season and his 763rd in the NHL to move three back of 
Jaromir Jagr for third place on the career list. Amid Russia’s 
invasion of Ukraine ordered by the president he has long 
supported, Ovechkin — the face of the hockey franchise in 
the U.S. capital and a Stanley Cup champion — was 
serenaded with chants of “Ovi! Ovi!” that have become quite 
familiar during his 17-year career. 

“He’s done so much good for the NHL and so much good for 
this organization,” Capitals coach Peter Laviolette said. “It’s a 
really difficult situation for him, a really difficult situation for 
Kuznetsov and (Dmitry) Orlov and the other Russians that 
we have on our team.” 

Ovechkin’s goal and another one by Orlov late in the third 
period after a power play expired put an exclamation point on 
Washington’s first home victory since Jan. 22 and first in 
regulation since Dec. 29. The Capitals had lost six in a row at 
home as part of a slump that included defeats in 14 of their 
first 22 games in 2022. 

“The last month was not what we want,” Ovechkin said on 
ESPN. “Obviously we were struggling. It was a little bit 
frustrating. But it was a good response by everybody, and we 
just have to play the same.” 

This one was never in doubt. In winger Anthony Mantha’s 
first game since Nov. 4 after recovering from left shoulder 
surgery, the Capitals had an extra jump in their step from the 
opening faceoff and dominated a team far above them in the 
standings in what could be a playoff series preview. 

Long after Washington’s strong start, Kuznetsov scored on a 
5-on-3 power play late in the first period to make it all pay off. 
Slovak defenseman Martin Fehervary added his fourth of the 
season midway through the second off a gorgeous pass from 
forward Conor Sheary. 

Before and after Ovechkin’s goal, Vanecek was a rock in net 
for a team that for weeks could use more timely saves. He 

slid to make a right pad save on Carolina winger Martin 
Necas and poked the puck away from Andrei Svechnikov 
during a crucial sequence early in the second. 

“The guys help me a lot; they block shots in the first, second 
and third periods,” said Vanecek, who registered his third 
shutout of the season in his second game back from injury. “I 
try to help them, too. It feels good.” 

The two power-play goals and important saves came a day 
after general manager Brian MacLellan’s frank comments 
about what was ailing the Capitals. MacLellan said his 
realization of where his team ranks in the NHL hierarchy 
might make him less aggressive at the March 21 trade 
deadline. 

More performances like this might change his mind. With 
buzz building about Columbus closing fast for the eighth and 
final playoff seed in the East, earning two valuable points 
against the Hurricanes put Washington back up 10 with 26 
games to play to the Blue Jackets’ 26. 

Carolina has lost two in a row and had its point streak 
snapped at seven games. The Hurricanes took six minor 
penalties, continuing a recent pattern of undisciplined play, 
and didn’t do much to help goaltender Frederik Andersen, 
who finished with 28 saves.  

“Really, throughout the year we haven’t had those kind of 
penalties,” coach Rod Brind’Amour said. “Very rare. Lots of 
penalties. That’s definitely a trend I don’t like. I haven’t liked 
it at all.” 

NOTES: Washington made room on the roster for Mantha by 
putting left wing Carl Hagelin (eye) on LTIR and forward Joe 
Snively (upper-body injury) on regular IR. ... Veteran center 
Derek Stepan returned to Carolina’s lineup, replacing rookie 
Seth Jarvis. ... Because of the NHL’s division-only schedule 
last season, it was the Hurricanes’ first visit to Washington 
since Jan. 13, 2020. ... The NHL announced earlier Thursday 
the Capitals would be the Hurricanes’ opponent in the 
outdoor Stadium Series game in Raleigh, North Carolina, on 
Feb. 18, 2023. It’s Washington’s fourth outdoor game and 
Carolina’s first.  

UP NEXT 

Hurricanes: Host the Pittsburgh Penguins on Friday night in 
the second half of a back-to-back. 

Capitals: Host the expansion Seattle Kraken on Saturday 
night. 
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Hurricanes to host Capitals in 2023 Stadium Series game 

By Sean Leahy  

The Carolina Hurricanes will host the Washington Capitals in 
the 2023 NHL Stadium Series at Carter-Finley Stadium in 
Raleigh, N.C. 

Carter-Finley Stadium is home of the North Carolina State 
Wolfpack football team and right across the parking lot from 
the Hurricanes’ home at PNC Arena. 

Last month, the NHL announced the Canes would host but 
did not name an opponent. The teams will meet on Saturday, 
Feb. 18, 2023. It will be the first outdoor game for the 
Hurricanes and the fourth for the Capitals. 

Overall, it will be the 37th NHL regular-season outdoor game 
— with the 2022 Stadium Series (Maple Leafs vs. Sabres) 
and 2023 Winter Classic (Bruins vs. TBD) still to come. 

The NHL had originally announced in 2020 that the 
Hurricanes would host a Stadium Series game in Feb. 2021, 
but the COVID-19 pandemic forced it to be postponed. While 
disappointing at the time, there was no doubt the league 
would bring an outdoor game to Carolina as soon as 
possible. 

NHL outdoor game schedule 
2022 Heritage Classic: Toronto Maple Leafs vs. Buffalo 
Sabres, March 13 – Tim Hortons Field, Hamilton, Ont. 
2023 Winter Classic: Boston Bruins vs. TBA, TBA – Fenway 
Park, Boston, Mass. 
2023 Stadium Series: Carolina Hurricanes vs. Washington 
Capitals, Feb. 18, 2023 – Carter-Finley Stadium, Raleigh, 
N.C. 

  

 

 

 

Canes’ Stadium Series date, opponent announced 

By Alec Sawyer  

The Carolina Hurricanes found out Thursday both when 
they’ll be playing their Stadium Series game in Carter-Finley 
and who’ll they’ll be playing, as the NHL announced the 
Canes will host the Washington Capitals on Feb. 18, 2023. 

The game in Carter-Finley will be the Canes’ first outdoor 
game and the 13th game in the NHL’s Stadium Series.  

Here is the full release from the Hurricanes: 

RALEIGH, N.C. – The National Hockey League today 
announced that the Carolina Hurricanes will face the 
Washington Capitals when they host the 2023 Navy Federal 
Credit Union NHL Stadium Series™ on Feb. 18, 2023. 

The league previously announced on Feb. 4 that the 
Hurricanes would host an outdoor game at Carter-Finley 
Stadium in February 2023, but neither an opponent nor an 
exact date were provided at that time. Carolina was originally 
scheduled to host the NHL Stadium Series on Feb. 20, 2021, 

but the event was postponed due to health and safety 
concerns related to COVID-19. 

The 2023 Navy Federal Credit Union NHL Stadium Series™ 
will be the 13th NHL Stadium Series game and the 37th NHL 
regular-season outdoor game overall. The event will mark 
the first outdoor game for the Hurricanes and the fourth for 
the Capitals. 

Information regarding Stadium Series ticket pricing and 
availability will be announced at a later date. Carolina 
Hurricanes 2022-23 season ticket members will receive first 
access to pre-sales for the event. For more information, 
please visit carolinahurricanes.com/stadiumseries or call 1-
866-NHL-CANES (1-866-645-2263). 
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Carolina Hurricanes at Washington Capitals: Game Preview 

By Alec Sawyer  

Carolina Hurricanes (37-11-5) at Washington Capitals (28-
18-9) 

2021-22 Regular Season Game 54 
Thursday, March 3, 2022 — 7:00 p.m. ET 
Capital One Arena — Washington, DC 

Watch: ESPN+/Hulu 
Listen: 99.9 The Fan 
SBN Opposition: Japers’ Rink 

It’s a big one for the Hurricanes Thursday night, as Carolina 
heads into the nation’s capital for a nationally broadcasted 
meeting with the Caps.  

The Canes have gotten points in seven straight, though they 
are coming off an overtime loss to the Detroit Red Wings. 
The Capitals are on a bit of a skid, having lost their last three 
games to end the month of February. 

The two top-line Finns are on fire for the Hurricanes. Teuvo 
Teravainen has a point in nine straight games, while his 
counterpart Sebastian Aho has scored in seven straight.  

Reminder about Thursday’s game: it won’t be on Bally 
Sports South, as it is an exclusive ESPN+/Hulu game even 
in market. Tripp Tracy and Mike Maniscalco will still have the 
radio call on 99.9 The Fan. 

Vital Statistics 

Category Hurricanes Capitals 

Record 37-11-5 28-18-9 

Goals/Game 3.47 3.16 

Goals Against/Game 2.38 2.80 

Shots/Game 33.19 31.31 

Face Off Win % 53.6% 47.0% 

Power Play % (Rank) 25.5% (5th) 16.4% (27th) 

Penalty Kill % (Rank) 89.9% (1st) 80.1% (15th) 

ES Corsi For % 54.34% 51.02% 

ES PDO 101.65 101.30 

Category Hurricanes Capitals 

PIM/Game 09:18 07:33 

Goaltender #1 

Category Frederik Andersen Vitek Vanecek 

Record 29-7-2 10-7-5 

Save % .930 .915 

GAA 2.03 2.36 

Goaltender #2 

Category Antti Raanta Ilya Samsonov 

Record 7-3-2 17-9-3 

Save % .908 .901 

GAA 2.55 2.93 

 

Game Notes 

 This is the second of four meetings this year 
between the Canes and Caps. Washington won the 
first one in Raleigh back in November. 

 Thursday’s game will be Jesper Fast’s 100th for the 
Hurricanes. 

 Derek Stepan is one point shy of 500 in his NHL 
career. He’s registered just one point in his last 
seven games played. 

 The Canes won’t be able to reach this mark 
Thursday, but Carolina is two wins away from 1,400 
in franchise history. 

 Both Sebastian Aho (18 in 17) and Vincent 
Trocheck (17 in 15) have more than a point per 
game in their careers against Washington. 

 Special teams could be a strength for the Canes 
Thursday night. Carolina boasts the league’s best 
PK and fifth-best PP. Washington ranks 15th on the 
PK and 27th on the PP. 
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Hurricanes Fall Flat in DC, Get Rolled by Capitals in Shutout Loss 

By Brett Finger  

Coming off of a rough finish in Detroit on Tuesday, the 
Carolina Hurricanes were looking to get back in the win 
column on Thursday night in DC. 

That didn’t happen. 

The Washington Capitals dominated the opening 40 minutes 
and tolerated the Hurricanes for the final 20 minutes of a 4-0 
shutout win. 

The first period was a mess for Carolina, one of their worst 
periods of the year, especially on offense, where they failed 
to generate a single high-danger scoring chance. 

They were slow and ineffective, which was exacerbated by 
them taking three minor penalties, including two 
consecutively late in the period when Ethan Bear got the 
gate for holding, and Brady Skjei followed him 40 seconds 
later for high-sticking. 

Evgeny Kuznetsov broke through at the tail end of the long 
5-on-3 and beat Frederik Andersen from all alone in the slot 
to make it a 1-0 game. 

While the Capitals faired only slightly better than the 
Hurricanes at 5-on-5 in the opening frame, they weren’t a 
step or two faster all over the ice, and they took advantage of 
a gift from the Canes late in the frame. 

Rod Brind’Amour referred to his team’s opening period as 
“Really bad,” which was an apt description. 

They were fortunate to escape the opening 20 with just a 
one-goal deficit, but their luck ran out in the second period. 

A defensive breakdown just before the halfway point of the 
period led to Washington’s second goal of the night, off the 
stick of Martin Fehervary, who was left wide open in the slot. 

Five minutes later, the Hurricanes took their season penalty 
of the period and their fifth of the night. They celebrated that 
achievement by leaving Alex Ovechkin open for a second too 
long in his office at the top of the left circle, resulting in their 
third goal against. 

Carolina didn’t go without their chances in the second period, 
ramping things up dramatically in the shot department and 
generating a handful of high-danger chances. But 

unfortunately, neither of Jesperi Kotkaniemi’s two excellent 
chances in the slot made it on goalie Vitek Vanecek. 

Also, their best and most dangerous forward just so 
happened to be the guy who hasn’t been able to buy a goal 
for two and a half months - that player being Martin Necas, 
who was all over the ice making plays but got shut down by 
Vanecek on multiple occasions. 

Necas had three of Carolina’s seven logged scoring chances 
at 5-on-5 through two periods. 

With the Capitals parking the bus in the third period, the 
Hurricanes accumulated more xGF in the first six minutes of 
5-on-5 play in the third than they did in 26:40 of 5-on-5 
minutes through two periods. 

On some nights, that means they were unbelievably good in 
the third period. Tonight, it meant that they were notably bad 
in the first and second periods. 

They definitely juiced the shot totals after the Capitals took 
their three-goal lead, but it was too little, too late. Vanecek 
was there to shut them down at every turn, and Washington 
added a garbage-time goal before they closed out their 4-0 
shutout win at Capital One Arena. 

After how rough Tuesday’s game in Detroit ended, the 
Hurricanes were certainly hoping for a better effort than they 
put forth in the nation’s capital on Thursday night. 

Andersen stopped 29 of 33 shots and played well, 
considering the lackluster game played in front of him for 
most of the night. Two of Washington’s goals came on the 
power play, one by way a wide-open 5-on-3 and the other 
from a guy who will pass Jaromir Jagr on the all-time goals 
list in the next week or two. 

The story of the night was how slow the Canes looked 
through 40 minutes and their continued high penalty-
committing rate. They took six minor penalties on Thursday. 

Another story is that the Hurricanes are now one for their last 
nine in nationally televised regular-season games. This 
season, they’re 0-2-1 in such games.  

It’s a quick turnaround, though, as they will return home and 
take on the Pittsburgh Penguins Friday night. Pittsburgh also 
played on Thursday, but they beat the Tampa Bay Lightning 
on the road. 
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They Said It: Rod Brind’Amour, Sebastian Aho, and Brady Skjei on Hurricanes’ Shutout 
Loss to Capitals 

By Brett Finger  

Things didn’t go well for the Carolina Hurricanes on 
Thursday night when they took on the Washington Capitals 
at Capital One Arena. 

A barrage of penalties and a slow start doomed the Canes 
as they fell behind 3-0 by the end of the second period and 
went on to lose by a 4-0 final tally. 

Rod Brind’Amour, Sebastian Aho, and Brady Skjei spoke to 
the media after the game and talked about what led to the 
disappointing result. 

Rod Brind’Amour 

His general thoughts on the game: Not great. I’ll leave it at 
that. 

On if he’s worried about the number of penalties they are 
taking: Throughout the year, we haven’t had those kinds of 
penalties. It’s been very rare. Lots of penalties, which is a 
trend I don’t like. I haven’t liked it at all. Tonight, that’s the 
game. Right away, first period, you’re in the box for six 
minutes and a 5-on-3. You can’t even get going. I don’t like 
it. That’s for sure. 

On his confidence in the team bouncing back tomorrow 
night: Well, we have quality people in that room. They didn’t 
play a great game. It’s tough to analyze that game too much 
because we were in the box too much and couldn’t get 
anything going. When we did, I thought we did some good 
things. We never quit and the guys played hard. We had a 
decent third period, but the game’s over because we didn’t 
come out right and we took all those penalties we just talked 
about. It’s just a tough game to figure out. 

On if Jaccob Slavin is healthy after being held out late in the 
game: Yeah, he’s fine. 

On the outdoor game scheduling announcement: Well, 
nothing ever gets set in stone in the world we’re living in. 
We’ve had that announced before. If it ever gets to happen, 
it’ll be great. It’s something that, I think, the area deserves 
and is kind of earned, certainly Hurricanes fans have. I think 
it’s a great venue. 

Sebastian Aho 

On what led to things falling apart: Too many penalties, 
especially against a power play like that. Our power play was 
bad. We didn’t create any momentum, whatsoever. Just too 

many penalties, especially early on. That’s one thing we 
have to better with. 

On how Thursday’s game compared to the two teams’ other 
meeting back in November: Every game is different, so I 
wouldn’t compare these two games. Today, we had three 
minor [penalties] in the first period. Eventually, they’re going 
to score. It’s tough to kill that many penalties, especially early 
on. Some guys can’t get into a rhythm and some guys play 
too much. We have to be sharper on that. 

On if the rampant penalties are becoming a concern: I mean, 
obviously, we can’t take that many penalties in order to win 
these games. Especially these tight games against a great 
team, like we played tonight. We have to be sharper. Early in 
the game, we have to be sharper, and that should take care 
of that. 

On the outdoor game scheduling announcement: I’m sure it’s 
going to be awesome. I know fans will be excited, and 
players, too. It’ll be the first time in Carolina. It’s going to be 
awesome. 

Brady Skjei 

On what the team needs to do better tomorrow night: There 
are quite a bit of things. Probably, the biggest thing, is we 
have to stay out of the box. I think we had six minor 
penalties. Against a team like that and their power play, it’s 
pretty tough to win. I took two, myself, so I can do a better 
job at that. We have to move past this game quickly because 
we have a quick turnaround with Pittsburgh tomorrow night. 

On if the rampant penalties are a concern: Yeah. In between 
penalties, it was mentioned a lot that we have to cut back on 
penalties. Overall, it kills the flow of a game. Some guys who 
aren’t killing don’t play much and it kills the flow of their 
game. We definitely have to do a better job of staying out of 
the box. 

On the team’s confidence in bouncing back tomorrow: We 
have a ton of confidence. Tonight was not our best, but 
we’ve been good throughout this year. We know what kind of 
team we are and we know what game we need to play to be 
at our best. We have a ton of confidence in that room and 
we’ll bounce back from this. 

On the outdoor game scheduling announcement: It’s a long 
way away, but we’re really looking forward to that outdoor 
game. It’s going to be a ton of fun. Playing against these 
guys [the Capitals], it’ll be a good game. We’re definitely 
excited, but it’s a long way away. 
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Canes can’t measure up in crushing loss to Capitals  

By Bryan Pyrtle  

The Carolina Hurricanes beat themselves in a 4-0 loss to the 
Washington Capitals on Thursday, March 3. A slow offensive 
start and plenty of penalties had the Canes playing catch-up 
for the whole game. 

Carolina (37-12-5) racked up 12 penalty minutes on the 
night, but 10 of those came in the first two periods and six in 
the first alone. Two of Washington’s (29-18-9) goals came on 
the power play, but it took a while for the Caps to take 
advantage as they carried just a 1-0 lead into the first 
intermission. 

“Obviously, we can’t take that many penalties in order to win 
these games,” said center Sebastian Aho. “Especially these 
tight games. This is a great team we played tonight.” 

Evgeny Kuznetsov got the lone first-period goal, beating 
goaltender Freddie Andersen unassisted. The Caps poured 
on the pain against the Canes as Martin Fehevary and Alex 
Ovechkin each scored in the second period, while Dimitry 
Orlov capped off the scoring action with a goal in the final 
minute. 

Despite the scoreline, Andersen wasn’t terrible in the Canes 
crease. It’s never a good night for a defense when its goalie 
gets beat four times, but Andersen simply got outplayed like 
the rest of his squad. Facing penalty kills early and often 
didn’t help Andersen’s cause either. 

On the other end of the ice, Vitek Vanacek played very well 
in net for the Capitals, stopping all 36 Carolina shots. 
Although the Canes didn’t really test him much, Vanacek still 
got the job done for Washington by keeping the Hurricanes 
off the board. 

The Canes tried to mount a comeback later on, accumulating 
30 of their shots in the final two periods. However, with 
Vanacek sealing off the Washington net and Carolina’s 
offense looking sluggish out of the gate, it simply wasn’t 
enough. 

“I thought we did some good things,” said head coach Rod 
Brind’Amour. “They never quit, the guys play hard. We had a 
decent third period, but the game's over because we know 
we didn't come out right and took all those penalties.” 

The loss marks the first time the Canes have been shut out 
since their 6-0 loss to the Columbus Blue Jackets on Jan. 13 
and the second time they have been shut out all season. For 
a team that holds the fourth-best goal differential in the NHL 
and the best in the Metropolitan division, a 4-0 loss is simply 
an embarrassing result. 

The Hurricanes won’t have to wait long for a chance to return 
to form as they take on the Pittsburgh Penguins at home on 
Friday, March 4. Puck drops at 7 p.m. 

 
 
 

TODAY’S LINKS 
https://www.newsobserver.com/article259025553.html 

https://www.newsobserver.com/sports/nhl/carolina-hurricanes/article259034008.html 
https://theathletic.com/news/carolina-hurricanes-to-host-washington-capitals-in-2023-stadium-series/nBCeRgcQfvjp/ 
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Canes can’t handle desperate Capitals. How Washington shut down, 
shut out Carolina 

 

BY CHIP ALEXANDER UPDATED MARCH 03, 2022 10:07 PM 

 

Sometimes, a team faces a “line-in-the-sand” kind of game during the 
season, and the Washington Capitals had one Thursday. 

The Caps had lost their past three games and six straight at home at 
Capital One Center. They had fallen out of the top three spots in the 
Metropolitan Division and into the second wild-card playoff position in the 
Eastern Conference. 

It was desperation time. 

In came the Carolina Hurricanes, the Metro leaders. The Canes left the 
losers Thursday after a 4-0 beating from the Caps, headed back to 
Raleigh to face the Pittsburgh Penguins on Friday with some questions of 
their own. 

Caps goalie Vitek Vanecek won his first game since shutting out Dallas 
on Jan. 28, blanking the Canes with 36 saves. It was his third shutout of 
the season and 11th win. 

Little went right for Carolina (37-12-5), which lost both games of their 
two-game road trip after an overtime loss in Detroit. The Canes seemed 
a step slow and their mental focus not very sharp much of the game. 
Goalie Frederik Andersen, involved in a big collision in the first period, 
took just his eighth loss of the season. 

Asked his assessment of the game, Canes coach Rod Brind’Amour said, 
“Not great. I’ll leave it at that.” 

The Canes took too many penalties — again — but couldn’t bail 
themselves out with their top-ranked penalty kill in this game. The Caps’ 
Evgeny Kuznetsov scored a 5-on-3 power-play goal in the first period 
and the Alex Ovechkin on a 5-on-4 in the second. 

“That’s the game,” Brind’Amour said. “The first period you’re in the box 
for six minutes, the five on three. I mean we can’t even get going.” 

Ovechkin’s goal, on a scorching one-timer from the top of the left circle, 
was his 33rd of the season and the 763rd of his career. He needs three 
more goals to tie Jaromir Jagr for third place on the NHL’s all-time list. 

“We’ve got to stay out of the box,” said defenseman Brady Skjei, who 
had a pair of penalties. “Six minor penalties, against a team like that and 
their power play, and it’s pretty tough to win. 

“For us, it kind of kills the flow of the game. Guys who aren’t killing 
penalties aren’t playing as much and you just kind of lose that flow of the 
game.” 

Defenseman Martin Fehervary also had a second-period score for the 
Caps (28-19-9), who were able to get to the middle of the ice and 
controlled the pace of play while Vanecek took care of his business. 
Dmitry Orlov scored late in regulation just after a Caps power play 
expired. 

Forward Martin Necas, without a goal in 17 straight games, gave the the 
Canes some active, energized play. But there wasn’t enough jump 
elsewhere in the lineup, which had forward Derek Stepan drawing back 
in and Seth Jarvis made the healthy scratch. 

The Canes had their power-play chances but appeared disjointed with 
the man advantage and couldn’t muster anything dangerous. They got off 
17 shots in the third, which Brind’Amour called a “decent” period for the 
Canes, but Vanecek weathered it. 

“We never quit,” Brind’Amour said. “But the game was over because we 
didn’t come out right and took all those penalties.” 

Canes forward Teuvo Teravainen had a nine-game point streak, the 
longest of his career, end Thursday and Sebastian Aho could not extend 
his seven-game streak. 

Looking to the Pens game, Aho said, “Tomorrow’s a new chance to 
redeem ourselves.” 
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Hurricanes now know who they’ll face in the NHL Stadium Series outdoor 
game in 2023 

 

BY CHIP ALEXANDER UPDATED MARCH 03, 2022 10:02 PM 

 

The Carolina Hurricanes finally have an opponent for their long-awaited 
outdoor game -- the Washington Capitals. 

The Canes announced Thursday that the game at N.C. State’s Carter-
Finley Stadium would be played Feb. 18, 2023 as part of the NHL’s 
Stadium Series. It will mark the first outdoor game for the Hurricanes and 
the fourth for the Capitals. 

“I’m sure it’s going to be awesome,” Canes center Sebastian Aho said 
Thursday. “I know the fans are excited and us players, too. It’s going to 
be the first time in Carolina and it’s going to be awesome.” 

Information on ticket prices and ticket availability will be announced at a 
later date, the team said. The team said Hurricanes 2022-23 season-
ticket members would receive first access to pre-sales of tickets for the 
outdoor game. 

“It’s a long ways away but we’re definitely looking forward to that outdoor 
game and it’s going to be a ton of fun,” Canes defenseman Brady Skjei 
said Thursday. 
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The league announced formally Feb. 4 that the Hurricanes would host an 
outdoor game in February 2023. The Canes were to have hosted a 
Stadium Series game on Feb. 20, 2021, but the event was postponed 
because of health and safety concerns related to COVID-19. 

The 2023 game will be the 13th NHL Stadium Series game and the 37th 
NHL regular-season outdoor game overall. 
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Hurricanes vibe check: Canes lay goose egg in Washington 

 

Sara Civian 04/03/2022 

 

WASHINGTON — I don’t care what anyone else tells you, and the 
semantics surrounding the Canes, the Caps and the definition of a rivalry 
be damned. After that double-overtime Game 7 back in 2019, it always 
feels special to come back to Capital One Arena. 

“It was a battle, that series,” captain Jordan Staal said after morning 
skate. “It was a lot of fun, it was a great grind. Obviously there are key 
moments in every playoff series, but Ginner scoring that last one was 
definitely cool.” 

Brock McGinn scored Thursday night while this game was happening, 
but unfortunately for the Canes, he’s on the Penguins now. 

“That was an exciting time, just kind of where we were starting that year 
and where we got to,” head coach Rod Brind’Amour said. “Really a huge 
step for the organization, and saying ‘OK, now this is where we need to 
be, playing with these teams and beating these teams.’ (Looking back), 
that’s what I remember.” 

It’s been a few years since these two teams have played a game that 
matters. With the way things are headed in the Metro Division this 
season, they could see each other for another first-round matchup — this 
time in reversed roles. 

On top of that, the league announced Thursday that the Caps will be the 
Canes’ opponent when they host the Stadium Series game at Carter-
Finley Stadium on Feb. 18, 2023. 

“I’m sure the fans are excited, and the players, too — first (outdoor 
game) in Carolina,” Sebastian Aho said. “It’s going to be awesome.” 

Speaking of games that matter, I’m sure you’re happy Thursday night’s 
4-0 Hurricanes loss that snapped the Canes’ seven-game point streak 
wasn’t one of them. Well, of course, the game matters to some degree, 
but the Canes have another one that matters exactly the same amount in 
less than 24 hours. And again Sunday. They’ll be fine, you’ll be fine and 
who knows what we’ll be talking about Monday. 

• There’s really only one tweet and one quote needed for this vibe check. 

To Caniacs… 

Please take this in the spirit intended, especially if you haven’t sent me a 
silly, reactionary tweet tonight. 

37-11-5, best record in the East, best pt%. Best PK in the NHL. 4th best 
PP. 

6th in goals, 1st in goals allowed. 

STOP WHINING. They stink tonight. 

— Adam Gold (@AGoldFan) March 4, 2022 

• Brind’Amour’s thoughts on the game: “Not great. I’ll leave it at that.” 

• The Canes and Caps’ special teams’ fortunes were reversed Thursday 
night. The Canes went into this game with the best penalty kill in the 
league, and the Caps uncharacteristically ranked No. 27 on the power 
play. To be fair, a power play featuring Alex Ovechkin wasn’t going to 
stay down for too long, and it had been trending up recently. The Canes 
took six penalties, the Caps had two power-play goals and one more 
right as a power play expired. “I think we had six minor penalties — 
against a team like that and their power play, it’s pretty tough to win,” 
said Brady Skjei, who took two of those six penalties. “… in between 
periods, it was definitely mentioned in the locker room that we’ve gotta 
cut down on penalties. Overall, it just kind of kills the flow of the game, 
and some guys who aren’t killing penalties aren’t playing as much and 
lose the flow. We definitely have to be better at staying out of the box.” 

• The Canes started to show some life in the third period and caught up 
on the shot count, but as our friend Adam Gold said above, most of the 
shots just flat out stunk before then. They were down 3-0 when they 
finally got to their game and they couldn’t dig in. The Capitals were 
blocking everything, and the Canes’ best players looked pretty invisible 
throughout. You know it’s bad when Aho ends the night with two shots on 
goal and Andrei Svechnikov ends with one. I will say that the Canes have 
had some OK-but-not-great games recently, and you’d almost rather 
have them lay this goose egg and move on instead of scraping by and 
developing bad habits. Just because the penalty kill has been 
outrageously good doesn’t mean the Canes should take careless 
penalties. Maybe Thursday night is a healthy reminder. 

• Is the curse of national-broadcast games a real thing? Probably not, but 
it sure feels like it sometimes. I think the Canes get so few nationally 
broadcast games that it always feels like a bigger deal than it is when 
they don’t perform on the big stage. 

• Since we’re on Martin Necas goal-drought watch, he was one of a few 
bright spots for Carolina on Thursday despite extending the drought. He 
was engaged in the game for the first time in a long time, ended with .092 
expected goals (better than the team average) and was awarded 16:56 
TOI. Could be the start of brighter days. 

Sara Civian is a Staff Writer for The Athletic, covering the Hurricanes. 
Before The Athletic she covered the Boston Bruins for WEEI 93.7-FM. 
She spent the five years prior at Penn State, where she served as 
managing editor for Onward State. Follow Sara on Twitter @saracivian. 
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Evgeni Malkin drives Penguins to dominant win against Lightning 

 

SETH RORABAUGH  

Thursday, March 3, 2022 9:54 p.m. 

 

February is the shortest month of the year. And the Pittsburgh Penguins 
probably don’t mind that. 

Throughout that span of 28 days, they had a 6-3-1 record but were 
outscored 28-27. It was the only month this season in which they were in 
the red in terms of goal differential. 

Their first game of March — a road contest against the powerful Tampa 
Bay Lightning — demanded a cleaner and crisper approach than what 
they offered throughout most of February. 

“It’s a big test for us,” Penguins forward Evan Rodrigues said Tuesday. “I 
think it’s something we need. We have to start playing the right way and 
getting these wins, playing almost playoff-type hockey. It will be a good 
test for us.” 
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The Penguins aced that test Thursday with a dominant 5-1 win against 
the defending back-to-back Stanley Cup champions at Amalie Arena in 
Tampa, Fla. 

Buoyed by a quick start, the Penguins swarmed the Lightning throughout 
the night and dominated puck possession as evidenced by their 40-21 
advantage in shots. 

“It was one of our more complete efforts all year long,” Penguins coach 
Mike Sullivan said to media in Tampa after the game. “Throughout our 
lineup, we had contributions from everybody on both sides of the puck. 
What was probably the most encouraging part was our third period. I 
thought we continued to play the game on our toes. We created a lot of 
offense through our defense. 

“When we do that, we’re hard to play against.” 

Of course, having a former MVP such as Evgeni Malkin collect three 
points (one goal, two assists) will always increase the level of difficulty for 
the opposition. 

“I think he had the puck on his stick for like nine minutes tonight,” 
quipped Penguins forward Bryan Rust, whom no one would mistake for 
Peter Henlein. “That just pretty much says it all. When he has the puck 
and he’s doing what he’s capable of and he’s confident, I think other 
teams better watch out because he’s been awesome lately.” 

That was apparent early in this game as the Penguins took the game’s 
first lead 3:46 into regulation. Circumnavigating his way through the 
neutral zone, Malkin gained the offensive zone and dished a small-area 
pass to the right-wing boards for linemate Kasperi Kapanen. Working his 
way up ice, Kapanen lifted a wrister from the right circle that goaltender 
Andrei Vasilevskiy booted out. Penguins forward Danton Heinen crashed 
in from the slot and tapped in the rebound past Vasilevskiy’s right skate 
for his 12th goal of the season. Kapanen and Malkin had assists. For 
Malkin, he extended a scoring streak to seven games. 

A power-play score put the Penguins up 2-0 at 6:27 of the first period. 
From the right half wall, Malkin slipped a pass to the right of the net for 
Penguins forward Jake Guentzel. Instead of firing a wrister on net from in 
tight, Guentzel spun to his right and slid the puck to the left circle for 
Penguins forward Sidney Crosby. With Lightning defenseman Ryan 
McDonagh leaning down for a block attempt, Crosby lifted a wrister over 
McDonagh’s right leg and Vasilevskiy’s blocker on the near side for his 
17th goal. Guentzel and Malkin netted assists. 

The hosts got on the scoreboard at the 6:20 mark of the second period. 
From his own right half wall, Lightning forward Corey Perry lofted a puck 
to the neutral zone. Penguins defenseman Kris Letang tried to settle the 
puck and dish it with a backhand pass attempt at his own blue line to 
partner Brian Dumoulin but ended up donating it directly to Lightning 
forward Patrick Maroon. Settling the puck, Maroon fed a pass to linemate 
Pierre-Edouard Bellemare in the right circle. From there, Bellemare 
attacked the net and slipped a forehand shot through goaltender Tristan 
Jarry’s legs for his seventh goal. Maroon recorded the lone assist. 

Lightning forward Steven Stamkos had an optimal chance to tie the score 
at 15:18 of the second with a mostly uncontested wrister from the slot 
that glanced off the crossbar. 

That misfire proved to be vital as the Penguins claimed a 3-1 lead less 
than two minutes later at the 17:08 mark. After an errant pass in the 
offensive zone by Lightning forward Ondrej Palat in the offensive zone, 
Rodrigues turned up ice and flicked a forehand pass to the center red 
line, springing linemate Brock McGinn on a breakaway. Streaking in on 
the cage, McGinn snapped a wrister past Vasilevskiy’s blocker for his 
11th goal of the season and first since Jan. 25. The only assist went to 
Rodrigues. 

“Keep with it,” McGinn said in reference to snapping a 13-game streak 
without a goal. “You’ve just got to go out there and keep playing the 
same way. Hopefully, the bounces come your way.” 

More success came the Penguins’ way as Malkin delivered the coup de 
grace at 5:14 of the third period with this 10th goal. After Bellemare 
fumbled the puck at the Penguins’ blue line — thanks to pressure from 
Malkin — Heinen claimed possession and chipped a breakout pass for 
Malkin, sending him on a breakaway from the center red line. Coasting 
in, Malkin snapped a wrister past Vasilevskiy’s glove. Heinen had the 
only assist. 

“That was (Malkin’s) best game of the year to this point,” Sullivan said. 
“With each game, he’s getting better and better. (Thursday), I thought he 
was just in beast mode, the way he commanded the puck. It just followed 
him around tonight. That’s when you know he’s at his best.” 

The Lightning pulled Vasilevskiy for an extra attacker fairly early, but all 
that tactic resulted in was an empty-net goal for Guentzel, his 26th, at 
14:00 of the third. Letang and Crosby tallied assists. 

Jarry had a fairly easy night, as he only faced 21 shots and his record 
improved to 27-11-6. 

Things don’t figure to get easier for the Penguins on Friday as they will 
face the Metropolitan Division rival Carolina Hurricanes in Raleigh, N.C. 

The Hurricanes enter Friday in first place of the Division with a 37-12-5 
record and 79 points, three more than the second-place Penguins (34-
14-8, 76 points). 

The Penguins enter Friday with plenty of confidence as a result of one of 
their most thorough victories of the season. 

“If we play the way can and the way we want to and the way that we 
know that we’re capable of,” Rust said. “I think we can do some pretty 
good things.” 

Notes: 

• Letang and Lightning forward Brayden Point fought late in the first 
period at the 19:54 mark. 

It was Letang’s first fighting major since he battled Washington Capitals 
forward T.J. Oshie on May 3, 2018. 

• Following a multiplayer scrum in the Penguins’ crease that resulted in a 
power-play opportunity for the visitors at 19:06 of the second, referee 
Wes McCauley ejected Lightning coach Jon Cooper from the game after 
Cooper’s protests failed to cease (or possibly crossed a line in terms of 
vocabulary). 

• After the game, Cooper openely questioned McCauley and even the 
Penguins’ status as the least penalized team in the NHL. 

“It was shock that we were short-handed,” Cooper said. “That team, for 
some reason, they’re by far the lowest penalized team in the league. I’m 
not sure why but they are. For us to go down again, to be (short-handed) 
in that situation, it was a little frustrating. (McCauley) goes over, he goes 
to their bench and gives them an explanation. He never comes to ours. I 
would have liked the courtesy there. I’m not so sure in all the years, what 
I said is something that he like he’d never heard before in his history of 
‘reffing.’ So, I’d want to know what that was. 

“As a head coach, you have a duty to coach the game. At times, you do 
get a little emotional and stuff like that. … I don’t know what I invented 
that had me tossed out. No. 4 (McCauley’s number) saw it that way, I 
guess.” 

Cooper was asked if he received any explanation for his ejection. 

“I don’t know,” Cooper said. “It was an arm pointing to the exit. That as 
the explanation that I got. Ask their coach. He got an explanation. I 
didn’t.” 

• Officially, the Lightning bench was assessed a minor penalty for abuse 
of officials. 

• Including Thursday’s game, the Penguins have averaged 6.48 penalty 
minutes per contest, least in the NHL. 
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• Malkin (1,128 points) surpassed forwards Mike Bossy and Joe 
Nieuwendyk (1,126 each) - each enshrined in the Hockey Hall of Fame - 
for 60th place on the NHL’s career scoring list. 

• Penguins forward Jeff Carter appeared in his 50th game of the season. 
As per the conditions of the trade the Penguins made for Carter with the 
Los Angeles Kings last April, that marker upgraded to the 2023 fourth-
round draft pick the Penguins dealt to the Kings to a third-round 
selection. 

• Penguins defenseman Mike Matheson (undisclosed injury) as well as 
forward Kasper Bjorkqvist and defenseman P.O Joseph (healthy) were 
scratched. 
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Tim Benz: As Penguins face Tampa Bay, plenty of reasons why the 
Lightning are in legit position for a '3-peat' 

 

TIM BENZ   

Thursday, March 3, 2022 6:40 a.m. 

 

A brutal stretch of games for the Pittsburgh Penguins resumes Thursday 
night in Tampa Bay. 

The Pens face the Lightning at 7 p.m., looking to win a third straight 
outing. Meanwhile, the Lightning have won five in a row. They are one of 
seven consecutive opponents for coach Mike Sullivan’s team currently in 
playoff spots. 

This is the first meeting between the two clubs since they split a pair of 
games in October, each winning by four goals on the other team’s home 
ice. 

Not much has changed for the Lightning since their past two runs through 
the playoffs. The two-time defending Stanley Cup champions have 76 
points. That’s good enough to lead the Metropolitan Division and trail 
only the Carolina Hurricanes (79 points) for most overall in the Eastern 
Conference. 

What’s been clicking for the Bolts so far in 2021-22? Here’s a lengthy list 
as Tampa tries to press forward toward a three-peat. 

• The Lightning have won 12 of their last 15 games dating back to Jan. 
11. Of those three losses, one was a 3-2 defeat in Denver against the 
Colorado Avalanche on Feb. 10. They have 84 points, the most in the 
NHL. Another was a 3-2 shootout loss against the Vegas Golden Knights 
on Jan. 29. 

Their only multi-goal defeat in that stretch was a 5-1 loss to the Anaheim 
Mighty Ducks on Jan. 21. 

• Tampa Bay has only four regulation home losses on the season. That’s 
tied with the Carolina Hurricanes for the fewest in the Eastern 
Conference. The Avs have only three on the Western Conference side, 
the best in the NHL. 

Of course, one of those regulation defeats was to the Penguins, 6-2, in 
the season opener on Oct. 12. Tampa got revenge 14 days later in 
Pittsburgh by a score of 5-1. 

• The Penguins are currently fourth in the NHL when it comes to goals 
against per game at 2.60. The Lightning aren’t far behind at 2.73, in 
seventh place. 

The league leader in that category is Carolina at 2.38. The Penguins play 
the Hurricanes in Raleigh on Friday. 

• Tampa is also seventh in goal scoring, at 3.46 goals per contest. The 
Penguins are 11th at 3.20. Tampa accomplishes that without firing a ton 
of shots on net per game, just 30.0, 19th in the NHL. 

The Lightning are better at shot suppression. Opposing teams only get 
29.3 shots against them per game, the seventh fewest in hockey. The 
Penguins are only two spots higher at 30.3. 

• There are some areas where the Lightning are average. They are at 
49% as a team in faceoffs, 17th in the league. The power play is 17th at 
20.3% and the penalty kill is 16th at 80.7%. 

• Penguins’ Kris Letang not focused on pending free agency, rumors of 
departure 

However, Calgary is the only team in the NHL to have yielded fewer 
goals five-on-five thus far in the season. The Flames have only allowed 
86 goals at five-on-five. The Lightning and Vancouver Canucks are next 
best at 90 each. 

The Lightning take a lot of penalties, 213 so far. That’s the eight-most in 
hockey. They draw a lot too, though. At 219, that’s the fifth-best in the 
league. 

• Lightning goalie Andrei Vasilevskiy is tied with Carolina’s Frederik 
Andersen for the NHL lead in wins with 29. He is also seventh in goals 
against average (2.27), tied with Tristan Jarry for ninth in save 
percentage (.921). 

• Steven Stamkos is on a five-game goal-scoring streak. In the seven 
games the Lightning have played since the All-Star Break, Stamkos has 
7 goals and 9 points. He entered play Thursday tied with former 
Pittsburgh Hornet J.T. Miller for 12th in the NHL with 60 points. 

Defenseman Victor Hedman started action Thursday night eighth in the 
NHL with 40 assists, two behind Kris Letang. 

Pittsburgh native and former ESPN Pittsburgh radio host Greg Linnelli 
joins me for Thursday’s “Breakfast With Benz” podcast. He’s now the 
game day host for the Tampa Bay Lightning Radio Network and the host 
of “Lightning Power Play Live.” 

We discuss the Pens-Lightning matchup, the current hierarchy of the 
Eastern Conference, Stamkos’ hot streak and the Lightning’s rivalry with 
the Florida Panthers. 
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Penguins win, 5-1, after standing toe-to-toe with one of NHL’s best 

 

Mike DeFabo 

5-7 minutes 3/3/2022 

 

TAMPA, Fla. — The gloves came off and the fists flew on Thursday night 
at Amalie Arena. 

But in the main event – a heavyweight showdown between two recent 
back-to-back Cup champions – the Penguins put the Lightning on the 
ropes early and kept on swinging in one of their more-impressive and 
emotional wins of the season. 

During a 5-1 victory, the Penguins set the tone in a dominant first period. 
Evgeni Malkin went “beast mode” (in Mike Sullivan’s words) with a one-
goal, two-assist outburst that ignited “Geno! Geno! Geno!” chants. Sidney 
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Crosby kept the power play buzzing. And secondary scorers Danton 
Heinen and Brock McGinn snapped droughts. 

Goalie Tristan Jarry shut the door with 20 saves, while the Penguins 
peppered Andrei Vasilevskiy with 40 shots, plus an empty net goal from 
Jake Guentzel. 

“It was one of our more-complete efforts all year long,” Sullivan said. “I 
thought throughout our lineup, we had contributions from everybody on 
both sides of the puck.” 

The Penguins (34-14-8, 76 points) insisted in the days leading up to the 
matchup that it was not a measuring stick matchup. But, whether they 
wanted to admit it or not, it was. During a game with plenty of star power 
and playoff-like post-whistle scrums that eventually led Lightning coach 
Jon Cooper to get ejected, the Penguins stood toe-to-toe with one of the 
NHL’s best in more ways than one. And won decisively. 

“It's a great blueprint for us moving forward,” Sullivan said. 

Sullivan said he felt Malkin played his best game of the season. From 
puck drop, his energy was palpable, rippling through his linemates. 

Less than four minutes in, off a feed from Geno, Kasperi Kapanen ripped 
an initial shot on net. Heinen followed it up to give the Penguins a 1-0 
lead and snap his own eight-game scoring drought. 

Then, the Penguins’ surging power play remained on fire to extend the 
lead to 2-0. From his net-front position, Guentzel fed the puck to Crosby, 
who ripped a wrister from the left circle. Malkin earned the secondary 
assists, his second of the night. Since Geno returned on Jan. 11, the 
power play has now converted 28.4% of opportunities, the second-best 
mark in the league over that span. 

With Letang in the box to start the second, the Lighting made their push. 
Then, in his first shift back, the Penguins defenseman backhanded an ill-
advised pass in his own zone that was picked off by Pat Maroon. Pierre-
Edouard Bellemare took advantage to cut the Penguins lead to 2-1. 

With just under three minutes remaining in the second, the Penguins 
reclaimed a two-goal lead. Evan Rodrigues sprung McGinn for a 
breakaway opportunity. The goal snapped a 13-game scoreless drought. 

Then, all hell broke loose. 

Late in the period, emerging Penguins instigator Mark Friedman had his 
stick slashed out of his hands by Corey Perry. When a penalty wasn’t 
called, Friedman jumped Perry. An all-out, tag-team brawl ensued, with 
virtually every player on the ice engaged in some form or fashion. Bryan 
Rust wrestled in the blue paint with Anthony Cirelli. And Friedman was 
mixed up somewhere under the rubble. 

“I tend to go after the biggest guys on the ice which probably isn't the 
smartest thing to do,” Friedman said. “Maybe next time we play them, I'll 
have a picture of me in their room or something. But whatever. It's just 
me being me and that's how I play the game.” 

By the time the officials sorted out all the infractions, which was no small 
task, the Penguins had two players in the box (Rust and Friedman), 
Tampa had three, Cooper was ejected and the Pittsburgh earned a 5-on-
3 power play. 

The bad blood spilled over into the third – and so did Malkin’s impressive 
evening. 

Bellemare tried to start, um… stuff with Malkin. Instead, Geno went off. 
He leveled the Lightning center with a shoulder, stole the puck and then 
scored on a breakaway. The goal extended the Penguins lead to 4-1, 
essentially putting the game away, as a loud “Let’s go Pens!” chant rang 
out in a crowd full of black and gold. 

"I think [Malkin] had the puck on his stick for like nine minutes tonight,” 
Rust said. “So that just pretty much says it all.” 

Rust probably was joking. But the way Malkin played, maybe not. 

"When he has the puck and he's doing what he's capable of, and he's 
confident,” Rust continued. “I think other teams should watch out." 

The same can probably be said about these Penguins. After enduring a 
recent slump, the Penguins now appear to have their game and their 
swagger back with their third win in a row. 

The tests continue for the Penguins. After playing the Atlantic Division’s 
best on Thursday, the Penguins will see the Metro-leading Carolina 
Hurricanes on the road Friday. 
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As the Penguins roster gets older, is age just a number? 

 

Mike DeFabo 

5-7 minutes 3/3/2022 

 

TAMPA, Fla. — Younger. Faster. Harder to play against. 

That three-pronged motto was the publicly stated goal for former general 
manager Jim Rutherford in his final months on the job in Pittsburgh. 
However, his abrupt resignation in January 2021 brought in two new 
voices — GM Ron Hextall and president of hockey operations Brian 
Burke — and, possibly, a shift in priorities. 

As the March 21 trade deadline approaches, it will be interesting to see if 
the club could target some bigger body types, especially on the blue line, 
who can still skate in coach Mike Sullivan’s system. Or, perhaps 
physicality becomes one of the words that enters the discussion. 

But today, let’s focus on that first word. 

The average age of the Penguins roster was 27.21 years old at the start 
of the 2020-21 season. Across the board, they’re older now, with an 
average of 28.69 years. 

Not only do the three members of the core — Sidney Crosby (34), Evgeni 
Malkin (35) and Kris Letang (34) — have a few more candles on the 
cake, the Penguins have also added a number of veteran players who 
have played critical roles this season. 

That includes, most notably, Jeff Carter (37) and Brian Boyle (37). 
Considering Carter inked a two-year extension that will keep him in 
Pittsburgh until he’s 39, and 31-year-old Chad Ruhwedel recently signed 
a two-year extension of his own, this is a trend that could continue. 

“I think right now we have a good mix of youth and veteran presence,” 
said Sullivan, who himself celebrated his 54th birthday on Feb. 27. “I 
think the most important part for me is that that we put the most 
competitive hockey team on the ice. We're trying to surround the core 
players here with the best possible players that that give us the balance 
that we need that help us play the game that we're trying to play.” 

So, is age just a number, or is there something more here? 

Well, there are a few ways to look at the dynamic. On numerous 
instances, players and coaches alike have mentioned the veteran 
leadership that guys like Carter and Boyle bring. They have that been-
there, done-that personality type. Especially in the postseason, Penguins 
players noted that Carter’s steady pulse provided a sense of calm during 
stressful situations. And, in the case of Boyle, teams often love the idea 
of handing the Stanley Cup to a grizzled, bearded veteran who has done 
everything but win a championship. 
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At the same time, this is the first season in two years that the NHL will 
play a full 82-game slate. Thursday’s matchup in Tampa marks the 56th 
game of the season, matching the entire 2020-21 workload. Will veterans 
like Carter and Boyle step their game up when it matters most or could 
the wear and tear of a long season hit them differently than it would 
younger legs? 

Success recognizes success 

For many in the sports world, the quest to hoist the Cup is what 
motivates long nights in the gym or sparks that extra effort in critical 
postseason moments. But once a team enjoys success, how do they 
keep that first sip from the Cup from extinguishing the flame that once 
burned in their belly? 

The two teams on the ice Thursday both can relate. The Penguins and 
Lightning share distinguished company as the most-recent back-to-back 
champions. 

“I just think the most important thing is just is staying hungry,” Sullivan 
said. “Our core players are so internally driven. I think that's contagious 
through our team. ... 

“When you look at the core and what they've what they've established 
here and the legacy they've built in the league to this point, we tend to 
get everybody's A-game. I'm sure Tampa would probably say the same 
thing. That’s the burden of responsibility that you bear when you have 
success in this league. But that's something that we embrace.” 

Kudos to Chiodo 

While Tristan Jarry has answered the bell on a number of instances this 
season, he’s not the only one responsible for his bounce-back, All-Star 
campaign. Sullivan offered some praise to first-year goaltending coach 
Andy Chiodo on Thursday. 

“The thing that's really impressed me about Andy is he has great listening 
skills, and he values their input,” Sullivan said. “I think because of that, 
he's developed a great relationship with those guys [Jarry and Casey 
DeSmith]. There’s a lot of trust. And that's an important part of positional 
coaches. I think Andy's done a great job.” 

More than goals for McGinn 

With 10 goals in 52 games, Brock McGinn has already eclipsed his goal 
total (8) from the entire 2020-21 season. However, that scoring touch has 
been missing of late. He enters Thursday night with just one assist and 
no goals in his last 13 games. 

However, when it comes to a player like McGinn, who is often cast in a 
defensive-oriented role, Sullivan cautions that the goal horn isn’t the only 
way to evaluate performance. 

“Whether he's on the scoresheet or he's not, he's a glue guy,” Sullivan 
said. “He's hard to play against. He's a good penalty killer. He brings a 
physical dimension to our team. He's a real competitive guy. And, even 
though he hasn't scored in the last handful of games, he's had some 
pretty good looks.” 
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Who gets the call? Ranking Pittsburgh's best sports broadcasters 

 

Adam Bittner 
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From Bob Prince to Myron Cope to Mike Lange, broadcasters have 
always held an important place in the Pittsburgh sports landscape.  

They come into our homes, cars and bars most nights of the year. They 
teach us their games and provide the soundtrack to our teams’ greatest 
moments and victories.  

So following Lange’s retirement last year, the Post-Gazette sports staff 
set out to answer the question of which current play-by-play and color 
men do their jobs best.  

Below is the result of voting among our committee of five reporters: 
digital sports producer Adam Bittner, Pirates beat writer Jason Mackey, 
Pitt beat writer Craig Meyer, Steelers beat writer Ray Fittipaldo and high 
schools beat writer Brad Everett.   

Each ranked the radio and TV announcers for the Penguins, Panthers, 
Pirates and Steelers on a 1-12 scale. Announcers with the fewest points 
were rated best.  

In a fun twist, there was a tie for the top spot on our list. So we turned to 
you, the Post-Gazette’s readers to break it. So without further ado, here 
is what we found. Commentary is from Adam Bittner unless otherwise 
noted.  

1. Phil Bourque 

In a sport that can be stodgy in many other corners of the world, Bourque 
excels at focusing on substance over style. On highlighting the X’s and 
O’s without getting bogged down in cultural and generational divides. He 
notices all of the little things, too, and explains their importance in a way 
that the average fan can understand and learn from. Combine it with his 
enthusiasm for the team, and it’s a potent package. 

“Penguins fans likely don't realize how good they have it with the ol' 29er. 
He's honest, accurate and personable. Major points for Bourque's 
willingness to call it like he sees it.” — Jason Mackey 

2. Pat Bostick 

A Pitt man through and through, Bostick has all the on-air energy of 
someone who could be doing something else — like his day job as the 
athletic department’s director of development and major gifts — but can’t 
keep himself away from his passion of talking Panthers football. It’s 
infectious. And because he played so recently, you almost feel like he’s 
still there in the huddle with the guys on the field, reading Kenny Pickett’s 
mind. Add it all together and he evokes the great Tony Romo in the 
booth. Certainly not a bad thing if you’ve seen the latter’s paycheck 
lately. 

“E.J. Borghetti. Dave Wannstedt. Aaron Donald. All great ‘Pitt men.’ 
Bostick is right up there with them. He’s become very good at his job, 
too, and teams with Hillgrove to give the Panthers an excellent one-two 
punch in the booth.” — Brad Everett 

“One of my favorite traits for any broadcaster is a genuine, palpable 
sense of passion for what they do and the sport they call. It's always 
evident with Pat, who mixes that excitement over games with the insight 
of a former quarterback and a deep knowledge of someone who played 
for the program. He works for the Pitt athletic department, which you 
have to weigh with some of his insights and commentary, but he helps 
bring alive a game in a way that is notable.” — Craig Meyer 

3. Bill Hillgrove  

Even at 81, his fastball for the big moments is still the best in the game, 
as he showed during Pitt’s run to the ACC championship this past year. 
His excitement oozes through the microphone, but he doesn’t overdo it. 
He knows how to let the moment breathe and allow his color 
commentators to cook. He does make some mistakes. And he can get a 
little myopic about the refs, particularly during Pitt hoops games. On the 
whole, though, no one defines “pro” quite like him. Here’s hoping he has 
a lot of years left. 
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“Hillgrove will begin his 28th season as Steelers play-by-play man, which 
will equal the number of his predecessor, Jack Fleming, who was behind 
the microphone on Steelers radio broadcasts from 1965-93. Hillgrove 
took over in 1994 and has called eight AFC championship games and 
four Super Bowls. He’s still going strong.” — Ray Fittipaldo 

“The man's an institution, having called Pitt games since 1969 and 
Steelers games since 1994. While he's in the later stages of a decorated 
career, I've always been impressed with how he has been able to 
effectively balance the responsibilities of being the voice for three teams, 
one of which comes with the onus of being the soundtrack to the region's 
biggest source of civic pride.” — Craig Meyer 

4. Josh Getzoff (tie) 

Replacing Hall of Famer Mike Lange has got to be the hardest broadcast 
job in town right now, but he’s done a great job. He’s been smart not to 
try to imitate his predecessor in the obvious ways. He knows no one 
needs a new batch of catch phrases or anything like that. Instead, it’s the 
more subtle things like his cadence that feel so familiar and homey on a 
cold winter’s night.  

“If you get Mike Lange’s approval and support, you’re doing something 
right. And Getzoff — in addition ditching Philly for Pittsburgh — does that 
a lot. A terrific combination of talent and work ethic.” — Jason Mackey 

4. Steve Mears (tie) 

“Mears is decidedly not his predecessor, which probably shapes how you 
feel about him. If you like an unapologetic homer in the booth, then you 
probably miss Paul Steigerwald. But if you prefer a more even-handed 
approach, then Mears checks all the boxes. He’s well prepared and 
erudite. His cadence is smooth. And he never gets too high or too low. 
For many, that’s a welcomed change, even if it’s not for everyone.  

“Aside from being a fantastic play-by-play man with sturdy announcing 
chops, Mears' impression of Mike Lange is stunningly good.” — Jason 
Mackey 

Greg Brown 

His voice on a summer night just feels like home, and only Hillgrove 
rivals him in genuine emotion about the action he’s watching. Sometimes 
that can creep into over-enthusiasm, but that’s far from a criticism. Often, 
his exuberance for the rare bright moments amid this team’s natural state 
of futility functions as a necessary coping mechanism. He also has an 
older-school mentality about the game that can come across as preachy 
at times. But what’s home if not a place for some good-natured 
generational banter? 

“Brown's use of language is terrific, while nobody can doubt his 
excitement. What Brown rarely gets enough credit for is his vast baseball 
knowledge and feel for the game.” — Jason Mackey 

“Raise the Jolly Roger! Pirates fans haven’t had a lot to be jolly about 
over the last few decades, but they all should raise a glass of their 
favorite beverage to Brownie, a pro’s pro who is dynamite at his job. 
Bonus points to him for being a fellow Point Park graduate.” — Brad 
Everett 

Joe Block 

A three-hour or so broadcast with Block is a tour de force in preparation. 
No one adds more stats and factoids to the broadcast. You know so 
much more for having listened to him. And even though he’s an outsider, 
his excitement comes across so authentically that he almost always gets 
he big moments right. He just maybe needs to cool it with cherry-picking 
numbers that paint this bad team in a good light. It comes across as 
unvarnished apologia. 

Craig Wolfley 

No one wanted him to grow past his repartee with the late Tunch Ilkin 
under these circumstances. We should have had at least another decade 
of the former calling the latter “chalooch” from the sideline in between 

indistinguishable blocking jargon. Alas, he’s made the best of a sad 
situation and brought the same fun-loving energy to the booth that Ilkin 
and Myron Cope did before him, giving fans good reason to continue the 
tradition of turning the TV volume down to listen to DVE on game day 
instead. 

“The Steelers love to have former offensive linemen provide game 
analysis, and Wolfley is entering his second season as color 
commentator. He succeeded his good friend Tunch Ilkin, who passed 
away last summer. Wolfley’s signature is his unique catch phrases and 
vocabulary to describe the action.” — Ray Fittipaldo 

Bob Walk 

He’s so good at walking the tight rope of authoritative commentary mixed 
with wit. You’ll never find him over-analyzing a pitch in an 8-1 laugher. 
He’s more likely to be telestrating some goings-on in the stands and 
ribbing his colleagues gently. He’s kind of the John Madden of Pittsburgh 
in that way. Like Brown and Wehner, he can sometimes get in the weeds 
with old guy stuff. But that’s more than offset by the way he never takes 
the game too seriously, which is such an underrated skill for someone 
who has to enter fans’ homes every night for half the year. 

Curtis Aiken 

Stepping in between legends like Hillgrove and Dick Groat is an 
unenviable task, but Aiken did so with so much grace and class a few 
years back. When he shared the mic with Groat, he was great at gently 
steering his teammates back to the action when they’d start to go 
overboard in grousing about a ref’s call. And since Groat’s retirement, 
he’s proven so capable of breaking down a play that his listeners couldn’t 
see. He’s been a perfect addition at the perfect time. 

“Replacing someone as long-tenured as Dick Groat was never going to 
be easy, but Curtis has done an excellent job with it. His analysis is 
sharp, he's not afraid to be critical of what he's witnessing, and he and 
Bill Hillgrove have already established a strong on-air rapport. It only 
means so much when ranking broadcasters, but he's also one of the 
kindest people you'll come across in local sports.” — Craig Meyer 

John Wehner 

He gives it to you straight, which is so refreshing when the team stinks 
like this one does. He doesn’t toe the gentler company line the way 
others tend to. He’ll analyzes a play or pitch on its merits and goes from 
there, whether that reflects poorly on a player for the home team or not. 
Of course, he can go old school pretty hard at times. Think the Derek 
Dietrich controversy of a few years back. But that moment also 
represents the best of his no-nonsense style that evokes his hard-
working Carrick roots.  

“Breaking down baseball nuance can be hard. Doing it in a relatable way 
is even more difficult. Wehner handles both with ease.” — Jason 
Mackey.  

Bob Errey 

Hockey can be monotonous at times through the course of an 82-game 
schedule, but Errey never allows a broadcast that he’s a part of to 
become mundane. He has a curiosity about every play of every shift that 
grabs you and makes you pay attention just as you’re drifting off into a 
day dream. Sometimes it can be a little much if you’re just trying to relax. 
But most of the time, that exuberance is a welcomed balance to his more 
neutral broadcast partner in Steve Mears. 
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Yohe’s 10 observations: Evgeni Malkin, Penguins look every bit the part 
of Stanley Cup contenders 
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By Josh Yohe  

Mar 4, 2022  

  

TAMPA, Fla. — The Penguins delivered such a loud statement Thursday 
at Amalie Arena that Jon Cooper probably heard those “Geno” chants 
from where he was sitting in the Tampa Bay locker room. 

Led by Evgeni Malkin’s best performance of the season, the Penguins 
were dominant against the two-time defending champions in a clinical 5-1 
victory. The Penguins outshot the Lightning 40-21. An outraged Cooper 
was ejected late in the second period by referee Wes McCauley because 
the Tampa Bay coach didn’t believe his team deserved to be short-
handed after a melee. 

Only three NHL teams — the Avalanche, Hurricanes and Panthers — 
have more points than the Penguins (34-14-8, 76 points), who improved 
their NHL-best road record to 19-6-3. They’ll have a chance to pull within 
a point of first place in the Metropolitan Division on Friday night when 
they visit the Carolina Hurricanes. 

Malkin scored and added two assists to lead the way against Tampa 
Bay. Sidney Crosby had a goal and an assist, and Brock McGinn, Danton 
Heinen and Jake Guentzel also scored. 

Tristan Jarry stopped 20 of 21 shots and, given how infrequently he was 
tested, would likely be fresh enough to play in Raleigh, N.C., on Friday, 
though it may have already been determined by the coaching staff that 
Casey DeSmith will get the start. 

The Penguins won’t have much time to enjoy the performance, but it 
surely was a happy flight to North Carolina. From the opening faceoff, the 
Penguins were hungrier, more disciplined and far sharper than the 
Lightning. 

“For me, it was one of our more complete efforts all year long,” Penguins 
coach Mike Sullivan said. “That’s what I said to the guys after the game. I 
thought throughout our lineup, we had contributions from everybody on 
both sides of the puck.” 

The game turned nasty early. Cooper passive-aggressively accused the 
NHL of protecting the Penguins throughout the course of the season. 

“That team,” he said, “for some reason, they’re by far the lowest-
penalized team in the league. I’m not sure why, but they are.” 

Perhaps it’s because the Penguins are disciplined, something that wasn’t 
the case for the Lightning on Thursday. 

Mark Friedman, playing in his third consecutive game in place of the 
injured Mike Matheson, had half of the Lightning roster attempting to 
punish him in the second period. Pat Maroon, Corey Perry and Anthony 
Cirelli all lost their minds late in the second period in the incident that led 
to Cooper’s ejection. 

“I kind of like doing it,” Friedman said. “I like getting underneath guys’ 
skin.” 

He had the Lightning unraveled. 

“I tend to go after the biggest guys on the ice, which probably isn’t the 
smartest thing to do,” he said. “It’s just me being me. Next time we play 
them, there will be a picture of me in their room or something. But 
whatever. It’s just me. It’s how I play the game.” 

If this is how the Penguins are going to play the game when the 
postseason arrives, they’ll be in good shape. It was a spectacular 
performance, not unlike their opening-night dominance of the Lightning 
on Oct. 12. 

This game, of course, featured Crosby and Malkin, who obviously give 
the Penguins substantially more spice. 

Cooper begrudgingly gave the Penguins credit. 

“I am not sitting here saying Pittsburgh is a better team than us,” Cooper 
said. “They are a really good team. We are a really good team. They 
were exponentially better than us tonight so, for one night, give them 
credit.” 

Ten postgame observations 

• Where to begin? 

Let’s start with Malkin. 

“I thought it was his best performance of the season,” Sullivan said. 

Bryan Rust took things a step further. 

“I think other teams should watch out,” he said. 

Malkin had a good weekend against the Rangers and the Blue Jackets. 
But this was different. Much different. 

He had two assists in the first period. More important, he was galloping 
the way he does when he’s at his best. Malkin’s skating finally looked in 
peak form, something that he’s been waiting on since his return to the 
lineup in January after ACL surgery. 

Then, in the third period, he authored his best shift of the season. Maybe 
it was the shift of the NHL season, for that matter. The game had long 
ago turned rough, but the score was only 3-1 in the third period. Then, in 
one shift, Malkin took out Perry and Pierre-Edouard Bellemare with big 
hits. Later in the shift, he forced a Bellemare turnover. 

An instant later, he found himself on a breakaway against the great 
Andrei Vasilevskiy. Malkin buried a wrist shot to the glove side before 
letting out a roar to the fans, thousands of whom were rooting for the 
Penguins. 

Malkin was outstanding from his first shift, but he got even better when 
the game turned nasty. This is no surprise. Some players don’t perform 
as well when emotions run high. When Malkin becomes a little 
aggravated, we typically see him at his best. This was a classic example. 

Malkin has 24 points, including 10 goals, in 20 games since he returned 
to the lineup. Not bad. 

• I don’t know what Cooper said to McCauley that triggered the ejection, 
and Cooper wouldn’t say. Fair enough. But I’m a little puzzled as to why 
he thinks his team shouldn’t have been short-handed. 

The play started around the Penguins’ net when McCauley missed Perry 
slashing Friedman’s stick out of his hands. It clearly should have been a 
penalty. Friedman then lunged onto Perry, which started the hostilities. 
Cirelli decided to suplex Rust, which led to some more trouble. Jarry got 
a shot in during the sequence, and although the Penguins weren’t 
innocent bystanders, it was the Lightning who exceeded some 
boundaries throughout the evening and particularly during that sequence. 

That Maroon didn’t receive a penalty during the game is a minor miracle. 
It wasn’t for a lack of trying. 

The Lightning have some big bodies, and they play with an edge. That 
isn’t a bad thing. But they were running around like maniacs. Maroon 
took a run at Jeff Carter in the second period, and a serious injury nearly 
took place as Maroon’s skate caught Carter in the face. I spoke with 
Carter briefly on his way to the team bus, and he confirmed that the boot 
of the skate — and the not blade, thankfully — struck his face. 

The Penguins aren’t equipped to win many fistfights with the Lightning, or 
any team, for that matter. They played this one just right. They annoyed 
the Lightning but were very intelligent throughout the game. 

• It was such a wild night that Kris Letang and Brayden Point dropped the 
gloves in the first period. Yeah. 

You don’t want Letang dropping the gloves. He’s more valuable to the 
Penguins now than he’s ever been. 
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After the game, Sullivan said he didn’t have a problem with it. Letang is 
an emotional player, Sullivan explained, and sometimes such things 
happen. 

Fair enough. But Letang needs to stay healthy, so he shouldn’t make a 
habit of it. One can never question his toughness, though. He’s not one 
to back down from a fight. 

• Friedman is pure theater. I haven’t been this entertained by a Penguin’s 
rambunctiousness since Bobby Farnham graced us with his presence 
many years ago. 

Already a favorite of many in the Penguins’ traveling party because of his 
entertaining (and very direct) personality, Friedman is starting to let his 
personality show on the ice. And in interviews. 

The Penguins haven’t had many personalities like this over the years. 
Friedman is an interesting addition to this locker room because the 
Penguins are fairly robotic. They quietly go about their business. It’s just 
the kind of group they have. 

Then, Friedman shows up. 

“It just so happened that scrum in front of the net got a little dirty,” he 
said. “I took some liberties in front of the net and worked it out my way.” 

Sullivan said it’s important for Friedman to pick his spots when it comes 
to agitating the opposition. He did the job Thursday. 

He also headed a puck as though it were a soccer ball in the second 
period and also played yet another quality hockey game. 

This guy is seriously entertaining. 

If you’re wondering why his ex-teammates in Philadelphia attack him 
every chance they get, I think we’re starting to learn that young Mr. 
Friedman likes to run his mouth. And, hey, hockey is supposed to be fun. 
We’re all here for it. 

• The Penguins’ power play is doing special things. Malkin’s tying goal in 
Columbus was a marvel because of the quick puck movement. 

Well, the Penguins may have outdone themselves Thursday. Already up 
1-0 thanks to Heinen’s goal, the Penguins put on a show that culminated 
with Crosby’s goal. 

Yes, the Penguins’ power play is higher-risk when Malkin is in the lineup. 
But my goodness, it’s also so much more spectacular with him in the 
lineup. 

Also, a quick thought on Crosby: He has 50 points in his past 37 games. 
That’s a 111-point pace. He’s also the guy who takes most of the 
important defensive zone draws and who faces the top lines and top 
defensive pairings every night. 

As I’ve been saying, he still has it. He’s playing at an extremely high 
level. 

• Heinen and McGinn hadn’t scored since the eighth-grade picnic. (The 
great Mike Lange celebrated his birthday Thursday, and I know he was 
watching. Happy birthday, Mike.). 

The Penguins need some depth scoring. Finally, it showed up. 

Heinen got a dirty goal to get things started for the Penguins. Give him 
credit, but also pay attention to Malkin’s skating on this goal. Vintage. 

McGinn scored in the second period on one of his two breakaways. This 
was basically the goal that put the game away. 

Sullivan noted before the game that McGinn is a “glue guy” who helps 
the Penguins win even when he isn’t scoring. This is an accurate 
assessment. But it’s still nice to see him provide some offense. 

• The Penguins entered the game having been scored on first in 11 of 
their previous 13 outings. First periods have been a real problem. 

That problem was finally solved against the Lightning. The Penguins 
registered the game’s first seven shots and imposed their will from the 
opening minutes of the game. 

Although the Penguins downplayed it to some extent after the game, it’s 
clear that this game was circled on their calendar. Playing against the 
defending champions is a different kind of test, a measuring-stick game. 
It was a determined team that traveled to Florida for this game, and if 
Ron Hextall needed any more convincing that his team is a Stanley Cup 
threat, this game may have done the trick. 

• The Penguins will have an interesting challenge on their hands in 
Raleigh. Playing a game so close to perfection is wonderful, but such 
performances are difficult to duplicate. Also, it was a mighty emotional 
win, and it’s easy to feel a little deflated in the aftermath. 

On the bright side for the Penguins, Carolina also played Thursday and 
was soundly beaten in Washington. 

It should be quite an interesting evening. If the Penguins play anything 
like they did Thursday, they figure to be just fine. 

• Jarry made several outstanding plays with his stick. There was a poke 
check, a dynamic lead pass and a couple of other nice plays. 

He’s operating at a high level. This game wasn’t about him but rather 
was about his dominant teammates. He played an intelligent game, 
though, and there’s nothing wrong with that. 

• There were so many things to discuss about this game that I’m finishing 
with some quick-fire thoughts: 

Carter really had his wheels going in this game. It’s the best I’ve seen 
him skate all season, and I imagine the three days off played a role in 
that. Wouldn’t be the worst idea to give him a day off here and there 
down the stretch. The Penguins need this version of Carter. … The 
much-maligned Kasperi Kapanen played his best game in ages against 
the Lightning. He played fairly well in Columbus, too. We’ll see where it 
goes from here. He created some offense, and his decision-making, 
while not perfect, was markedly better. … The struggling Brian Dumoulin 
may have found his game. He was strong Thursday. … The fourth line of 
Brian Boyle, Zach Aston-Reese and Dominik Simon did a very nice job 
pinning the Lighting deep in this one. … Chad Ruhwedel is absurdly solid 
right now, game in and game out. … Guentzel has 26 goals and 55 
points in 50 games. … Tampa Bay’s only goal was the result of a Letang 
turnover, but he’s so good right now, I’ll cut him some slack. … There 
were thousands of Penguins fans in the building, and that’s always the 
case in Raleigh. Expect a great crowd Friday. 
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DOMINATION: Penguins, Malkin Dominate Defending Champs, Beat 
Tampa Bay 5-1 

 

Published 7 hours ago on March 3, 2022 

By Dan Kingerski  

 

The Pittsburgh Penguins (34-14-8) won their third game in a row, this 
time beating, nay dominating, the two-time defending Stanley Cup 
champion Tampa Bay Lightning (35-12-6). The Penguins made only rare 
mistakes, held their own in the rough stuff, and got goals from their 
superstars and second scoring in the 5-1 win at Amalie Arena. 

The game had the tense atmosphere of a playoff preview, complete with 
intensity and scrums. Sidney Crosby netted a power-play goal, Evgeni 
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Malkin buried a breakaway, as did Brock McGinn. And Danton Heinen 
chipped a rebound into the net. Jake Guentzel (26) scored the empty 
netter with six minutes remaining. 

It’s been so long, fans and perhaps the Penguins themselves may not 
have recognized the team that showed up in the first period. The 
Penguins dominated Tampa Bay for nearly the entirety of the first period, 
which extended through the game. The Penguins outshot Tampa Bay 16-
5 and had more shot attempts, 31-14. The Penguins also outscored 
Tampa Bay, 2-0, too. 

A few minutes into the game, the Penguins effort to get to the net and 
pressure Tampa Bay was evident. Center Evgeni Malkin galloped out of 
his own zone, dished to Kasperi Kapanen on the right wing, and barged 
to the net. Danton Heinen (12) finished Kapanen’s rebound. 

It was both a 5v5 goal and a marker from a secondary scorer. Both have 
been missing from the Pittsburgh Penguins game. 

The Penguins power play also turned Tampa Bay inside out. After over 
one minute of crisp puck movement and retrieval, Jake Guenzel 
surprised everyone with a cross-slot pass to Sidney Crosby (17), whose 
wrister found the yawning cage. 

Late in the first period, Jake Guentzel had more shots than the Tampa 
Bay Lightning, 4-3. 

The Penguins pushed the play, but a mistake wound up in their net. 
Midway through the second period, Kris Letang’s soft backhand pass 
became a short breakaway goal for Pierre-Edouard Bellemare (7). 

However, the Penguins’ domination of the game largely continued. By 
the end of the second period, the Penguins were outshooting Tampa 
Bay, 28-13, and they extended their lead to 3-1 later in the period. 

Jeff Carter and Evan Rodrigues created a defensive zone turnover, and 
Rodrigues sprang Brock McGinn on a breakaway. McGinn (11) further 
dipped Andre Vasilevskiy’s stats by slipping a shot through the Vezina 
favorite’s five-hole. 

At the end of the second period, the creaking sound was Pandora’s box 
opening. Penguins defenseman Mark Friedman, who was agitating 
Tampa Bay for much of the period, received a healthy slash by Corey 
Perry. The Lighting’s Perry then slashed goalie Tristan Jarry after a 
whistle. 

Friedman bodyslammed Perry. Jarry added a few cross-checks. Gloved 
punches and tackles ensued. Jim Carr didn’t have to yell, “This is 
hockey,” but it almost got there. The Penguins received a power play 
after Perry and Anthony Cirelli received roughing calls to match 
Friedman’s. Tampa Bay coach Jon Cooper got the boot for arguing 
(abuse of officials). 

The Pittsburgh Penguins got a 5v3 power play which bridged the end of 
the second period and minute of the third. The Penguins failed to score. 
Even with the lead throughout the third period, the Penguins still outshot 
Tampa Bay 11-8. 

Midway through the third period, Evgeni Malkin completed his impressive 
performance. After some jousting with Bellemare, Malkin (10) stole the 
puck at the defensive blue line for a long breakaway goal. 

Tristan Jarry won the battle of Vezina hopefuls by stopping 20 of 21 
shots. Vasilevskiy stopped 35 of 39. Malkin led all players with six shots. 
Jake Guentzel and Bryan Rust had five shots on goal. Malkin had three 
points (1-2-3). 

Kris Letang and Brayden Point dropped the gloves at the end of the 
second period. 

The Penguins won’t have time to enjoy the win. They visit the Carolina 
Hurricanes Friday night. 
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How Good are the Penguins, Gm56: Lines, Preview & Betting vs. 
Lightning 

 

Published 17 hours ago on March 3, 2022 

By Dan Kingerski  

 

Pittsburgh Penguins (33-14-8) head coach Mike Sullivan dismissed any 
notion that his team’s next two games are a measuring stick. The 
Penguins measure themselves against themselves, Sullivan asserted. 
However, for the rest of us, the Penguins battles against the Eastern 
Conference elite will tell us where they stand. 

And we suspect the Penguins visit to the Tampa Bay Lightning (35-11-6) 
on Thursday night will also tell them a bit about where they stand, too. 

“Every game is a measuring stick for us, and the one we hold is to 
ourselves,” Sullivan said on Wednesday. 

Offensive has been an issue for the Penguins, which have just 15 even-
strength goals in their last 10 games. The Penguins power play has been 
the life raft. 

The Penguins have won two in a row after some ugly hockey and a 
three-game losing streak. They beat the New York Rangers and 
Columbus Blue Jackets to reclaim second place in the Metropolitan 
Division. The Penguins are five points behind division-leading Carolina 
Hurricanes, and Carolina has two games in hand. 

Tampa Bay is in a three-way battle with Florida and Toronto for the top 
spot in the Atlantic Division. They currently lead Florida by one point but 
has just a two-point lead on third place, Toronto. 

Tampa Bay has won five in a row and is 8-1-1 in their last 10 games. 

Yes, the two-time defending Stanley Cup champions are really good, 
even if they’ve won a pair of Cups in a bubble and COVID shortened 
season, which followed a longer than typical offseason. 

The Penguins have to prove they are good. Their lineup will be the same 
or similar to their last two games. Mark Friedman will take the third 
pairing’s left side, and Jeff Carter remains in the middle on the third line. 

Tristan Jarry is the likely puck stopper for the Penguins, and he’ll face 
Vezina Trophy favorite Andrei Vasilevskiy. 

Penguins Betting: 

Keep raking it in by betting against me. DraftKings offers a $150 win 
when you bet $1 on the Moneyline. 

Tampa Bay is a bigger favorite than I expected. We like the Penguins 
(+145) if we’re taking the Moneyline. The Penguins can’t score, and 
Tampa Bay is stingy. This has 3-2 written all over it. We also like the 
Under 5 (+210). 

DraftKings Sportsbook 

States: NY, LA, AZ, PA, NJ, IN, IL, CO, MI, TN, VA, WV 

GET THE APPSIGNUP BONUSBET $1, WIN $150! 

ANY NBA/NHL TEAM TO WIN!BET NOW 

Pittsburgh Penguins Game Notes: 

INJURIES Position, Player, Status: F Jason Zucker, lower-body (17 
consecutive, 24 total). G Louis Domingue, lower-body (17 consecutive, 
17 total). F Teddy Blueger, upper-body (14 consecutive, 15 total). D Mike 
Matheson, upper-body (2 consecutive, 5 total). 
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*The Penguins are 7-1-0 in their last eight road games. 

*The Penguins begin their eighth set of back-to-back games. The 
Penguins are 9-3-2 in back-to-backs (5-1-1 on the first night; 4-2-1 on the 
second night). 

*Tristan Jarry has nine wins against the Atlantic Division this season, 
which is tied for second-most among goaltenders behind Igor Shesterkin 
(12). 

*Defenseman Kris Letang has 35 points (5G-30A) in 40 career games 
versus Tampa Bay. He has more points against the Lightning than any 
other non-Metropolitan Division team. 
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Dan’s Daily: Penguins Scouting Sabres, Anaheim has Tantalizing Pieces 

 

Published 20 hours ago on March 3, 2022 

By Dan Kingerski  

 

Last week, Pittsburgh Hockey Now spotted Buffalo Sabres AGM Jason 
Karmanos at a pair of Pittsburgh Penguins games. Wednesday night, the 
Penguins did some scouting, too. We asked Penguins defenseman Kris 
Letang about the growing noise over his future, and he smiled as he 
dropped the quote of the day. What the Washington Capitals are looking 
for, and the Anaheim Ducks might be the most interesting team at the 
NHL trade deadline. 

In a different world, I would have laughed with Letang, shaken his hand 
afterward, and told him that was the perfect way to answer the question. 

Pittsburgh Hockey Now: The Letang answer, complete with video. If he 
hits the NHL free-agent market, there’s plenty of speculation and some 
indirect reports that the Montreal Canadiens will take a run at Kris 
Letang. 

Montreal: The Kris Letang story from the Montreal Canadiens side. 

The Penguins have just 15 even-strength goals in the last 10 games. I 
also asked Letang and Mike Sullivan an important question–is the power 
play becoming a dependent crutch for the Pittsburgh Penguins? 

Here’s some NHL trade chatter waiting to happen–we examined which 
Buffalo Sabres could be available when Jason Karmanos scouted the 
Penguins. On Wednesday night, the Penguins had a pair of scouts to 
watch Buffalo: 

Washington: Here’s what the Washington Capitals are looking for at the 
NHL trade deadline. 

TSN: Eugene Melnyk is going all out for Ukraine. The 50/50 raffle will be 
used to donate to humanitarian efforts, the arena will be used as a drop-
off point for donations, and the Ukrainian national anthem will be played 
before Ottawa Senators home games.  

The Athletic: Our old pal (and former Washington Observer-Reporter 
beat writer), Mark Lazerus, and Scott Powers tackled the Blackhawks 
NHL trade deadline, including Marc-Andre Fleury and the need/desire to 
stack first-round picks. 

Philly: Kevin Hayes is ready to return, but the question is–after so many 
surgeries, is it too risky to bring Hayes back to the Philadelphia Flyers 
lineup? 

Florida: The Pittsburgh Penguins have the Florida Panthers on Tuesday. 
They’ll get another look at Sasha Barkov–a goal-scoring machine. 

Calgary Building through internal competition. Darryl Sutter and Mike 
Sullivan may have different systems, but they often sound similar. The 
Calgary Flames are hot. 

San Jose: They were in the playoff chase. And then…they weren’t. 
Where did the season fork for the San Jose Sharks? 
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'Slap Shot' organist finds new career with expansion Seattle Kraken 

 

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 

 

SEATTLE (AP) – It started with an unsolicited email that landed in the 
inbox of the game presentation executives for the Seattle Kraken. 

Seattle Kraken snap 7-game skid with 4-3 win over Predators 

The name Rod Masters didn’t immediately resonate with Jonny Greco 
and Lamont Buford, who are in charge of overseeing entertainment and 
game production for the expansion franchise, though they would soon 
make a connection. 

“I remember (Lamont) looking at me … and he’s like, ‘The dude from 
‘Slap Shot‘ just sent me an email,'” Greco recalled. “And I’m like, ‘What 
are you talking about? What dude?'” 

That dude would be Masters, and if the name still doesn’t ring a bell, 
that’s fine. Just know he may be the most famous organist to ever appear 
on the big screen in a sports movie, and now nearly a half-century after 
he made a lasting impression in “Slap Shot,” Masters is the first organist 
for the Kraken. 

His name never appeared in the credits of the iconic 1977 movie starring 
Paul Newman. But anyone who’s seen the movie knows Masters as the 
organist plunked in the head by a wayward puck and abruptly asked by 
Newman’s character Reggie Dunlop to never play “Lady of Spain” ever 
again. 

More than 40 years later, he’s now part of the fraternity of organists 
around the NHL, a 68-year-old living out a dream, even for someone who 
has worked as a professional musician all over North America. 

“I love playing for the people and they seem to be loving it. It’s just the 
best job I could ever even dreamed that I would have,” Masters said. “I 
had retired and then I thought just for the heck of it I’ll email them. … I 
would think this a great job for any musician.” 

Organ or keyboard music is synonymous with hockey. It was even part of 
the soundtrack of the Beijing Olympics during stoppages in play. 

Of the 32 NHL teams, only six — Philadelphia, Carolina, Dallas, Arizona, 
Vegas and Edmonton — don’t have an organist playing during games. 
Vegas, the last team to join the league before Seattle, didn’t have an 
organist in its first year, but tried it in Year 2. With all the other 
entertainment that went into the game production, the organ sound didn’t 
fit the soundtrack of Las Vegas. 

“I don’t think we set up the people that we had in the mix for great 
success, but it also just didn’t kind of feel right,” said Greco, who along 
with Buford oversaw entertainment and game presentation for the 
Golden Knights before joining the Kraken. “The train was on the tracks 
for a lot of the Vegas elements and that just felt a little obtuse.” 

In the midst of starting the franchise in Seattle, there were thousands of 
boxes for the entertainment staff to check. One that remained unmarked 
when the season began was in-house organist. 
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But Masters’ email offering his services lingered as a reminder. If the 
Kraken wanted that organ sound reverberating through Climate Pledge 
Arena, someone was interested. 

One problem: While he played a hockey organist in the movie, Masters 
had never done that kind of performing in his long musical career. At the 
time the movie was being filmed in Johnstown, Pennsylvania, Masters 
was playing regularly at the Sheraton Hotel where the cast and crew 
were staying. 

Most of his music background was in Top 40s, pop, disco and country. 
Not little vignettes to play in between slashes, trips and goals. 

“I’m new at this. That’s why I’m doing all this research all of a sudden,” 
Masters said. “I never knew that I would ever get a job like this.” 

One of the peers Masters has reached out to for advice is Jeremy Boyer, 
who has been the organist for the St. Louis Blues for 15 years. Boyer is a 
star, performing primarily for the Blues, but also the St. Louis Cardinals at 
times. 

He has amassed a massive social media following with his skill taking 
popular songs and making them rock via the organ. 

“I think you have to be a little bit of a fan. You have to enjoy the game 
and your music has to reflect what is happening in the game, too,” Boyer 
said. “I feel like I’m lucky, I’m out in the crowd so I really get the vibes of 
everybody that’s around me and I try to take that energy and funnel it into 
my music.” 

Coincidentally, Masters’ debut with the Kraken on Jan. 1 came against 
Vancouver, whose coach, Bruce Boudreau, also appeared as an 
uncredited extra in the movie. 

Since that debut against the Canucks, Masters has grown into his role 
and the team is learning ways to showcase him more. For instance, 
Masters tries to lighten the mood by playing after opponents score, which 
has been far more than the last-place Kraken were hoping this season. 

Masters is also thinking ahead, with the idea of having a true organ in 
place for next season rather than the keyboards he’s been using in this 
first stint. 

“I think people just thought it was really a good fit for where we were 
headed,” Greco said. “And it was just a super unique story we got to tell, 
and a character we got to add to our show that only the Seattle Kraken 
get to own.” 
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'These are not just words': What it means to hear the Ukrainian national 
anthem at NHL games 

 

Ryan S. Clark 

 

Hockey has a sanctity when it comes to national anthem singers. The 
actual performers themselves – if they are good enough – eventually 
become beloved fixtures who are part of a franchise’s identity. 

There is a reverence they possess whenever an arena goes dark and a 
crowd rises to its feet, standing in total silence while the spotlights find 
those who are talented enough to captivate an entire audience. 

Now imagine what it would be like to perform your anthem in a venue 
where hardly anyone knows the words. In fact, they don’t even know the 
language you are performing in. Try doing this while seeing a graphic of 
your nation’s flag vibrantly projected onto the ice. Think about what it 
means to know you are offering a bridge into a world you have known 

your whole life but that others might be experiencing for the first time 
because of recent events. 

This is the pride Roman Vashchuk felt Wednesday upon performing 
“Shche ne vmerla Ukrainas,” the Ukrainian national anthem, in front of 
more than 17,000 fans at Climate Pledge Arena. 

The Russian invasion of Ukraine has become an almost unavoidable 
subject. News footage shows everything from buildings being bombed to 
families finding shelter in metro stations to those seeking to flee to find a 
haven elsewhere. 

The public outcry has been swift. Corporations have issued statements 
saying they are ceasing business in Russia. The NHL is among them, 
and that decision represents something of a new frontier. More leagues 
are wading into political or social waters they might have previously 
avoided. And while there have been topics the NHL has navigated — 
either appeasing or dismaying its fans – it is a league that has attempted 
to strike something of a middle ground on most issues. 

Not Ukraine. The NHL issued a statement earlier this week condemning 
the Russian invasion. It has suspended business relationships while 
hitting the pause button on its own Russian language sites until a 
peaceful resolution is reached. 

Some teams have come out in support of Ukraine. The Winnipeg Jets 
invited the Hoosli Ukrainian Male Chorus to perform the anthem prior to 
Tuesday’s game, while Ottawa Senators owner Eugene Melnyk, the son 
of Ukrainian immigrants, said Wednesday the anthem will be played at 
home games for the remainder of the regular season. 

“I’m really appreciative and I understand there are people who love 
Ukraine and it is a great privilege to be here,” Vashchuk said through 
translator Valeriy Goloborodko, who is the Honorary Consul of Ukraine in 
Seattle. “To acknowledge, to understand that this happened for the first 
time, that there is a precedent, that even adds value to the honor of being 
able to do this. It was hard for me to not to cry while I was singing the 
anthem.” 

Ukraine is not yet dead, nor its glory and freedom. 

That is the English translation of the first verse of the national anthem. 

“These are not just words,” Vashchuk said. 

To learn about the anthem is to know more about those who sing it and 
why they feel a sense of responsibility when performing those words. 

Ukrainian singer Roman Vashchuk performs the Ukrainian National 
Anthem – “Shche ne vmerla Ukrainas” – at Climate Pledge Arena before 
the game. #SeaKraken pic.twitter.com/uWaFl3LXh5 

— Ryan S. Clark (@ryan_s_clark) March 3, 2022 

Vashchuk is a classically trained musician. He is a gospel singer who is 
also a music teacher. He is a husband and a father of three. He is from 
the nation’s capital city, Kyiv, where both his parents were born and 
where they are buried. Vashchuk came to Seattle during the holiday 
season to perform at the Life of Victory Church in Renton. He was slated 
to fly back home before contracting COVID-19. Vashchuk then sustained 
a blood clot. A doctor told him that he could not travel and that he needed 
to remain in Seattle for up to two months, which would allow the medicine 
designed to counter the clot to run its course. 

Days later, his homeland was under siege. His wife and children left their 
belongings behind so they could flee to Poland. Vashchuk has kept in 
touch with his family, who are now seeking refuge at a church. 
Meanwhile, Vashchuk is living with Life of Victory Church senior pastor 
Roman Gorbachevskiy while waiting for the day when he can be reunited 
with his family. 

“This is terrible. I’ve been crying a lot and praying to God,” Vashchuk said 
as both he and Goloborodko became emotional. “Every day, every night. 
I cannot sleep because my family wants to be with me and I want to be 
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with them. When my kids saw me on Viber, they cried because they 
really want to be with me. They ask me, ‘Papa, when can we hug you?'” 

Goloborodko said there are more than 70,000 residents living in Seattle 
who are of Ukrainian heritage. It’s a group that includes everyone first- 
and second-generation Ukrainians to those whose great-grandparents 
immigrated to North America. 

Watching Vashchuk perform prompted Goloborodko to feel several 
emotions throughout the night. Goloborodko said he, his wife and their 
family had their bags packed to take a family vacation to Disney World in 
Orlando for their daughter’s 13th birthday. But the invasion happened on 
the day they were supposed to leave. Their family decided to remain in 
Seattle because all they could think about was home, their friends, their 
families and what they could do from a distance. 

Since then, they have not slept easy. Goloborodko said he maybe sleeps 
between three and four hours a night. The Kraken reaching out to 
Goloborodko allowed him to think about the potential impact that could 
be made. For him, it was the realization that this was a chance for more 
people to leave Climate Pledge having learned one more detail about 
Ukraine than they had entering the doors. 

“I thought about how strong of a statement it could be,” he said. “I 
thought about how uplifting this could be for my friends in Ukraine to see 
that people are even coming to hockey games to think about them. They 
appreciate what the whole world is doing in stopping an aggressor, 
stopping (Vladimir) Putin. It was a very special moment for me.” 

Goloborodko said he recorded Vashchuk’s performance on his phone 
and was going to send it to people back home with the hope that it can 
provide some sense of positivity. 

Vashchuk’s performance was only one part of the Kraken’s presentation. 
The arena’s public address announcer read a statement that said the 
Kraken were supporting the people of Ukraine while condemning 
Russia’s actions. They also announced their charitable arm, The One 
Roof Foundation, would be donating a portion of the proceeds from their 
Anchor Auction to USA for UNHCR, a U.S.-based non-profit set up to 
support the United Nations’ refugee extension. 

“Everybody should be doing what they can do,” Goloborodko said. “He 
sings, so he sings. They can let him perform and do the anthem. 
Everybody is doing what they can to stop the aggressor, to stop Putin. I 
am sure this is going to send a signal to corporations, those individuals, 
those elected officials that are sitting on their hands that this is their time 
to act. Look, everybody is doing something. Everybody is doing their best 
to stop Putin. What are you doing? That was a question I was even 
asking myself.” 

A few makeshift Ukrainian flags were seen in the crowd. One of those 
flags was made by a fan sitting a few rows behind the Kraken bench, 
which meant it was prominently featured whenever the cameras cut to 
see what Dave Hakstol was doing. There was even a crowd shot of a few 
fans sitting in the upper section of the arena wearing Ukraine soccer 
jerseys, which received a loud ovation from the crowd. 

Practically everyone rose to their feet when the arena got dark, the 
majestic blue and yellow Ukrainian flag was projected onto the ice and 
the spotlight found Vashchuk, who appeared to take a few deep breaths 
before he started singing. His classically trained voice echoed throughout 
the arena. He was able to make each note resonate until the end — 
when he held the last note for so long that the crowd erupted in 
applause. 

“I thought our crowd was great tonight and I thought that was a very 
emotional way to start the game with everything going on,” Kraken 
forward Colin Blackwell said after the game. “I think sometimes us 
hockey players, we can be in a little bit of a bubble and not realize how 
good we have it sometimes and there’s players that we play with from 
different countries that might not necessarily be as lucky as us. To have 
that and have Ukrainian citizens be in our community, I think, it means a 

lot for the city of Seattle to show that much emotion and stand with them 
tonight.” 
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Avalanche’s four-game winning streak snapped in 2-1 loss to Coyotes 

 

Mike Chambers 

 

The Avalanche produced 43 shots but only scored one goal in a 2-1 loss 
to the Arizona Coyotes on Thursday night at Gila River Arena in 
Glendale, Ariz. 

Colorado saw its four-game winning streak end three seconds after 
Nathan MacKinnon and Gabe Landeskog were escorted to the dressing 
room for fighting majors in the game’s second-to-last shift and goalie 
Pavel Francouz on the bench for an extra attacker. 

MacKinnon was high-sticked and bloodied by Arizona’s Dysin Mayo on 
the offensive-end draw with eight seconds remaining — at the same time 
Landeskog tangled with Jakob Chychrun in front of the net. All four were 
given fighting majors and Mayo and MacKinnon were also assessed a 
double-minor for high sticking and unsportsmanlike conduct, respectively. 

The game restarted with three seconds to go but NHL-leading Colorado 
(40-11-4) lost the faceoff and fell for the first time since Feb. 21 at 
Boston. 

Nathan MacKinnon takes a brutal high stick off the draw and shows the 
Avs that not only does he hate carbs…he really hates Mayo 
pic.twitter.com/L4IbCfMRXw 

— Drew Livingstone (@ProducerDrew_) March 4, 2022 

“I don’t think we were bad today. Some breakdowns there and it cost us 
a couple of goals and that’s the hockey game,” Avs winger Mikko 
Rantanen said. “We had some really good chances. We could have 
easily scored probably six scores tonight. But that’s hockey sometimes 
and their goalie was making some good saves.” 

Arizona rallied from a 1-0 deficit. Colorado scored the first goal 5:48 into 
the second period. A wrist shot from defenseman Devon Toews sneaked 
through goalie Karel Vejmelka after Toews accepted a D-to-D pass from 
partner Cale Makar. 

Makar extended his assists streak to a career-high 10 games. That’s 
most-ever by an Avalanche defenseman and tied with former center Joe 
Sakic — who had 10-game stretches in 2000 and 2007 — regardless of 
position. Makar’s 10-game points streak is second-longest by an Avs 
defenseman since Tyson Barrie had an 11-game stretch in 2018. 

Veteran forward Loui Eriksson showed patience before snapping a loose 
puck down low past Francouz to tie it 1-1 late in the second period and 
young forward Nick Schmaltz gave the Coyotes their first lead of the 
game at 5:27 of the third. 

Schmaltz took a headman pass from Clayton Keller to enter the Avs zone 
and drove to the crease from the right wing and lifted a backhander past 
Francouz. 

Rebuilding Arizona is now 2-0 against Colorado in the recent meetings 
between the teams. The Coyotes ended the Avs’ club-record 18-game 
home winning streak on Feb. 1 with a 3-2 overtime triumph at Ball Arena. 

“(Thursday’s) game reminded me of that game,” Avs coach Jared Bednar 
said. “We’re up to one late and they scored with an empty-net — they 
just capitalized on on a higher percentage of their scoring chances than 
we did and they won in overtime. They played us tough (Thursday). You 
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got to give them credit. They’re improving as a team as the year goes 
on.” 

Colorado returns home to host the Calgary Flames on Saturday night at 
Ball Arena. The Avs then begin a three-game eastern trip that begins 
Monday at the New York Islanders. 

Footnotes. The Avs’ scratches were again forward Valeri Nichushkin 
(injury) and defenseman Bo Byram (personal leave). Nichushkin has now 
missed two straight games from his fourth injury stint that has cost him a 
total of 18 games. Byram, who hasn’t played since Jan. 10 because of 
reoccurring concussion issues, again skated on his own Thursday at the 
team’s practice complex in Centennial. 
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Ranking the Avalanche’s trade chips: Which prospects and picks could 
help Joe Sakic make a big deadline deal? 

 

Peter Baugh, Scott Wheeler 03/03/2022 

 

Colorado isn’t in a position to mess around at the trade deadline. The 
Avalanche have Stanley Cup expectations, and general manager Joe 
Sakic will look at any moves to upgrade the roster. He likes the current 
iteration of his team, but he won’t hesitate to pounce if the right 
opportunity arises. 

Acquiring contributing players doesn’t come for free, though. If the Flyers 
are going to trade star Claude Giroux, for example, they will want to 
receive a first-round pick, a prospect and a young player, The Athletic’s 
Pierre LeBrun reported. 

The Avalanche are thinner on trade chips than they have been in years 
past, partially because some of their young players have emerged as 
NHL players. That includes Alex Newhook and Bowen Byram. Both could 
work as centerpieces in a blockbuster trade, but there’s no indication the 
Avalanche would want to move them. 

So who could be on the move? What picks could enter the mix? Does 
Justin Barron hold more value than a 2023 first-round pick? The 
Avalanche are surely evaluating these questions and more. 

So, with the help of prospect guru Scott Wheeler, let’s rank the 
Avalanche’s best trade pieces as the deadline nears. 

(Author’s note: Though current NHL contributors like Tyson Jost and J.T. 
Compher could be moved at this deadline — Sakic mentioned the 
possibility of a “hockey trade” in his most recent media availability — this 
list focuses on prospects and draft picks, as that’s what a larger package 
likely would be centered around.) 

1. Justin Barron, RD, 20 (Colorado Eagles) 

Wheeler: Barron’s had a good first pro season, the health concerns are in 
the rearview mirror, and he has long been a favorite of the hockey world 
for his ability in all three zones, the roundness of his game and the way 
he carries himself. On one hand, that makes him the kind of guy I’m sure 
the Avs would like to develop internally, especially if they feel the health 
concerns allowed them to draft him lower (No. 25 in 2020) than they 
otherwise would have (though I also wonder if their depth on defense, 
with Cale Makar, Devon Toews, Samuel Girard and Byram, makes it an 
easier pill to swallow). On the other hand, he has true value leaguewide. 
He’s not the kind of player that some teams will like and others won’t. 
He’s not going to be a top-pairing guy, though. He’s not a star prospect, 
and teams know that. So you’re dealing a future third-to-fifth defenseman 
who has universal value but won’t be considered a premium asset in any 
significant trade. 

Baugh: Scouts love Barron’s skating and size (6-foot-2, 195 pounds) 
combination. He nearly broke camp with the Avalanche this fall, earning 
frequent praise from coach Jared Bednar, who noted his sturdiness and 
solid play with the puck. Though Barron was disappointed when he didn’t 
make the opening night roster, he put his head down and got to work with 
the Eagles. He’s having a solid season in the AHL, logging 17 points in 
36 games, and earned a brief NHL call-up in December. He played in two 
Avalanche games, averaging more than 12 minutes of ice time, and 
didn’t look out of place playing at the highest level. As Scott said, he has 
the potential to become a top-four defenseman, so the Avalanche aren’t 
going to move him for the sake of making a trade. The offer would have 
to be right. 

Justin Barron. (Brace Hemmelgarn / USA Today) 

2. The 2023 first-round pick 

Wheeler: I’d argue that the 2023 first has greater value than Barron does. 
When push comes to shove, I think teams would rather draft the 
equivalent for themselves than take on someone else’s. There are times 
when the immediacy of a player like Barron has greater value to a team 
than a future first that won’t come to fruition for years, but in 2023’s case, 
we’re talking about a special draft where selling teams (the ones who 
would be making a deal with the Avs) are already preparing to acquire as 
many picks as they can. There will be star-level players taken in the 20s 
and early 30s in 2023, and I think teams are prepared to wait for that. 

Baugh: Whether Barron or the 2023 first has more value probably 
depends on the club. Philadelphia, for example, has mentioned wanting 
to acquire prospects close to NHL readiness. A club like Arizona, on the 
other hand, might prefer a solid pick, especially in a good draft. Asking 
around, I talked to one scout who believes Barron is probably a better 
trade chip than the pick, and Corey Pronman, The Athletic’s other 
prospect analyst, agrees. It’s close, though, and team dependent. 

3. Oskar Olausson, W, 19 (Oshawa Generals) 

Wheeler: It’s been a weird year for Olausson, who wasn’t as productive 
offensively with the Barrie Colts as many expected and has been largely 
quiet (outside of a pair of hat tricks) since a move to the Oshawa 
Generals. I expected him to light up the league with his blend of size, 
speed, hands and shooting. I’m still high on him as an asset, but right 
now you’d likely be selling low on him. His value is greater internally than 
externally at present, I’d wager. 

Baugh: I visited with Olausson in Barrie before the Colts traded him. He’s 
adjusting to North America and has shown flashes of why the Avalanche 
drafted him at No. 28 this past summer. Holding onto him could make 
sense since opposing teams probably won’t view him as a centerpiece 
for a major trade target. He’s also one of few players in the Avalanche 
prospect pool who could develop into a middle-six NHL forward. 

4. Drew Helleson, D, 20 (Boston College) 

Wheeler: Helleson has turned himself into a bit of a hockey world darling 
(not unlike Barron) with his play and exposure this season. If Olausson 
would be selling low, I think there’s an easy case to be made at the other 
end of the spectrum, to sell high on Helleson. He’s a good young player, 
but he’s probably going to be a third-pairing guy in the Avs organization if 
they hang onto him, and I think there are potentially other fits for him 
where he works his way into a second-pairing role (or at least a greater 
third-pairing one). I also prefer the next name on this list if I’m being 
honest (though they’re very different players). 

Baugh: Helleson got the chance to play in the Olympics, logging an 
assist in three games, and he’s likely on track to turn pro when Boston 
College’s season ends. He’s probably more defensively oriented than 
offensive, though he has 22 points in 29 games with the Eagles this 
season. Pronman sees a lot of skills in his game that could translate to 
the NHL. 

Drew Helleson. (George Walker IV / USA Today) 

5. Sean Behrens, D, 18 (University of Denver) 
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Wheeler: Behrens is the kind of kid who would put me at ease with a 
decision to move Barron or Helleson, if only because I think those two 
would be given greater (and earlier) opportunities elsewhere and I’m not 
sure that you’ll be losing much (if any) value long-term if Behrens gets 
those minutes instead. I’m also a firm believer that having a smallish 
defenceman in Samuel Girard does not preclude the Avalanche from 
someday having a second one. Behrens is also a much better defender 
than you might expect out of a smaller type, and he plays with a 
competitiveness that has already endeared himself to the coaches at 
Denver as a freshman. I’m confident he’s going to force his way into the 
NHL one way or another, and I’m not sure that confidence is shared by 
every team, which I’d argue makes him a prime candidate to keep. 

Baugh: Behrens is only 5-foot-10, but he’s having a promising freshman 
campaign for a strong Denver team. He has 27 points in 30 games and is 
plus-6 on the season. The organization’s depth at defenseman makes 
me wonder if this deadline is a good time to move either Barron, Helleson 
or Behrens. Like Scott, Pronman believes Behrens is capable of 
someday playing in the NHL. 

6. The 2023 second-round pick 

Wheeler: I’d frankly have this selection ranked a slot or two higher, for 
the same reasons as the first in 2023. It’s going to be such a deep draft 
(especially at forward) that there will be future impact players available in 
legit numbers into the second round. Not every general manager will 
want to wait for that over something that they can use a little sooner, and 
not every general manager will be around to even see that pick come to 
fruition, but that doesn’t mean its value ought to be watered down. If I’m a 
rebuilding team, I’d be very eager to acquire this pick. 

Baugh: Sakic has shown a willingness to move second-round picks more 
than one year in advance. Just look at the Devon Toews trade, which 
sent a pair of seconds to the Islanders. If the front office can find a trade 
that brings even a fraction of what Toews does, moving this pick could be 
worthwhile. 

7. Martin Kaut, W, 22 (Colorado Eagles) 

Wheeler: This is where you get into the tier of B-grade prospects/young 
players where I’d guess that most teams would take a 2022 or 2023 
third-rounders instead. Some of the shine that lingers for former first-
round picks has faded with Kaut, too. That doesn’t mean he doesn’t have 
value as a secondary or tertiary piece in a package, but he’s 22, and we 
have a pretty good sense for what he is and will be at this point (which is 
a depth piece). He strikes me as a classic change-of-scenery candidate 
at this point, though. 

Baugh: Kaut has played NHL games and probably will again, but he 
hasn’t shown the consistency needed to stay in the lineup. It’s hard to 
see him becoming more than a bottom-six forward, especially for the 
Avalanche, so I agree with Scott that he’s likely a secondary or tertiary 
chip in a trade. Perhaps he’ll find his footing with another club that can 
offer him more opportunity. 

Martin Kaut. (Jeff Le / USA Today) 

8. Justus Annunen, G, 21 (Colorado Eagles) 

Wheeler: I think most would argue that Annunen has been better in the 
AHL than his numbers suggest, and he’s got pedigree and name value to 
fall back on, but there’s no question that he has lost some shine vis-a-vis 
the excitement that existed around him following his stellar 2019-2020 
season in Liiga and at the world juniors (which is why contending teams 
should sell early and high on their prospects). He’s also certainly a 
difficult prospect to move because of the age and expiring contracts of 
Darcy Kuemper and Pavel Francouz. 

Baugh: Pronman doesn’t believe Annunen will have much value on the 
trade market, and the Avalanche probably would like to keep him 
considering he’s their top internal goalie prospect. He debuted this 
season after an injury bug hit the NHL team and, depending on which 
goalies Colorado manages to re-sign or acquire this offseason, he might 
be looked at to take on more NHL responsibility in 2022-23. 

9. Sampo Ranta, W, 21 (Colorado Eagles) 

Wheeler: Ranta has a lot of fans in the scouting world because of the 
fast, hard, forechecking style he plays. I think there’s serious belief in him 
as a potential bottom-six NHL guy who gives a line a bit of a different 
look. That makes him a useful piece to bolster a trade, but he’s not going 
to lead a deal in a pre-deadline market. 

Baugh: Ranta couldn’t get going with the Avalanche earlier this year, 
failing to log a point in 10 games. He hasn’t come up to the big club 
since, but Bednar said he’s been playing better recently. Like Scott said: 
He’s a trade bolsterer, not a trade maker. 

10. Jean-Luc Foudy, F, 19 (Colorado Eagles) 

Wheeler: Foudy’s skating will always make him appealing as a potential 
depth piece, but I do wonder if his profile would look a little more 
appealing had he gone back to the OHL and had a big season this year 
(versus the perfectly fine for his age but not inspiring campaign he has 
had in the AHL). Rightly or wrongly, points talk and the idea of what could 
be begins to fade when you see it in action. 

Baugh: Foudy has the talent, especially considering his speed and 
smoothness skating. The question is if he’ll be able to put it all together. 
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Dater Column: Struggling for something to play for might be Avs problem 
down stretch - Colorado Hockey Now 

 

By Adrian Dater 

 

I think this is going to be an occasional problem for the Avs down the 
stretch: boredom. 

Let’s face it, this team already has the Western Conference and Central 
Division crowns wrapped up. They entered Thursday with 14-point leads 
on the teams nearest them in the West – St. Louis and Calgary. They 
went into desolate Gila River Arena Thursday night and, while technically 
playing a pretty solid game, didn’t seem to have the passion required to 
put such an easy team away. 

But, no, I’m not at all worried about this loss. It would take a collapse of 
mammoth proportions for the Avs to blow the No. 1 playoff seed in the 
West (and maybe the league), and this team will win the majority of their 
games in the final 27. 

No, it’s not good losing (for the second straight time) to the Coyotes – a 
team that will play in a college rink next season. A bad defensive effort by 
the Avs’ second line led to Arizona’s game-winning goal in the third, from 
Nick Schmaltz. The Coyote veteran beat Alex Newhook, especially, all 
the way down the ice after a turnover in the Arizona end. 

The Avs have loved a comeback challenge all season, with 18 come-
from-behind wins, 10 in the third period. But there just didn’t seem to be 
that extra will to rescue this thing. The Avs put a lot of shots on net in the 
game (43, with Cale Makar and Nathan MacKinnon getting seven each) 
and really didn’t play a bad game. But it just wasn’t there in the end. 

$20 Dollar Bonus Voucher! 

Oh well, the Avs are still going to win the division and conference. 

A lot of Avs fans are getting a little worried about falling behind so much 
lately, and that’s fair. But, come on, we’re all nitpicking here. Things are 
real good with this team right now, and you can’t win ’em all. 

NOTES, QUOTES AND OBSERVATIONS 
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The second line just didn’t play well. Andre Burakovsky was moved back 
with Nazem Kadri and Alex Newhook, and there just wasn’t a lot there 
with the trio tonight. Burakovsky was late on the backcheck on Arizona’s 
first goal. 

There wasn’t much from the third and fourth lines either. Most of the 
offensive chances came from the top line, and Toews and Makar on the 
back end. Fourth-liner Darren Helm put four shots on net, at least. 

Toews would score the only goal for the Avs, in the second period. 

Mikko Rantanen, who put six shots on goal, pretty much chalked up the 
loss to one of those nights. “I don’t think we were bad. But a couple 
breakdowns there cost us, cost us the hockey game. That’s hockey 
sometimes. We probably could have scored six goals tonight, but their 
goalie made a lot of good saves.” 

MacKinnon suffered a cut from a high stick at the end of the game, 
leading to a contentious scrum. 

Jared Bednar wasn’t particularly distressed by the loss, though no coach 
likes to lose. “We had a good first, good jump. Second period, started 
good. Difference in the hockey game was me made a couple mistakes 
that led to guys open, backdoor. Didn’t give give up a lot of chances, but 
didn’t like our mistakes on those. Probably didn’t make it tough enough 
on their goalie, giving him too much vision.” 

Said Bednar, “You want to win ’em all and get after ’em. Tonight, we just 
didn’t do enough to win the hockey game.” 
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Avs assistant GM Chris MacFarland Personally Scouting Flyers - 
Colorado Hockey Now 

 

By Adrian Dater 

 

The Colorado Avalanche and Philadelphia Flyers are checking each 
other out again. The Flyers had a pro scout at Thursday’s Avs game in 
Arizona, and for the second straight game, Avs assistant GM Chris 
MacFarland was in attendance scouting a Flyers contest. 

Gentlemen, start your Claude Giroux rumors again. 

Word out of Philly, though, is Giroux really wants to play his 1,000th 
game with the Flyers, which is March 17. That might be OK with the Avs, 
though, as they will accrue more salary-cap space with each passing day 
of the regular season, assuming they stay reasonably healthy. And, the 
Avs pretty much have the Central Division and Western Conference 
regular-season playoff crowns wrapped up already. 

One team to keep an eye out for, I hear: Seattle Kraken. Why? Because, 
I’m told, the Kraken will facilitate a third-party deal or two by the deadline, 
to serve something as an off-shore tax shelter to park half-eaten cap 
space on a player. If the Flyers took half of Giroux’s $8.25 million cap hit 
in a deal, and he comes to Seattle as a third-party, the Kraken could then 
eat another half of the remaining $4.12 remaining cap hit. The Avs 
theoretically might get Giroux for a little more than $2 million cap hit. 

MacFarland’s presence for two straight Flyers games can’t be easily 
dismissed. It seems pretty clear the Avs are really checking Giroux out. If 
he came to the Avs, he would probably be a second-line left wing, and 
take faceoffs on the right side of the circle, where he is an ace at winning 
draws. 

I’ve heard the Flyers would seriously consider a package containing 
either young prospect defensemen Drew Helleson or Justin Barron. A 
depth roster player and another mid-range draft pick might get a deal for 
Giroux done. 

Giroux is 34 and can be UFA this summer. He was named the most 
valuable player of the most recent NHL All-Star game. 
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Pavel Francouz in net for Avs tonight in Arizona - Colorado Hockey Now 

 

By Adrian Date 

 

As the headline says, Pavel Francouz is the man in goal for the Colorado 
Avalanche tonight, when they play the Arizona Coyotes at Gila River 
Arena. Good seats still available, I’m told. 

Frankie gets the start in Colorado’s attempt to get revenge on the 
Coyotes for that shootout loss at home right before the NHL all-star 
break. I expect an Avs team hungry to put Arizona back in its place 
tonight, though this could be another letdown game. Nobody shows up in 
Arizona for the games, so it’s not a great atmosphere for teams to get 
fired up. 

Valeri Nichushkin won’t play again, because of his upper-body injury. 
Jared Bednar said Nichushkin is “day-to-day” (aren’t we all). 

Bednar said it’ll be the same lineup for the Avs as the other night against 
the Islanders, with Frankie the lone exception. 

Karel Vejmelka will start in goal for the Coyotes. The Avs are whopping -
380 favorites to win on the moneyline at SuperBook Colorado (that 
means you’d have to bet $380 to win $100 in profit). A better payout is 
taking the Avs at -135 on the puck line, which means a team has to win 
by two or more goals. You’d only have to bet $135 to win $100 in profit. 
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These-are-not-just-words-what-it-means-to-hear-the-ukrainian-national-
anthem-at-nhl-games/ 

 

Ryan S. Clark 

9-11 minutes 03/03/2022 

 

Hockey has a sanctity when it comes to national anthem singers. The 
actual performers themselves – if they are good enough – eventually 
become beloved fixtures who are part of a franchise’s identity. 

There is a reverence they possess whenever an arena goes dark and a 
crowd rises to its feet, standing in total silence while the spotlights find 
those who are talented enough to captivate an entire audience. 

Now imagine what it would be like to perform your anthem in a venue 
where hardly anyone knows the words. In fact, they don’t even know the 
language you are performing in. Try doing this while seeing a graphic of 
your nation’s flag vibrantly projected onto the ice. Think about what it 
means to know you are offering a bridge into a world you have known 
your whole life but that others might be experiencing for the first time 
because of recent events. 

This is the pride Roman Vashchuk felt Wednesday upon performing 
“Shche ne vmerla Ukrainas,” the Ukrainian national anthem, in front of 
more than 17,000 fans at Climate Pledge Arena. 
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The Russian invasion of Ukraine has become an almost unavoidable 
subject. News footage shows everything from buildings being bombed to 
families finding shelter in metro stations to those seeking to flee to find a 
haven elsewhere. 

The public outcry has been swift. Corporations have issued statements 
saying they are ceasing business in Russia. The NHL is among them, 
and that decision represents something of a new frontier. More leagues 
are wading into political or social waters they might have previously 
avoided. And while there have been topics the NHL has navigated — 
either appeasing or dismaying its fans – it is a league that has attempted 
to strike something of a middle ground on most issues. 

Not Ukraine. The NHL issued a statement earlier this week condemning 
the Russian invasion. It has suspended business relationships while 
hitting the pause button on its own Russian language sites until a 
peaceful resolution is reached. 

Some teams have come out in support of Ukraine. The Winnipeg Jets 
invited the Hoosli Ukrainian Male Chorus to perform the anthem prior to 
Tuesday’s game, while Ottawa Senators owner Eugene Melnyk, the son 
of Ukrainian immigrants, said Wednesday the anthem will be played at 
home games for the remainder of the regular season. 

“I’m really appreciative and I understand there are people who love 
Ukraine and it is a great privilege to be here,” Vashchuk said through 
translator Valeriy Goloborodko, who is the Honorary Consul of Ukraine in 
Seattle. “To acknowledge, to understand that this happened for the first 
time, that there is a precedent, that even adds value to the honor of being 
able to do this. It was hard for me to not to cry while I was singing the 
anthem.” 

Ukraine is not yet dead, nor its glory and freedom. 

That is the English translation of the first verse of the national anthem. 

“These are not just words,” Vashchuk said. 

To learn about the anthem is to know more about those who sing it and 
why they feel a sense of responsibility when performing those words. 

Vashchuk is a classically trained musician. He is a gospel singer who is 
also a music teacher. He is a husband and a father of three. He is from 
the nation’s capital city, Kyiv, where both his parents were born and 
where they are buried. Vashchuk came to Seattle during the holiday 
season to perform at the Life of Victory Church in Renton. He was slated 
to fly back home before contracting COVID-19. Vashchuk then sustained 
a blood clot. A doctor told him that he could not travel and that he needed 
to remain in Seattle for up to two months, which would allow the medicine 
designed to counter the clot to run its course. 

Days later, his homeland was under siege. His wife and children left their 
belongings behind so they could flee to Poland. Vashchuk has kept in 
touch with his family, who are now seeking refuge at a church. 
Meanwhile, Vashchuk is living with Life of Victory Church senior pastor 
Roman Gorbachevskiy while waiting for the day when he can be reunited 
with his family. 

“This is terrible. I’ve been crying a lot and praying to God,” Vashchuk said 
as both he and Goloborodko became emotional. “Every day, every night. 
I cannot sleep because my family wants to be with me and I want to be 
with them. When my kids saw me on Viber, they cried because they 
really want to be with me. They ask me, ‘Papa, when can we hug you?'” 

Goloborodko said there are more than 70,000 residents living in Seattle 
who are of Ukrainian heritage. It’s a group that includes everyone first- 
and second-generation Ukrainians to those whose great-grandparents 
immigrated to North America. 

Watching Vashchuk perform prompted Goloborodko to feel several 
emotions throughout the night. Goloborodko said he, his wife and their 
family had their bags packed to take a family vacation to Disney World in 
Orlando for their daughter’s 13th birthday. But the invasion happened on 
the day they were supposed to leave. Their family decided to remain in 

Seattle because all they could think about was home, their friends, their 
families and what they could do from a distance. 

Since then, they have not slept easy. Goloborodko said he maybe sleeps 
between three and four hours a night. The Kraken reaching out to 
Goloborodko allowed him to think about the potential impact that could 
be made. For him, it was the realization that this was a chance for more 
people to leave Climate Pledge having learned one more detail about 
Ukraine than they had entering the doors. 

“I thought about how strong of a statement it could be,” he said. “I 
thought about how uplifting this could be for my friends in Ukraine to see 
that people are even coming to hockey games to think about them. They 
appreciate what the whole world is doing in stopping an aggressor, 
stopping (Vladimir) Putin. It was a very special moment for me.” 

Goloborodko said he recorded Vashchuk’s performance on his phone 
and was going to send it to people back home with the hope that it can 
provide some sense of positivity. 

Vashchuk’s performance was only one part of the Kraken’s presentation. 
The arena’s public address announcer read a statement that said the 
Kraken were supporting the people of Ukraine while condemning 
Russia’s actions. They also announced their charitable arm, The One 
Roof Foundation, would be donating a portion of the proceeds from their 
Anchor Auction to USA for UNHCR, a U.S.-based non-profit set up to 
support the United Nations’ refugee extension. 

“Everybody should be doing what they can do,” Goloborodko said. “He 
sings, so he sings. They can let him perform and do the anthem. 
Everybody is doing what they can to stop the aggressor, to stop Putin. I 
am sure this is going to send a signal to corporations, those individuals, 
those elected officials that are sitting on their hands that this is their time 
to act. Look, everybody is doing something. Everybody is doing their best 
to stop Putin. What are you doing? That was a question I was even 
asking myself.” 

A few makeshift Ukrainian flags were seen in the crowd. One of those 
flags was made by a fan sitting a few rows behind the Kraken bench, 
which meant it was prominently featured whenever the cameras cut to 
see what Dave Hakstol was doing. There was even a crowd shot of a few 
fans sitting in the upper section of the arena wearing Ukraine soccer 
jerseys, which received a loud ovation from the crowd. 

Practically everyone rose to their feet when the arena got dark, the 
majestic blue and yellow Ukrainian flag was projected onto the ice and 
the spotlight found Vashchuk, who appeared to take a few deep breaths 
before he started singing. His classically trained voice echoed throughout 
the arena. He was able to make each note resonate until the end — 
when he held the last note for so long that the crowd erupted in 
applause. 

“I thought our crowd was great tonight and I thought that was a very 
emotional way to start the game with everything going on,” Kraken 
forward Colin Blackwell said after the game. “I think sometimes us 
hockey players, we can be in a little bit of a bubble and not realize how 
good we have it sometimes and there’s players that we play with from 
different countries that might not necessarily be as lucky as us. To have 
that and have Ukrainian citizens be in our community, I think, it means a 
lot for the city of Seattle to show that much emotion and stand with them 
tonight.” 
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Throughout the season I’ll be breaking down the numbers behind the 
race for each major player award: the Hart, the Norris, the Calder, the 
Selke, the Vezina, the Art Ross and the Rocket Richard. Numbers of 
course aren’t everything, but they add much-needed context to the 
awards race and can help shine a light on players deserving of more 
recognition while adding caveats to other players that may have some 
warts. This post will present the top 10 for each category based on a set 
criteria of guidelines. 

We’re in the home stretch now with 30 or so games left in the season. 
While some awards have likely already been decided, others are really 
heating up and are likely to go down to the wire. 

A lot can change from here to then, but it’s always worth taking stock of 
who is leading each race and who can challenge them for the top spot. 
Based on my interpretation of their numbers to date, here is how the 
awards race currently shakes out. 

Data as of March 2 

Hart Trophy 

Given to the player judged to be the most valuable to his team.  

Criteria: Skaters ranked by Game Score Value Added (goalies excluded 
from the chart above) 

The most important award is the one that’s currently the most wide open, 
something that hasn’t really changed all year. The league’s best player 
being unable to run away with the scoring race has let others come in 
and close the gap for the privilege of being the league’s most valuable 
player this season. 

As it stands right now, the award should go to Auston Matthews, the 
Toronto goal-scoring machine who currently leads all skaters in GSVA 
with 3.8 wins, and GSVA per 82 at 6.2. On a per-game basis, there’s a 
half-win gap between Matthews and the next best skater.  

There are those that remain skeptical that Matthews is or should be the 
Hart Trophy frontrunner, and their argument mostly boils down to “he’s 
fourth in points.” Points should be considered as part of a player’s overall 
value, but not as the total summation of it. For Matthews, his strengths 
bridge the gap in scoring between him and the three ahead of him. That 
he’s on pace to only finish seven points behind the lead scorer over 82 
games suggests it’s not actually that large of a gap to make up anyways. 

For starters, not all points are created equally. Goals should be 
considered worth slightly more than primary assists and a decent chunk 
more than secondary assists. That alone changes the arithmetic of the 
scoring race as Matthews’s primary means of production is putting pucks 
in the net. It’s the most important skill in the game and no one does it 
better than him. Even more important is what Matthews is doing at five-
on-five, specifically on defence — a major point of contention for the 
three players ahead of him in the scoring race. 

At five-on-five, Matthews is currently sporting a 62.5 percent expected 
goals rate, the third-highest mark in the league behind only Patrice 
Bergeron and Brad Marchand. That’s not all offence, the Leafs allow just 
2.06 expected goals against per 60 with him on the ice, 0.24 less than 
when he’s off the ice. Connor McDavid is at 2.56, Leon Draisaitl is at 2.68 
and Jonathan Huberdeau is at 2.77. All three see their team do worse 
defensively with them on the ice. Defence matters and in this case it’s a 
huge difference. It’s why the Leafs outscore and outchance opponents 
more with Matthews on the ice than any of the other three teams do with 
their star scorers. 

McDavid comes in second for now and he has the best case to catch 
Matthews because, well, he’s McDavid. In my eyes, he’s still the best 
player in the world and this race would be a lot closer — and likely in his 

favour — if McDavid could catch a break at five-on-five. The Oilers are 
still scoring fewer goals than expected with him on the ice and his on-ice 
shooting percentage remains at a career-low. If that were normal, the 
gap in scoring between him and Matthews would be much larger — and 
the debate between the two would be much closer.  

McDavid’s defence has improved a lot this season and his ability to 
create chances remains transcendent, giving him a 58 percent expected 
goals rate on the season. Relative to teammates, his plus-0.79 ranks 
sixth in the league and is a shade above Matthews’s plus-0.72. If his 
scoring heats up down the stretch this race can become very heated. 

Among skaters, those two should be the main contenders, but there are 
others who could challenge that final nomination spot — and they don’t 
include Draisaitl or Huberdeau really. The defence just isn’t there. While 
that may be somewhat acceptable for Draisaitl where McDavid is the 
obvious MVP choice anyways, it seems to be more contentious for 
Huberdeau who is becoming a Hart Trophy dark horse to some. He’s not 
in the top 10 at all which may surprise some, but that discussion likely 
warrants a deeper dive that should drop in the coming weeks. Alex 
Ovechkin, a previous favourite for the award, has also dropped off the list 
as his scoring began to fade from his red hot start to the season. 

As for players that should be considered alongside Matthews and 
McDavid, Johnny Gaudreau looks like the current best choice. He has 
been electric this year in Calgary and has also been incredibly dominant 
at five-on-five. The only issue is his entire line is in the top 10 with him on 
the GSVA leaderboard, making it difficult to discern how much individual 
value he’s bringing to the table compared to someone like Matthews or 
McDavid. The same argument can be made against Mikko Rantanen as 
someone playing on a super team in Colorado. Bergeron, the current 
Selke Trophy leader by a mile, makes his debut in the top 10 thanks to 
his elite two-way dominance and should warrant consideration too. 

The top 10 list only includes skaters due to a difficulty in scaling goalie 
value. That’s historically how the Hart has been awarded, but it’s 
impossible to ignore Igor Shesterkin as a worthy nominee. If we look at 
his player card, his win pace for the year is much higher than Matthews, 
the best skater. 

The problem with that line of thinking is that this would be the case 
literally every year. The leader in GSVA or WAR would be a goalie 90 
percent of the time due to the nature of the position. With goalies already 
having the Vezina Trophy, it makes sense that the PHWA often awards 
the Hart Trophy to the best skater. 

But there are exceptions to that rule and it’s about finding the line. Carey 
Price’s win in 2015 can offer some important clues for that in accessing 
Shesterkin’s case. 

That season, Price saved 38.4 goals above expected over 66 games. 
Shesterkin is already at 31 in just 34 games. In 2015, the leader in GSVA 
was Joe Pavelski at 4.3 wins, with Price coming in somewhere around 
7.5 wins, give or take. That’s a three-win difference, and if that’s the 
precedent, Shesterkin would need to be worth around nine wins as a 
goalie to surpass Matthews or McDavid. We’re talking over 50 goals 
saved above expected there. The other argument is that Price saved 18 
more goals than the next best goalie that season. Shesterkin is only 2.4 
goals ahead of the next best goalie. There needs to be more separation 
there. 

Of course, this is all about precedent. Just because it’s how it’s always 
been doesn’t mean it’s how it should be. The Rangers are a playoff lock 
specifically because of Shesterkin and would likely be fighting for a spot 
without him. He’s that important and he is the most valuable player this 
year in terms of pure value. But that’s true almost every year where a 
goalie is usually the most valuable.  

Shesterkin is a special case worthy of consideration, but a win for him 
could open the door for a goalie winning every year. Maybe that’s how it 
should be, but based on the precedent set, Shesterkin needs to be 
exceptional relative to other goalies and the field of most valuable 
skaters. He’s certainly making a strong case for that though. 
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Norris Trophy 

Given to the defenseman who demonstrates throughout the season the 
greatest all-round ability in the position. 

Criteria: Defensemen that play top-pairing minutes with above-average 
usage ranked by Game Score Value Added. 

Well, for starters, read Shayna Goldman’s piece on how the trophy 
should be awarded because it’s excellent and saves me a bit of work on 
this blurb. 

The Norris Trophy is always a contentious award because everyone has 
a different view on the position and what to value most. GSVA likes to 
sprinkle everything together into one tasty meal and for this year’s Norris 
course it’s offering two savoury dishes as the best options. The first 
choice is an all-around stud who can do it all in every situation and do it 
at an elite level. The second choice is the most dynamic offensive 
defender we’ve seen in a long time, a transcendent force from the 
backend. Victor Hedman or Cale Makar — who’s it going to be? 

There were many ready to start etching Makar’s name into the trophy 
months ago when he was on a 40-goal pace, but as his goal-scoring has 
cooled off another contender has emerged into the fray. By GSVA, there 
is extremely little separating Makar from Hedman: just 0.06 wins in favour 
of Hedman, and 0.06 wins in favour of Makar if you extrapolate to an 82-
game season. In this case, it’s worth comparing both players directly. 

On the surface, it looks like Makar’s trophy to lose. He has 58 points in 
50 games to Hedman’s 51 in 52, with seven more goals to boot. By 
expected goals, the gap has shrunk considerably from the start of the 
season too with both players right around 57 percent expected goals and 
plus-0.3 relative to teammates. Equal in play-driving with Makar having a 
big production edge. So what gives?  

The reason is usage and penalty killing. Makar gets a huge boost from 
the quality of forwards he plays with and his defensive partner (another 
Norris-calibre defender!) compared to Hedman. That’s something GSVA 
accounts for. Hedman, despite not playing shutdown pair minutes, also 
faces tougher competition than Makar on average. On the PK, Tampa 
Bay allows just 4.7 expected goals with Hedman on the ice while 
Colorado allows 7.6 with Makar on the ice. It’s nice that Makar is getting 
a chance in that role this season, but Hedman is still earning twice as 
many minutes there while also making a more profound impact. With 
Hedman off the ice, the Lightning allow 1.4 more expected goals and 1.8 
more actual goals. The former is one of the largest impacts in the league. 

Makar’s offence obviously cannot be ignored. His 1.16 points-per-game 
is on track to be the highest since Paul Coffey in 1994-95, and that’s 
while being a very strong all-around presence. That carries a lot of weight 
and he’s the frontrunner for a reason. But Hedman is the perfect all-
around package. He may not be as offensively impactful as Makar, but 
he doesn’t have the same supporting cast, offers a bit more on defence, 
and is a stronger penalty-killing asset.  

Though I would lean towards Makar, there’s a very reasonable case to 
be made for Hedman — it’s a lot closer than meets the eye. Both players 
should be at the top of every ballot, but after that it gets trickier as there’s 
a wide field to choose from for the rest of the ballot. 

On a per game basis, Devon Toews is the closest in value to the top two, 
but has missed some time. Relative to teammates, he has the best 
defensive numbers of the top 10, the defensive conscience of Colorado’s 
top pair. He’s excellent at protecting his blue line. Aaron Ekblad has the 
perfect combination of production and play-driving that drives Norris 
contention. Roman Josi is the only one close to Makar’s production, but 
his play-driving is also among the weakest. Last year’s winner Adam Fox 
has decent relative on-ice numbers, but it’s hard to ignore that his actual 
on-ice totals are pretty paltry compared to everyone else. His 50 percent 
expected goals rate pales in comparison to everyone else. 

If you’re looking for a defensive defender, Charlie McAvoy and Miro 
Heiskanen are perfect candidates — two strong shutdown types who 
greatly limit opponent chances against. McAvoy leads the top candidates 

with 1.79 expected goals against per 60 while Heiskanen is second to 
Toews in relative expected goals allowed. The one thing really working in 
Heiskanen’s favour is that his impact relative to teammates is just as 
strong offensively, giving him a plus-0.45 expected goal differential per 
60. That’s 0.13 better than Hedman, the next best on the list. As for 
Jaccob Slavin, his defensive numbers don’t pop as you might expect, but 
he shines when it comes to the penalty kill. No defender has a bigger 
impact on limiting chances down a man than he does. That’s worthy of 
inclusion here. 

Selke Trophy 

Given to the forward who best excels in the defensive aspects of the 
game. 

Criteria: Forwards who play over 16 minutes per game, receive 15 
percent of their team’s shorthanded minutes and faces above-average 
forward competition, ranked by their ability to suppress expected and 
actual goals. 

If I could use all five spots on my ballot for Patrice Bergeron I would — 
that’s how good he’s been this season defensively. His impact is seven 
goals better than the next best player — his literal linemate Brad 
Marchand. That duo has been an unstoppable force at five-on-five and 
shorthanded, even more so than usual. There is no other name worthy of 
the Selke this year. It’s Bergeron’s to lose and any other name cast at the 
top would be a slight to the historically dominant season he’s putting 
together. There is frankly no other choice, this should be unanimous. 

As I’ve pointed out in each previous edition, this is Bergeron’s best 
defensive season which is saying a lot. The Bruins allow 0.43 expected 
goals less with Bergeron on the ice, 0.74 actual goals fewer and just 1.43 
expected goals-per-60. All career highs, with his expected goal rate 
actually tying 2007-08 Sergei Fedorov for the best since 2007-08. That 
means no other forward has allowed fewer scoring chances per 60 than 
Bergeron has this season — against top competition no less. 

Considering Bergeron is widely considered one of the best defensive 
forwards of all time, for him to be posting career highs this late into his 
career is astonishing. That his relative to teammate numbers rank near 
the top of the league despite playing for one of the league’s stingiest 
teams is incredible. He’s been an absolute beast, 

And that’s just on the defensive side. If you want to consider the Selke 
Trophy as a two-way forward award the case for Bergeron is even easier. 
The previous high for expected goals percentage in a season was 63.9 
percent by Henrik Zetterberg in 2007-08. Bergeron is at 68.8 percent. 
That’s almost five percentage points better. Absurd. 

As for the rest of the ballot after the dynamic Bruins duo, there are a 
number of great players to choose from. Either Calgary’s top center is a 
fine choice to make, though Mikael Backlund has started to add a bit 
more defensive value over Elias Lindholm over the last month. Anthony 
Cirelli is back in Selke-form after a brief hiatus and his turn will come. 
Ryan O’Reilly is always in the mix and this year is no different. Despite 
St. Louis having troubles earlier this year in driving play, O’Reilly’s 
defence has remained steady all year and even improved of late. The 
Blues allow 0.34 fewer expected goals per 60 with him on the ice. Roope 
Hintz is also a nice dark horse option, the speedy center on Dallas’s top 
line which is one of the best in the league at limiting chances. 

The two most interesting names on the list though are Marcus Foligno 
and Valeri Nichushkin, a major win for the analytics community. A few 
years ago both were bandied about as niche options for the Selke Trophy 
despite playing limited minutes in a more sheltered role. “If they were so 
good defensively, the coaches would realize and play them more in a 
shutdown role.” Well, that time has come where the coaches indeed 
realized what the numbers were suggesting for years. Now, both players 
meet the qualifying criteria of playing enough minutes and killing 
penalties to be included. 

Calder Trophy 
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Given to the player selected as the most proficient in his first year of 
competition in the NHL. 

Criteria: Rookie skaters ranked by Game Score Value Added. 

Michael Bunting season continues and it’s getting harder and harder to 
ignore the value he’s bringing to the Leafs this year. By GSVA, he’s a full 
win ahead of the next best rookie and it’s time to start taking him 
seriously as a Calder nominee. 

There are plenty of arguments not to from his age and his cushy gig next 
to two superstars, but the numbers have still been dominant. In direct 
comparison to the other three high-end rookie forwards, Bunting leads 
them all in points-per-60 at five-on-five, relative expected and actual 
goals percentage, and penalty differential — by a pretty significant 
margin. That last one gets slept on a bit, but Bunting is bringing a lot of 
value there for the Leafs with a plus-14 differential which ranks seventh 
in the entire league.  

A lot of that is thanks to playing with Matthews and Marner, sure, but 
Bunting isn’t a strict passenger here — and he hasn’t wilted against 
tough competition either. He’s been extremely effective filling Zach 
Hyman’s void from last season and has been an excellent forechecker. 
He’s doing his part on this line, even if his value is a little inflated from his 
role. 

With all that being said, it might still be difficult to actually vote for 
Bunting. It’s hard to shake the arguments against, especially when the 
next four rookies have been so strong at a younger age. Maybe not 
Anton Lundell, who plays in a sheltered third-line role. Maybe not Lucas 
Raymond either, who has similar benefits (albeit nowhere near the same 
magnitude) playing with Dylan Larkin and Tyler Bertuzzi. But there’s a 
definite argument to be made for both Trevor Zegras and Moritz Seider, 
who are the definite drivers on their line/pair. Would Bunting be adding 
the same value in a different role? 

Bunting, at this point, should get a nomination for what he’s doing — the 
results are very strong — but I think Zegras and Seider have been a bit 
more individually impressive at creating their own value. Zegras is 
excellent at bringing the puck up ice and is more involved with it on his 
stick. Relative to teammates, his impact on expected goals is closest to 
Bunting’s. As for Seider, he’s proving he can be a legitimate number one 
defender which is no small feat for a rookie. He’s taking on incredibly 
difficult usage with the toughest competition and a partner who may not 
even be NHL-calibre anymore — and still coming out ahead in expected 
and actual goals relative to teammates. Using RAPM, which more 
robustly measures the effects of teammates and competition shines an 
even brighter light on Seider too. It’s also worth noting that the Red 
Wings power play seriously struggles without his quarterbacking ability. 

It will not be an easy vote with a lot of great choices. Raymond and 
Lundell, despite the earlier slight, do deserve a lot of love as well and 
belong in that top five. Matt Boldy might make things really interesting if 
he keeps his current pace up too. But for now, it looks like it should be 
some combination of Bunting, Zegras and Seider at the top — in any 
order. There’s a logical argument to be had for any of them. 

Vezina Trophy 

Given to the goalkeeper adjudged to be the best at this position. 

Criteria: Goaltenders that have played half of their team’s games or more 
ranked by a blend of goals saved above expected and above average, 
translated to wins, courtesy of Evolving Hockey. 

The fact he’s being talked about as a Hart Trophy contender as well 
should dispel any notion that this race is contested. This is the Igor show 
and the Vezina is his to lose — something I doubt he does. He may not 
keep up his .940 save percentage all season, but his consistent 
excellence game-in and game-out likely means a crash is unlikely. It just 
means he’ll likely slow down a bit from his current godly pace. Shesterkin 
has a 2.4 goals saved above-expected lead over the next best goalie, but 
that’s over four fewer games. The lead over the rest of the league is even 
more substantial.  

It would be difficult to imagine Shesterkin not winning this trophy at this 
point, or that Frederik Andersen won’t be nominated. The two have been 
in a league of their own all season and are the toast of a strong year for 
goalies. The question now mostly comes down to who gets the last 
nomination.  

Ville Husso has the best numbers and looks to have stolen the starting 
job in St. Louis, but his lower workload will likely work against him. Juuse 
Saros is probably the most likely as the single most important reason 
Nashville is competitive again, but he’ll have some healthy competition. 
Jacob Markstrom has been elite for a stingy Calgary team while Andrei 
Vasilevskiy is up to his usually elite play. Darcy Kuemper is an option on 
the league’s best team and he’s really turned his game around of late, 
while Tristan Jarry and Thatcher Demko round out the top 10. Robin 
Lehner is also there due to strong play behind a leaky defence, but his 
traditional numbers may hold him back. 

Art Ross Trophy 

Given to the player who leads the National Hockey League in scoring 
points at the end of the regular season. 

Criteria: Skaters ranked by their projected end of season point total. 

The current race is extremely tight between McDavid, Draisaitl and 
Huberdeau and we’re running out of runway. As I have all season, I 
expect McDavid to eventually pull away in this race, but the margin there 
is getting smaller with each passing week. History is on his side, but his 
poor five-on-five luck may not have time to regress fully to its usual peak. 
Then again, this is McDavid we’re talking about and there’s probably 25 
points in a 10-game stretch somewhere on the horizon coming up. 

Rocket Richard Trophy 

Given to the NHL’s top goal scorer. 

Criteria: Skaters ranked by their projected end of season goal total. 

Like a lot of the trophy races, it’s a two-man show here. Right now, both 
Matthews and Draisaitl are tied for the league lead with 37 goals which 
should make for a very hotly-contested race. History suggests Matthews 
is the better goal scorer so he has the edge here as a result, but Draisaitl 
is no slouch and will make the fight to the finish competitive. Both players 
should finish the season right around 55 goals — likely as the only two to 
finish above 50. I’d like to say there’s a dark horse threat to either, but at 
this rate I highly doubt it. I don’t think Chris Kreider will keep up his pace 
while Ovechkin has really slowed down after a spicy start. 
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NHL trade deadline: What to expect from all 32 teams 

 

Staff Report 

 

Ian Mendes, Sean Gentille35-44 minutes 03/03/2022 

Is the 2022 NHL trade deadline going to be “normal?” 

No. Not really. It’s still happening later than what we see in non-
pandemic seasons — March 21 at 3 p.m. ET — and the flat salary cap 
remains a major wrinkle. 

Now, is that a bad thing? Probably another “no.” We’ve seen big names 
move already; Jack Eichel landed in Vegas back in November, and the 
Tyler Toffoli-to-Calgary deal signaled the start of deadline-focused 
moves. Other big names are on the market. In the East, the line between 
buyers and sellers is stark. In the West, not so much. 
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That’s a recipe for an interesting day. It also requires some homework. 
What follows is a look at all 32 teams, their mindsets heading into the 
deadline, and the players they could target, whether they’re adding or 
subtracting. 

All deadline cap space numbers courtesy CapFriendly and as of March 1. 

Atlantic Division 

Boston Bruins 

Status: Buyer 

Projected Deadline Cap Space: $5.036 million 

Notable UFAs: Patrice Bergeron, Curtis Lazar, Anton Blidh 

Notable RFAs: Jake DeBrusk, Jack Ahcan 

The Bruins would still love to find a replacement for David Krejci as a No. 
2 center, but they may not have the assets to swing a significant deal 
before the deadline. Over the past few trade deadlines, Don Sweeney 
has been reluctant to acquire players who are pure rentals, so if he 
continues with that strategy we shouldn’t expect Boston to go all-in for 
the likes of a Tomas Hertl — unless they think there is a good chance of 
re-signing him. And Boston’s situation at the center ice position could 
become fascinating this summer if Patrice Bergeron is not back next 
season. Things have been curiously quiet on the Jake DeBrusk front 
after the winger let it be known that he would prefer a change of scenery 
earlier this season. Perhaps there is a team now willing to make a push 
for DeBrusk since he’s been scoring at a torrid pace lately — including a 
hat trick against Los Angeles earlier this week. 

Buffalo Sabres 

Status: Seller 

Projected Deadline Cap Space: $66.385 million 

Notable UFAs: Cody Eakin, Mark Jankowski, Johnny Boychuk, Colin 
Miller, Will Butcher, Mark Pysyk, Craig Anderson, Dustin Tokarski, 
Robert Hagg, Vinnie Hinostroza, Malcolm Subban, Drake Caggiula, John 
Hayden, Andrew Oglevie 

Notable RFAs: Victor Olofsson, Jacob Bryson 

What the Sabres lack in quality, they certainly make up for in quantity 
when it comes to potential trade pieces heading into this year’s trade 
deadline. None of their pending UFAs is likely to land a significant haul in 
return. A player like Cody Eakin might be a nice fit for a team looking for 
some bottom-end depth and faceoff help. But two of their more valued 
assets — Vinnie Hinostroza and Colin Miller — have been sidelined with 
injuries that have kept them off the ice for several weeks. A team might 
look at Craig Anderson as a third goaltender for insurance purposes, 
considering he boasts a .929 save percentage in 48 career playoff 
games. But no matter how you slice this, it’s hard to envision the Sabres 
making a bold or splashy move in the weeks ahead with this current 
roster. 

Detroit Red Wings 

Status: Seller 

Projected Deadline Cap Space: $55.488 million 

Notable UFAs: Vladislav Namestnikov, Thomas Greiss, Nick Leddy, Marc 
Staal, Troy Stecher, Danny DeKeyser, Sam Gagner, Carter Rowney, 
Riley Barber 

Notable RFAs: Filip Zadina, Mitchell Stephens 

Steve Yzerman sent seismic waves through the hockey world at last 
year’s trade deadline when he traded Anthony Mantha to Washington in 
exchange for Jakub Vrana, Richard Panik, a first-round pick and a 
second-round pick. The Red Wings general manager served notice that 
he wasn’t afraid to pull the trigger on a big trade — even if it involved one 
of his young core pieces who was under team control. So it makes you 

wonder if Yzerman would consider moving players like Filip Zadina, Filip 
Hronek or Tyler Bertuzzi at this year’s deadline if he could find the right 
fit. If Yzerman shies away from that approach, Detroit does hold a couple 
of key veteran defensemen in Nick Leddy and Marc Staal who could 
command interest from teams looking for experienced blueliners at the 
deadline. 

Florida Panthers 

Status: Buyer 

Projected Deadline Cap Space: $3.845 million 

Notable UFAs: Noel Acciari, Frank Vatrano, Joe Thornton, Markus 
Nutivaara, Mason Marchment, Maxim Mamin 

Notable RFAs: Eetu Luostarinen, Olli Juolevi, Lucas Carlsson, Jonas 
Johansson 

If the Panthers learned anything from their memorable first-round playoff 
series with Tampa last season, it’s that defense wins championships. 
Florida surrendered 24 goals in their six-game loss to the Lightning and 
used three different starting netminders in the process. This time around, 
general manager Bill Zito will likely be looking to shore up his blueline, so 
expect the Panthers to be in the mix for all of the high-end defensemen 
on the block — including the likes of Mark Giordano, Chychrun, Hampus 
Lindholm and Chiarot. The Panthers have received steady goaltending 
from Sergei Bobrovsky this season, but prospect Spencer Knight has 
been shaky at best by sporting a sub-.900 save percentage this season. 
Perhaps Zito would be well served to land a veteran backup in case 
Bobrovsky falters, because the Panthers should be one of the most 
feared teams in the postseason if they can keep the puck out of their net. 

Ottawa Senators 

Status: Seller 

Projected Deadline Cap Space: $55.149 million 

Notable UFAs: Nick Paul, Anton Forsberg, Zach Sanford, Tyler Ennis, 
Chris Tierney, Josh Brown, Scott Sabourin 

Notable RFAs: Josh Norris, Erik Brannstrom, Alex Formenton, Adam 
Gaudette, Victor Mete, Dylan Gambrell 

The biggest dilemma for the Senators might involve goaltender Anton 
Forsberg, who has suddenly provided elite-level goaltending for the club 
over the past two months. Ottawa’s crease has been so unstable over 
the past couple of seasons that trading away Forsberg — who is only 29 
years old — might be a risky move for Pierre Dorion. The Senators might 
be wise to hang onto Forsberg beyond the deadline and assess their 
goaltending picture in the summer. The belief is that Nick Paul can be re-
signed to a contract extension, but if he isn’t, he would certainly be an 
attractive option for clubs looking for versatile depth forwards. Paul’s 
ability to play center and left wing, as well as kill penalties, could be 
valuable for a contender at playoff time. 

Montreal Canadiens 

Status: Seller 

Projected Deadline Cap Space: $9.414 million 

Notable UFAs: Ben Chiarot, Chris Wideman, Brett Kulak, Cedric 
Paquette, Mathieu Perreault, Laurent Dauphin, Tyler Pitlick, Andrew 
Hammond 

Notable RFAs: Artturi Lehkonen, Alexander Romanov, Sam 
Montembeault, Kale Clague, Rem Pitlick, Michael Pezzetta 

New general manager Kent Hughes heads into his first trade deadline 
with a lot of excess cargo to unload as he tries to clean up after a 
disastrous stretch of hockey for the storied franchise. However, a lot of 
those expendable pieces — like Jeff Petry, Mike Hoffman and maybe 
even Brendan Gallagher — have term and dollar attached to their 
contracts that probably make summertime deals more realistic. Hughes 
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quickly traded Tyler Toffoli to Calgary for a package that included a first-
round pick and prospect Emil Heineman. In an ideal world, he can drive 
the price up on Chiarot and force someone in the market to cough up a 
first-round pick for the defenceman’s services. While they are certainly a 
team to watch around the trade deadline, the Canadiens might be a more 
interesting team around the 2022 NHL Draft in Montreal, where the home 
team could try and make a splashy move to reignite their fan base. 

Tampa Bay Lightning 

Status: Buyer 

Projected Deadline Cap Space: $0 

Notable UFAs: Ondrej Palat, Jan Rutta, Andrej Sustr, Brian Elliott 

Notable RFAs: Mathieu Joseph 

Julien BriseBois hasn’t been shy about making bold moves around the 
trade deadline to improve his club in the past. Two years ago, he gave up 
multiple first-round picks and prospect Nolan Foote in order to land 
Barclay Goodrow and Blake Coleman. Last season, he parted with 
another first-round pick to acquire David Savard. Those moves paid off 
with Stanley Cup championships, but now Tampa has a weak prospect 
pool, very few draft picks in 2022 (no second, third or fourth-round 
selections) and virtually no cap space. Still, most fan bases would be 
ecstatic with this type of asset management, since it has led to 
consecutive Stanley Cups. They might make a minor move to add a 
depth forward, but it’s hard to pinpoint an area where the Lightning need 
significant help. Deadline day shopping for the Lightning is like trying to 
buy a gift for the person that already has everything they need. 

Toronto Maple Leafs 

Status: Buyer 

Projected Deadline Cap Space: $91,292 

Notable UFAs: Jack Campbell, Ilya Mikheyev, Jason Spezza, Kyle 
Clifford, Ilya Lyubushkin 

Notable RFAs: Rasmus Sandin, Ondrej Kase, Pierre Engvall, Timothy 
Liljegren 

Stop us if you’ve heard this one before: The Maple Leafs have major 
question marks heading into the playoffs. Goaltending has suddenly 
become a hot-button topic in Toronto, as Jack Campbell has sputtered 
lately, leading many to suggest the Leafs should be in the market for 
Fleury. Even before the goaltending woes, Leafs fans were debating 
whether or not to acquire another top-six forward — or get some help on 
the blue line. The injury to Jake Muzzin has opened up a spot — and 
possibly some cap space — for Kyle Dubas to improve his back end. In 
an ideal world, John Tavares and William Nylander elevate their games 
and bolster Toronto’s forward group internally — allowing Dubas to focus 
on helping the defensive side of his roster. But as most Leafs fans know, 
they don’t live in an ideal world. 

Joonas Korpisalo (David Kirouac / USA Today) 

Metropolitan Division 

Carolina Hurricanes 

Status: Buyer 

Projected Deadline Cap Space: $1 million 

Notable UFAs: Nino Niederreiter, Vincent Trocheck, Derek Stepan, Ian 
Cole, Brendan Smith 

Notable RFAs: Tony DeAngelo, Martin Necas, Jesperi Kotkaniemi 

The Hurricanes are one of the teams that are classified as a buyer by 
default, but think of them more as a “holder.” That’s true for two reasons: 
they’re really good, and they’re really close to the cap. Any move of 
consequence would be money-in/money-out, and when you’re one of the 
best teams in the league, doesn’t make a ton of sense. Though their 

prospect pool is strong, they sent out their 2023 first-round pick via the 
Jesperi Kotkaniemi offer sheet. Throw in the fact that GM Don Waddell 
has already said he’s not particularly interested in upsetting the apple 
cart, and his history of generally staying away from rentals, and you’ve 
got all the ingredients for a slow deadline day in Raleigh. Even if, in a 
perfect world, they’d be able to add an interesting bottom-six piece, this 
is a team with a real chance at a long run. The cap situation would likely 
force them to subtract a solid player from a solid lineup. No thanks. 

Columbus Blue Jackets 

Status: Seller 

Projected Deadline Cap Space: $53.2 million 

Notable UFAs: Max Domi, Joonas Korpisalo, Dean Kukan, Brendan 
Gaunce 

Notable RFAs: Patrik Laine, Jack Roslovic, Adam Boqvist 

The calendar changes, and the teams do too, but here we are again, 
talking about a potential Max Domi trade. He’s the Blue Jackets’ most 
interesting piece, though his reputation — and his $5.3 million AAV — 
outstrips his production. If nothing else, his profile is locked in; Domi is 
center- and wing-capable, ideally if you’re looking for some offensive 
punch on a third line. He’s also inconsistent and overpaid, with defensive 
issues. Joonas Korpisalo, assuming he’s healthy in time, could be an 
option for backup-goalie-starved teams — but he’s also had sub-.900 
save percentages in four of his last five NHL seasons. Dean Kukan 
($1.65 million AAV) is a sixth/seventh defenseman who can chip in 
offensively and block shots, if that’s your thing, but he’s largely 
unremarkable. A name to watch that popped up recently, via Frank 
Seravalli, is Alex Texier ($1.5 million AAV). He’s a versatile bottom-six 
option who’s already hit the 10-goal mark for the first time in his career, 
but that came with an accompanying dip in defensive numbers. 

New Jersey Devils 

Status: Seller 

Projected Deadline Cap Space: $37.7 million 

Notable UFAs: P.K. Subban, Jimmy Vesey 

Notable RFAs: Jesper Bratt, Pavel Zacha, Miles Wood 

The Devils are out of contention and have been for quite a while; this 
season, for a variety of reasons, has not gone according to plan. Thus, 
Tom Fitzgerald is spending another deadline as — ostensibly — a seller, 
but the reserve is thin, at least in terms of attractive rentals. P.K. Subban 
is a depth defenseman with brutal defensive numbers and a $9 million 
AAV. Is there a team willing to give Fitzgerald something — anything — 
in the hopes that Subban jumps in the wayback machine? Unlikely. What 
makes the Devils interesting, though, is the possibility that Fitzgerald 
sees a longer-term fit for a future-focused team. 

Andreas Johnsson ($3.4 million AAV) has one year left on his deal with a 
modified NTC that kicks in next season, and he’s in the middle of a solid 
offensive season. Tomas Tatar ($4.5 AAV) has one year left. At 31 years 
old, he’s older than the Devils’ core. Pavel Zacha ($2.25 AAV) is a 
pending RFA on pace for about 20 goals. His name has been in the 
rumor mill for a while; makes sense, given that he was the sixth pick in 
2015 and hasn’t made much of an impact in the NHL. He’s big and 
versatile, and he’s in the middle of his best NHL season. The question is 
whether Fitzgerald wants to potentially make a longer-term commitment 
to him or flip him for, in all likelihood, another change-of-scenery player. 

New York Islanders 

Status: Seller 

Projected Deadline Cap Space: $14 million 

Notable UFAs: Zach Parise, Zdeno Chara, Andy Greene, Cal Clutterbuck 

Notable RFAs: Noah Dobson, Kiefer Bellows, Sebastian Aho 
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The Islanders’ season went off the rails in a hurry. Is that because they 
finally landed trendy-Cup-finalist-pick status? Who can say? In any case, 
it’s time for them to sell off at least a few of their veterans. Cal 
Clutterbuck ($3.5 million AAV) is the kind of player almost-there teams 
love to add; the Avs, out to improve their bottom six, seem like they’d be 
interested. Throw a mid-round pick at Lou Lamoriello and see what 
happens. Zach Parise ($750,000 AAV) could be worth a look for a 
contender in need of a 15-goal capable third-line option. Zdeno Chara 
($750,000 AAV) doesn’t have trade protection, and there will be teams 
interested in adding him for the stretch run as long as he’s wearing a 
uniform. He’s at the end, but he’s still got enough defensive juice in the 
tank to possibly still fill a hole on a third pairing. The same goes for Andy 
Greene. Josh Bailey might be one to watch here, too; he’s got two years 
left at $5 million AAV and would look good on most contending middle-
sixes. The Islanders, if they want to make real changes in the offseason, 
are going to have to cut salary. Moving Bailey (and getting assets in 
return) would seem to make sense. 

New York Rangers 

Status: Buyer 

Projected Deadline Cap Space: $32 million 

Notable UFAs: Ryan Strome, Greg McKegg 

Notable RFAs: Alexandar Georgiev, Kaapo Kakko 

The Rangers are in a position to make big-boy moves at the deadline. 
They’ve won a whole bunch of games despite some glaring flaws, they 
have a ton of cap space, and they have a ton of movable assets. Also, 
they’re the Rangers. Get ready to see them linked with every big name 
on the market. Maybe they win the Ben Chiarot Sweepstakes; Montreal 
president Jeff Gorton is certainly familiar with the Rangers’ prospect pool. 
Maybe Josh Anderson goes along for the ride, since the Rangers need 
another forward because Igor Shesterkin and the power play can’t do it 
themselves. This also seems like a landing spot for Jake DeBrusk. The 
price tag for Jakob Chychrun remains stomach-churningly high, but the 
Rangers have the guys — and the space — to pull it off. Plus, Chychrun 
fits in nicely with the Rangers core. Alexandar Georgiev has been good 
enough to earn more starts … in a situation where the guy in front of him 
isn’t Shesterkin. Moving him could help GM Chris Drury recoup what’s 
lost in other moves. Also, we haven’t even mentioned the J.T. Miller-
sized elephant in the room. If the Canucks decide to move him, the 
Rangers will be first in line to welcome him back to New York. Miller, at 
the moment, is the best player on the board. It’d be a fun fit, for plenty of 
reasons. 

Philadelphia Flyers 

Status: Seller 

Projected Deadline Cap Space: $5.7 million 

Notable UFAs: Claude Giroux, Rasmus Ristolainen, Justin Braun, Keith 
Yandle, Derick Brassard, Nate Thompson 

Notable RFAs: Zack MacEwen, Gerald Mayhew 

We’re going to start at the top. Claude Giroux is the biggest name on the 
board and a potential game-changer for whoever gets him … assuming 
it’s somebody. Giroux has yet to decide whether — and for whom — he’ll 
waive his no-movement clause. He’s no longer the point-per-game first-
line center and power-play force. What he is, though, is a highly-effective 
option that’s capable of playing basically anywhere on a top two lines, 
particularly on a left wing. He’s become a different kind of play driver, 
sure, but he’s still very good. And he’s still very expensive. So, the move 
is for the Flyers to retain 50 percent of his $8.275 AAV to drive up the 
return. He’d be a lot of fun on a Western Conference team. Beyond him, 
though, the Flyers have an interesting group of rental defensemen. 
Rasmus Ristolainen ($5.4 AAV), divisive a player as he may be, has 
been fine this season. Justin Braun ($1.8 million) is a third-pair guy with 
solid defensive impacts. Keith Yandle ($900,000) is a legendary 
teammate who still moves the needle offensively. Moving any and all of 

them is a no-brainer, regardless of how committed to a rebuild the front 
office may be. 

Pittsburgh Penguins 

Status: Buyer 

Projected Deadline Cap Space: $2.9 million 

Notable UFAs: Evgeni Malkin, Kris Letang, Bryan Rust, Zach Aston-
Reese, Evan Rodrigues, Casey DeSmith 

Notable RFAs: Kasperi Kapanen, Danton Heinen, Mark Friedman, 
Pierre-Olivier Joseph 

All season long, the assumption was that the Penguins — based on need 
and available cap space — would get themselves a backup goalie at the 
deadline and, likely, call it a day. Casey DeSmith has been better of late, 
though, with a .934 save percentage in his last five starts. Tristan Jarry is 
going to show up on Vezina ballots; how much more do you need behind 
him? The Penguins’ most glaring need at the moment? A middle-six 
winger. Possible a second-line winger. Jason Zucker and Teddy Blueger 
will be back soon enough, but Kasperi Kapanen’s total lack of 
productivity has left a very real hole next to Evgeni Malkin. Could moving 
out Kapanen ($3.2 million AAV) for, say, a pick clear cap to make a 
bigger addition? GM Ron Hextall should explore all avenues. There won’t 
be many more bites at the apple with Malkin, Letang and Sidney Crosby. 
On a more boring level, they could look at adding a spare defenseman, 
possibly with a right shot, although Mark Friedman is capable of playing 
both sides. 

Washington Capitals 

Status: Buyer 

Projected Deadline Cap Space: $3.9 million 

Notable UFAs: Justin Schultz, Michal Kempny 

Notable RFAs: Ilya Samsonov, Vitek Vanecek, Daniel Sprong, Joe 
Snively 

The Capitals need a goalie. That’s been true for quite a while. Ilya 
Samsonov is down to .901 on the season and minus-5.07 goals saves 
above expected in 32 appearances. Vitek Vanecek, in 25 appearances, 
is at .915 and 2.59 GSAx. Neither should inspire any sort of confidence 
for a team that, like its rivals in Pittsburgh, is running out of shots. The 
problem for the Caps is a lack of actual starting options on the market. 
They’ve been linked to Marc-Andre Fleury for months, but there are 
several roadblocks to that deal getting done. Would a Braden Holtby 
reunion make sense? Would the Rangers move Georgiev in the division? 
Does someone like Korpisalo represent a real upgrade? No easy 
answers there. It might be easier for the Caps to upgrade their middle-six 
— and they should since Nicklas Backstrom and Lars Eller are both 
having miserable seasons, in particular. They’d be a fun landing spot for 
J.T. Miller. High picks and a prospect like Hendrix Lapierre should be on 
the table, if that’s what it takes. 

Phil Kessel (Mark J. Rebilas / USA Today) 

Central Division 

Arizona Coyotes 

Status: Seller 

Projected Deadline Cap Space: $33.5 million 

Notable UFAs: Phil Kessel, Loui Eriksson, Antoine Roussel, Anton 
Stralman, Liam O’Brien, Riley Nash, Alex Galchenyuk, Travis Boyd 

Notable RFAs: Lawson Crouse, Karel Vejmelka, Christian Fischer, 
Barrett Hayton 

Yes, we’ve got them as sellers — but in their own way, the Coyotes 
remain one of the biggest buyers in hockey. If you’ve got a rough 
contract and a second-round pick, give the Arizona Bad Deal Emporium 
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a call. They’ll be able to help. That willingness to weaponize their own 
cap space is always something to watch. We’ve already seen it once this 
season when they took Nick Ritchie off Toronto’s hands. They’re a 
facilitator, as always. Beyond that, though, they’ve got some bits to sell 
off themselves; Phil Kessel has been on the market for months, and it 
wouldn’t take much — in return or cap space, thanks again to the Maple 
Leafs — to bring him in. He can still score in a middle-six and help on a 
power play. Travis Boyd ($800,000 AAV) is also having a sneaky-decent 
season, providing about $3 million in value on a cut-rate deal (via Dom 
Luszczyszyn’s model). The same can be said for Lawson Crouse, who’s 
still gigantic and now scoring at a 20-goal pace. Do the Coyotes stink? Of 
course. But they’ll be interesting on March 21. 

Chicago Blackhawks 

Status: Seller 

Projected Deadline Cap Space: $7.4 million 

Notable UFAs: Marc-Andre Fleury, Kevin Lankinen, Calvin de Haan, Erik 
Gustafsson 

Notable RFAs: Dylan Strome, Kirby Dach, Dominik Kubalik, Caleb Jones, 
Philipp Kurashev 

We’ll cut to the chase on Marc-Andre Fleury; he might have peaked in 
November (.935 save percentage in nine starts) but still is at .914 for the 
season. His goals saved above expected (minus-4.85) puts him in Jake 
Allen/Ilya Samsonov territory, which is something of a concern but … it’s 
Marc-André Fleury. He won the Vezina last season. Teams need goalies. 
Don’t overthink it. The Oilers, Caps and Golden Knights are going to be 
attached to him for the rest of the month. If he wants to move, he should. 
Dylan Strome ($3.0 million AAV) has been on the block for what feels like 
years, and he’s not a perfect player — he needs to be in a top-six to have 
any real value — but he’d certainly be worth a long look for a team with a 
hole in that spot. Chicago could do worse than extending him, too, but 
that’s another conversation. De Haan ($4.55 million AAV) is an overpaid 
third-pair guy. Someone like Brandon Hagel ($1.5 million, two more 
years) has put up 17 goals and nearly $6 million worth of value on a 
team-friendly deal. Like Strome, he’d be a good addition for a contender. 
Like Strome, he’s young enough to be part of the next decent 
Blackhawks team. Kubalik ($3.7 million AAV) is still searching for the 30-
goal form we saw from him as a rookie, but he’s still intriguing. 

Colorado Avalanche 

Status: Buyer 

Projected Deadline Cap Space: $3.9 million 

Notable UFAs: Nazem Kadri, Darcy Kuemper, Valeri Nichushkin, Andre 
Burakovsky, Ryan Murray, Pavel Francouz, Jack Johnson, Kurtis 
MacDermid, Darren Helm 

Notable RFAs: Nicolas Aubé-Kubel 

The Avs seem like they’re going to be in the market for a bottom-six 
option, though coach Jared Bednar gassed up J.T. Compher in that role 
last week. Compher has played better of late; he’s also the easiest player 
to move off this roster as a means of freeing up space. He’s at the center 
of the Claude Giroux-to-Colorado rumors for a reason; the Avs aren’t 
going to be able to make a splashy move without help. We’ve said it 
about other teams, but the idea of just letting this roster cook has some 
merit. On the other hand, it’s fun to watch teams go all in. The UFA list is 
right there; this team is going to look fundamentally different next season. 
Why not load up for a run … maybe even all the way out of the second 
round. If it’s not someone like Giroux, it’ll be your classic “gritty bottom-
six veteran” on his way in. We mentioned the Avs when we talked about 
Cal Clutterbuck for a reason. 

Dallas Stars 

Status: Seller 

Projected Deadline Cap Space: $1.7 million 

Notable UFAs: Joe Pavelski, John Klingberg, Braden Holtby, Alexander 
Radulov, Michael Raffl, Luke Glendening 

Notable RFAs: Jake Oettinger, Riley Tufte 

The Stars are one of the most interesting teams of the season, partially 
because their on-ice performance has been all over the place. That’s 
what happens when you lack quality depth. Any GM would dive off a 
balcony to acquire Joe Pavelski, but there’s reason to think he’s staying 
put, and the appetite for a true rebuild in Dallas is minimal. That doesn’t 
mean, though, that they shouldn’t move John Klingberg ($4.3 million 
AAV), who still profiles as an in-demand player. Everyone always needs 
a right shot that’s capable of a 50-point season. With no real reason to 
think he’ll re-sign, the move seems to be a) retain as much of his salary 
as you can, and b) send him to the highest bidder. Holtby ($2.0 million 
AAV) is a consolation prize for whoever — Edmonton, Washington, 
Vegas, maybe Toronto — loses out on Fleury. Jim Nill should’ve already 
called Ken Holland about Luke Glendening. That’s too obvious not to 
happen. 

Minnesota Wild 

Status: Buyer 

Projected Deadline Cap Space: $10.6 million 

Notable UFAs: Alex Goligoski, Jordie Benn, Nick Bjugstad 

Notable RFAs: Kevin Fiala, Nico Sturm, Kaapo Kähkönen 

The Wild have hit a rough patch — and they should consider either 
turning more of the net over to Kaapo Kähkönen, who has outplayed 
Cam Talbot this season, or trying for an upgrade in that spot. The 
challenge for Bill Guerin, in all likelihood, will be to not overreact to the 
last couple of weeks. Moving out a prospect and a top pick for a player 
like Giroux might not be in the cards at the moment — but they, like the 
Avs, seem primed to go after a hard-ass veteran, if only for the 
intangibles of it all. They’re an interesting case. 

Nashville Predators 

Status: Seller 

Projected Deadline Cap Space: $52.5 million 

Notable UFAs: Filip Forsberg, Nick Cousins 

Notable RFAs: Luke Kunin 

Filip Forsberg was a late entry into the rumor mill; brutal losing skids will 
have that effect. Forsberg ($6 million AAV) started the week with 27 
goals. GM David Poile said Tuesday that he doesn’t want to trade 
Forsberg — he wants to sign him. If he doesn’t, though, and if the Preds’ 
tumble continues, look out; he’d join Giroux and Miller as the shiniest 
objects in the case. Rangers fans would be foaming at the mouth. It’ll be 
fascinating to watch what happens with Forsberg; if Poile knows he can’t 
sign his best forward ahead of the deadline, how much does it make 
sense to hold on to other productive, expensive veterans? Not saying, 
just saying. 

St. Louis Blues 

Status: Buyer 

Projected Deadline Cap Space: $175,000 

Notable UFAs: David Perron, Ville Husso, Tyler Bozak 

Notable RFAs: Klim Kostin, Niko Mikkola, Jake Walman 

All the Blues do is rack up points. Odds are they’ll have to keep doing it 
as constituted because they have essentially no money to spend. It’d 
take a fundamental change to the lineup to bring anybody else in, and 
that doesn’t feel like it makes much sense. For example — if they trade 
Vladimir Tarasenko to clear up space, they’d then have to replace 
Vladimir Tarasenko. The only reason they’re listed as buyers is that 
they’re definitely not sellers. 
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Winnipeg Jets 

Status: Seller 

Projected Deadline Cap Space: $3.9 million 

Notable UFAs: Andrew Copp, Paul Stastny, Nathan Beaulieu 

Notable RFAs: Pierre-Luc Dubois, Eric Comrie 

Andrew Copp ($3.64 million AAV) and Paul Stastny ($3.75 million) are 
going to net the Jets something nice, should they decide — and yes, they 
should — that the season is lost. Copp probably can’t drive the bus on a 
line, but that’s fine; put him with a couple of decent players in the middle-
six and watch him cook. Stastny would work in the gritty veteran role, but 
his game is still in decent shape across the board. The return — this is 
the Jets we’re talking about, after all — will likely be some younger win-
now players with more team control. Trying to spin Copp or Stastny to 
the Panthers for, say, Owen Tippett would make sense. The same goes 
for the Bruins with Jake DeBrusk. It’d also be worth calling Kevin 
Cheveldayoff to see how interested he is in moving a defenseman like 
Nate Schmidt or Brenden Dillon. The for sale sign should be up. 

Rickard Rakell (Kirby Lee / USA Today) 

Pacific Division 

Anaheim Ducks 

Status: Seller 

Projected Deadline Cap Space: $54.395 million 

Notable UFAs: Rickard Rakell, Ryan Getzlaf, Hampus Lindholm, Josh 
Manson, Sam Carrick, Nicolas Deslauriers, Buddy Robinson 

Notable RFAs: Sonny Milano, Simon Benoit, Brendan Guhle, Sam Steel, 
Isac Lundestrom, Jacob Larsson 

We’re labeling the Ducks as a seller, despite the fact they are in the thick 
of the Western Conference playoff race. Anaheim is in this peculiar spot 
thanks largely to performing better than most of us expected this season. 
But the unexpected success hasn’t changed the vision for new general 
manager Pat Verbeek. His top priority is to deal with pending UFAs 
Rickard Rakell, Hampus Lindholm and Josh Manson. If he can’t get them 
locked into contract extensions, it’s pretty much a guarantee they’ll be 
shipped off to contenders. Don’t expect Anaheim to hang onto these 
veterans as “own rentals” in an attempt to push for a wild-card playoff 
spot this season. The Ducks’ true window to compete is still probably two 
years away, so the club will simply welcome a bonus playoff berth this 
season as a dress rehearsal for the likes of Trevor Zegras, Troy Terry 
and Jamie Drysdale. 

Calgary Flames 

Status: Buyer 

Projected Deadline Cap Space: $174,150 

Notable UFAs: Johnny Gaudreau, Nikita Zadorov, Erik Gudbranson, 
Michael Stone, Brett Ritchie, Trevor Lewis, Brad Richardson 

Notable RFAs: Matthew Tkachuk, Andrew Mangiapane, Oliver Kylington, 
Adam Ruzicka, Tyler Parsons 

Brad Treliving already concluded one tidy piece of business by acquiring 
Tyler Toffoli from the Canadiens. But the Flames general manager 
certainly won’t stop there, as Calgary has suddenly emerged as a 
legitimate Stanley Cup contender this season. Given the unknown 
futures for Johnny Gaudreau and Matthew Tkachuk, the Flames might be 
well served to have an “all-in” mentality heading into this year’s deadline. 
They don’t have a ton of cap space flexibility, so it will take a great deal 
of creativity for them to try and bring in some more help before the 
deadline. Calgary could use another depth forward — maybe of the 
Andrew Copp or Nick Paul ilk — as well as another blueliner. The dream 
scenario would see Mark Giordano returning to Calgary, but he’ll still 
have more than $1.2 million remaining on his $6.75 million cap hit around 

the trade deadline — so it will be a challenge to bring him into the fold 
without moving out another significant piece. 

Edmonton Oilers 

Status: Buyer 

Projected Deadline Cap Space: $2.937 million 

Notable UFAs: Evander Kane, Mikko Koskinen, Kyle Turris, Kris Russell, 
Josh Archibald, Brad Malone 

Notable RFAs: Jesse Puljujarvi, Kailer Yamamoto, Ryan McLeod, 
Brendon Perlini, Tyler Benson, William Lagesson, Markus Niemelainen 

The Oilers front office has already made some bold in-season moves to 
try and jumpstart their hockey club. They rolled the dice by signing free 
agent Evander Kane at the end of January. Then a couple of weeks after 
that, they fired coach Dave Tippett and replaced him with Jay Woodcroft. 
But if Ken Holland wants to ensure his team is playing playoff hockey this 
spring, he would be well advised to listen to those screaming that he 
needs an upgrade at the goaltender position. Edmonton has received 
sub-.900 save percentage goaltending this season from the trifecta of 
Mikko Koskinen, Mike Smith and Stuart Skinner. They won’t have a ton 
of cap room to play with at the deadline, but it would seem 
unconscionable if Holland somehow failed to address his goaltending in 
some fashion in the weeks ahead. 

Los Angeles Kings 

Status: Buyer 

Projected Deadline Cap Space: $7.893 million 

Notable UFAs: Dustin Brown, Andreas Athanasiou, Olli Maatta, Alex 
Edler 

Notable RFAs: Adrian Kempe, Sean Durzi, Michael Anderson, Lias 
Andersson, Brendan Lemieux, Blake Lizotte, Carl Grundstrom 

It feels like the Kings are into the next phase of their rebuild, which 
means they won’t be a seller at the trade deadline like they were last 
year when they sent Jeff Carter to Pittsburgh. That means we shouldn’t 
expect to see pending UFA Dustin Brown moved to another team. Los 
Angeles is in the playoff hunt, but like their nearby rivals from Anaheim, 
this doesn’t feel like their window to make a big push. Instead, the Kings 
are likely to try and pursue a hockey deal for a younger player who fits 
into their model — so they might be aggressive players in the Jakob 
Chychrun sweepstakes. 

San Jose Sharks 

Status: Seller 

Projected Deadline Cap Space: $22.740 million 

Notable UFAs: Tomas Hertl, Andrew Cogliano, Alex Barabanov, Ryan 
Dzingel, Jaycob Megna 

Notable RFAs: Mario Ferraro, Jake Middleton, Nicolas Meloche, Nikolai 
Knyzhov, Jonathan Dahlen, Jonah Gadjovich, Noah Gregor, Zach 
Sawchenko 

The Sharks could be one of the most fascinating teams to watch if 
Tomas Hertl actually finds himself on the trade block. It still feels like the 
best option is for them to re-sign the 28-year-old center, but if they can’t 
hammer out a deal in the next couple of weeks, Hertl might be the most 
sought-after asset at the deadline. If the Sharks opt to move Hertl, 
perhaps it will be a window into their philosophy this summer — where 
they may opt to take a more aggressive approach in trying to rebuild with 
a younger roster. Alexander Barabanov might be a sneaky good option 
for teams looking to add a little forward depth — while only adding a $1 
million cap hit to their roster. 

Seattle Kraken 

Status: Seller 
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Projected Deadline Cap Space: $34.3 million 

Notable UFAs: Mark Giordano, Calle Jarnkrok, Marcus Johansson, Riley 
Sheahan, Austin Czarnik, Colin Blackwell 

Notable RFAs: Jared McCann, Haydn Fleury, Mason Appleton, Jeremy 
Lauzon, Morgan Geekie, Ryan Donato, Kole Lind, Karson Kuhlman 

Unlike the Golden Knights, the Kraken won’t be dealing with a surprising 
playoff run in their inaugural campaign. Instead, Seattle will be a clear 
seller at the deadline, with Mark Giordano being the most attractive piece 
they have to offer. General manager Ron Francis is probably banking on 
at least getting a first-round pick for Giordano, but there may have to be 
some salary retention for that to happen. Francis will also have to figure 
out if players like Joonas Donskoi, Ryan Donato and Jared McCann are 
part of their core moving forward before they all potentially become UFAs 
in the summer of 2023. If those players aren’t in the Kraken’s plans, then 
maybe Francis can find a trading partner who is looking for players with 
another year of team control on their contracts. 

Vancouver Canucks 

Status: Seller 

Projected Deadline Cap Space: $2.40 million 

Notable UFAs: Tyler Motte, Jaroslav Halak, Brandon Sutter, Alex 
Chiasson, Brad Hunt, Madison Bowey 

Notable RFAs: Brock Boeser, Matthew Highmore, Juho Lammikko 

Jim Rutherford has always been known for being aggressive in the 
general manager’s chair, but this situation in Vancouver is different from 
what he’s experienced with his Stanley Cup-caliber teams in the past. 
The Canucks are at an interesting crossroads and the most talked-about 
trade pieces — J.T. Miller, Brock Boeser and Conor Garland — are still 
under team control beyond this season. In theory, that means the trade 
deadline isn’t a true pressure point for Rutherford to do something with 
these players. But he could potentially land a king’s ransom for Miller, 
who is a versatile and productive forward who carries a very reasonable 
$5.25 million cap hit. A contending team could look at Miller and see the 
value in getting two playoff runs out of the forward before he hits the free-
agent market in the summer of 2023. The Canucks could set themselves 
up for some long-term success if they move a player like Miller, creating 
salary-cap room and landing a prized prospect and a first-round pick in 
the process. 

Vegas Golden Knights 

Status: Buyer 

Projected Deadline Cap Space: $5.156 million 

Notable UFAs: Reilly Smith, Mattias Janmark, Ben Hutton, Jake Bischoff 

Notable RFAs: Nicolas Hague, Nicolas Roy, Jonas Rondbjerg, Keegan 
Kolesar 

The Golden Knights have been the most aggressive team over the past 
four seasons, adding the likes of Max Pacioretty, Mark Stone and Jack 
Eichel with bold trades. But they’ve exceeded the salary cap’s upper limit 
and are only cap compliant right now due to long-term injuries to Stone 
and Alec Martinez. If there is one area the Golden Knights would 
probably like to address, it’s their goaltending. Robin Lehner has battled 
a shoulder injury this season, which might explain his pedestrian 
statistics (.907 save percentage, 2.86 GAA) in the Golden Knights 
crease. Vegas has once again pushed all of its chips into the middle of 
the table, but in doing so, they’ve left themselves no financial wiggle 
room to do anything else of significance — unless they can make the 
dollars match with a trading partner. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Oilers cap daunting road trip at .500 after taking a point in 
Chicago 

 

Mark Spector@sportsnetspec 

March 4, 2022, 1:02 AM 

 

The Edmonton Oilers may have deserved a little bit of luck, but they 
surely did not deserve both of the points Thursday night in Chicago. Of 
that there is no doubt. 

Sloppy? Yeah, this one was sloppy — and far more entertaining than a 
tightly played, 3-0 win two nights earlier in Philadelphia. 

And so goes the reshaping of a hockey team that has always been one 
of the NHL’s most compelling teams to watch, even while it hasn’t won 
anything for a long, long time. At the tail end of a lengthy trip, the Oilers 
simply didn’t have the jam to maintain the structure they’ve come to 
know, and though a fortunate goal with 50 seconds to play gave 
Edmonton a point, the Blackhawks won it 4-3 with a power-play goal in 
OT. 

“You know, I think we need a little bit more drive in our game,” assessed 
two-goal man Evander Kane. “I think we know how we can play. We 
need to continue to add that drive and that grit to our game, and simplify 
a little bit. Because when we do that we have success. So I thought we 
got away from that a little bit tonight. But we'll have to find it come 
Saturday.” 

This was a turnover-fest against a Blackhawks team with little to play for 
— other than to win one for former defenceman Niklas Hjalmarsson, the 
tough-as-nails Swede being honoured on this night. Or to defeat ex-
teammate Duncan Keith, making his return to the Windy City for the first 
time as a Blackhawks opponent. 

But you can’t discount where the game fell on Edmonton’s schedule, at 
the end of a trip that went Tampa, Florida, Carolina, Philly, Chicago. The 
Oilers took three of four points from the two weak sisters at the end, and 
just two of six from the Murderers Row at the beginning. 

With their goalie pulled, Kane ramped a pass off of Seth Jones’s stick 
and into the het behind Marc-Andre Fleury with 50 seconds left and 
Mikko Koskinen on the bench. It was the first six-on-five goal Edmonton 
has scored all season, and salvaged a .500 road trip. 

Kane was asked how he would grade Edmonton’s Eastern journey. 

“I'd say average,” deadpanned the winger, whose 7-6-13 in 16 games 
gives him as many goals as the injured Ryan Nugent-Hopkins has in 45 
starts. “You look at the trip, at the beginning we (ran) a gauntlet. So to of 
come out of it. 500, I guess it could have been worse.” 

“It’s funny,” added Darnell Nurse. “The two games we probably played 
the best (in Tampa and Carolina), we didn’t get points. So there’s a lot to 
build off of this road trip. A lot of good hockey was played, but with that 
said we didn’t get the amount of points or the amount of wins that we 
wanted to.” 

After changing out most of a coaching staff — again — Edmonton is a 
step behind much of the league, still trying to build an identity with only 
26 games left in the season. The fact they’re collecting points along the 
way speaks to where their game is at and shows promise for the 
pedigree of the team they might be 15, 20 games from now. 

The Oilers have a red-hot Montreal team waiting for them in Edmonton 
on Saturday night, a game in Calgary on Monday, and then visits from 
Washington and Tampa as the Oilers now return for six of seven at 
home. This was a temporary step back but not one to get all bent out of 
shape about, with the Oilers right in the mix for second playoff spot in the 
Pacific coming off likely their toughest road trip of the season. 
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“I didn't love our board work today,” said head coach Jay Woodcroft. “We 
made a lot of plays along the wall that either directly or indirectly led to a 
lot of chances against — and (two) goals against early in the game. But 
we found a way to stay in the game and grind out one point. We didn’t 
give up.” 

Kane was a bright spot, cashing off a two-on-one with Leon Draisaitl (1-
1-2), and then catching the break on the goal that forced OT. He has only 
played in 16 games while some Oilers have played in all 55. It’s the rare 
player who can jump on the moving train and produce like Kane has, the 
reason the Sharks made him a $7-million player not too long ago. 

“I think we’re just scratching the surface of what he’ll be able to bring to 
our team long term,” Woodcroft said. “Two goals for him? He’s got to feel 
good about his game.” 

And so should an Oilers team that, once again, is breaking in a new 
coach, a new system, and taking yet another run at being a club that is 
worthy of housing the current top two scorers in the NHL scoring race: 
Connor McDavid (79 points), and Draisaitl (78). 

Their ‘B’ game brought home a point on Thursday, so the discussion 
turns to whether fans are more worried about the level of play versus 
Chicago, or happy that you can play like that and still get a point? 

“We’re not going to overcook it, overthink it,” Woodcroft said. “We’re 
going to try and get as much rest as we can. The schedule is unrelenting, 
so we’re going to get on that plane, rest up, and be ready for Saturday.” 
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Sportsnet.ca / Flames' Mangiapane doesn't get chance to finish things on 
winning note 

 

Eric Francis@EricFrancis 

March 4, 2022, 1:59 AM 

 

CALGARY – Climbing into eighth place in NHL scoring with a dandy 
backhand roof job while shorthanded, Andrew Mangiapane wasn’t nearly 
finished for the night. 

Having already set up Blake Coleman with a world-class pass to open 
the evening’s proceedings, the Calgary Flames’ 29-goal scorer then 
tossed a no-look, behind-the-back dish to set up the game-tying goal with 
27.3 seconds remaining on Thursday against the Montreal Canadiens. 

He wouldn’t be seen again. 

The Flames' best player all night long wasn’t included in either overtime 
trio before a Mikael Backlund turnover cost Calgary a chance to win a 
franchise record 12th consecutive game at home. 

Ben Chiarot’s second of the game sent the bulk of 16,288 home baffled 
by how a bottom-feeding Canadiens club could stun the league’s hottest 
team. 

“Penalties, turnovers – they cost you hockey games,” explained coach 
Darryl Sutter. 

“This team is famous for that. I tried to break that out of them.” 

For the most part he has, but Thursday’s 5-4 overtime loss saw the club 
stumble at a surprising time in its surge. 

Yet, their sloppy, disjointed, undisciplined effort still saw the Flames 
squeak out a point. 

As for looking at the bright side, Sutter wasn't showering Mangiapane 
with praise after what was one of the forward's best outings in a season 
full of 'em. 

“He turned the puck over too many times,” was Sutter’s assessment of 
No. 88. 

“Our top players did it a lot.” 

Tough crowd. 

Such is life in Calgary where the standards and expectations have risen 
almost as quickly as Mangiapane’s assault on the 30-goal mark. 

Only seven players have more goals than him, leaving him in a tie with 
some lad up north named McDavid. 

“He was outstanding for us today and probably got a point for us,” said 
Elias Lindholm, who scored the game-tying goal with the goalie pulled, 
thanks to Mangiapane’s pass. 

“Overall, it was a bad game from our side. Mangy was our best player. 
We left Marky (Jacob Markstrom) out to dry and he made some big 
saves. 

“Lately at home, even though we’ve been winning, we haven’t been 
wearing teams down like we did a couple weeks ago. We need to get 
back to that. That’s how we want to play. Wear teams down and play in 
the o-zone as much as possible. Right now we’re turning pucks over and 
playing too much up and down.” 

Mangiapane checks in as one of the team’s best forecheckers, and his 
finish has turned heads all season long. 

At the risk of splitting hairs, why was the kid with the hottest of hands 
replaced by Tyler Toffoli in overtime? 

Sutter suggested Backlund was out there to win the faceoff, as he did, 
and then was to be replaced by Mangiapane on the fly. 

It never got that far as Backlund gave the Habs the puck in their zone, 
leading to the 2-on-1 finished by Chiarot one minute into overtime. 

On the one-year anniversary of his re-hiring in Calgary, there’s no doubt 
Sutter deserves endless praise for turning the franchise around (again) 
by pushing all the right buttons. 

Few coaches manage the bench or a game better than the Jolly 
Rancher. 

The Jack Adams should soon have his name on it. 

But it’s fair to suggest the team’s top scorer deserves to be used as a 
top-four forward in extra time. 

On this night, it might have helped the team avoid dropping its fifth 
straight overtime decision at home this year. 

That said, this game could have been won in regulation had the Flames 
not given Montreal six power plays, including two 5-on-3s. 

They only capitalized on one, but the damage was also done by 
prohibiting the Flames from rolling their four lines on an evening in which 
the fourth unit was shockingly effective. 

“With the 5-on-3’s we were lucky to get out of both periods tied or up,” 
said Sutter, whose club carried a 3-2 lead into the third period. 

“Those were all stick fouls. They remind me of some of the stick fouls in 
Vancouver. (The game-winning goal), it’s a turnover – you have to hang 
on to pucks three on three. 

"Their defencemen had three goals and they were all on forwards’ 
turnovers.” 

The Flames now face a Murderer’s Row of opponents, starting in 
Colorado on Saturday, followed by visits from Edmonton, Washington, 
Tampa, Detroit and then Colorado again. 
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Sportsnet.ca / NHL Power Rankings: Trade deadline players of interest 
edition 

 

Emily Sadler@EmmySadler 

March 3, 2022, 1:54 PM 

 

Trade deadline season is upon us, and that means the rumour mill is 
spinning a little faster than usual. 

There are a lot of interesting names and ideas out there, which has our 
hopes on high for a little extra deadline drama this year as several teams 
are in a position to go all-in. 

With that in mind, this week’s power rankings zeroes in on an interesting 
player or asset – could be a top trade pick, a target to acquire, or simply 
a situation to watch down the stretch – to consider for each team as 
March 21 draws near. 

1. Colorado Avalanche (40-10-4) 

What do you get for the team that already has everything? You pull a 
Tampa Bay Lightning and get the best player on the block, too. Flyers 
captain Claude Giroux checks every box for Colorado, but what’s in it for 
Philadelphia? A young NHLer like Tyson Jost or a promising prospect 
like Justin Barron could be ones to watch – plus a package of lucrative 
picks, of course. Time to go all-in. 

2. Carolina Hurricanes (37-11-5) 

Considering how solid this team is up and down the lineup, it’s hard to 
see the Hurricanes dealing a roster player in exchange for a little more 
blue line depth. A promising prospect like Scott Morrow or Ryan Suzuki 
or the hope of a top pick are probably the most interesting assets to 
watch as the deadline draws near. 

3. Tampa Bay Lightning (35-11-6) 

Okay, who is this year’s Barclay Goodrow-Blake Coleman connection? 
Who is their David Savard? The deadline just wouldn’t be the deadline 
without the league’s most dominant team pulling off some cap magic. 
Those first-round picks must be burning a hole in Julien BriseBois’s 
pocket. 

4. Florida Panthers (35-13-5) 

It’s full speed ahead for the powerhouse Panthers, and it’s unlikely they’d 
be willing to deal any roster players. Owen Tippett, however, presents an 
interesting prospect. The 2017 first-rounder hasn’t been able to break the 
lineup in any meaningful way, and is currently playing in the AHL for a 
stint. Tippett did tally a goal and four points in six playoff games last year, 
which suggests he could be an impact player for a contender this spring 
– for the right price, of course. 

5. Calgary Flames (32-14-6) 

The Flames already completed their big deal when they acquired Tyler 
Toffoli from the Montreal Canadiens last month, but… are they done? It 
feels like every contender picks up a defender at the deadline, and the 
Canadiens could once again be a fair trading partner in a Ben Chiarot 
deal. According to Elliotte Friedman, the Flames were interested in the 
rearguard before making the Toffoli trade. 

6. New York Rangers (34-15-5) 

With the way Igor Shesterkin is performing, and considering the number 
of goalie-needy teams looking for insurance in the post-season, the time 
is right to sell high on backup Alexander Georgiev. 

7. Toronto Maple Leafs (35-15-4) 

All eyes are on Jack Campbell, whose hot season has cooled off of late, 
as the Maple Leafs map out their course of action and prioritize which 
position they go after. Will they bolster their backup situation behind 
Campbell? Add to the blue line in front of him? Wednesday’s dismal loss 
to Buffalo didn’t exactly bring any votes of confidence in either regard, 
considering the defensive breakdown and the five goals let in by Petr 
Mrazek. 

8. St. Louis Blues (32-15-6) 

The Blues’ 2022 first-round pick could be just the ticket if the Blues want 
to make any moves. 

9. Pittsburgh Penguins (33-14-8) 

As long as Sidney Crosby is the leader of this team, they’re contending – 
just, not in the sell-every-top-pick-to-go-all-in way this year. A speedy 
winger that can provide a boost of offence at an affordable price, Kasperi 
Kapanen looks like a player that could be on the move. 

10. Minnesota Wild (31-17-3) 

A world of cap pain awaits the Wild to the tune of $12.7 million in dead 
cap thanks to the Zach Parise and Ryan Suter buyouts, but Minnesota’s 
currently sitting in a nice little window of contention <em>and</em> 
temporary cap flexibility. That’s their biggest weapon at the deadline – 
whether they use it to buy a big-money, big-name player on an expiring 
deal (hello, Giroux!) or exploit another team’s cap crunch by creatively 
leveraging their space to their advantage, this could be an interesting 
deadline in Minnesota. 

11. Boston Bruins (32-18-4) 

Jake DeBrusk has been on a real tear lately, clearly clicking with Brad 
Marchand and Patrice Bergeron on the top line to the tune of seven goals 
(including a natural hat trick) and nine points in his last six games. That's 
a far cry from the six points he'd tallied on the season around the time his 
trade request was confirmed by Bruins GM Don Sweeney. As stated by 
his agent this week in an interview with The Athletic, this sudden success 
after struggling to find his footing the last two years doesn't change 
anything on his end -- it does, however, alter the Bruins' approach. 
Suddenly, they're looking at a player with rapidly rising trade value... or, a 
well-timed surge to help them in the playoffs? 

12. Vegas Golden Knights (30-20-4) 

Mark Stone’s health is the biggest story in Vegas from now until March 
21. Should his ongoing back injury be deemed serious enough to keep 
him out (and his $9.5-million cap hit on LTIR) for the remainder of the 
regular season, the Golden Knights won’t be left scrambling to make 
massive roster adjustments in the name of cap compliancy after Jack 
Eichel joined the lineup. 

13. Los Angeles Kings (29-19-7) 

The Kings have what many others do not: depth down the middle. Might 
they be willing to part ways with a brink player like Gabriel Vilardi? He’s 
been very productive in the AHL this season but has yet to sustainably 
break into the NHL lineup. 

14. Washington Capitals (28-18-9) 

The Capitals find themselves in a similar situation to Toronto when it 
comes to questions in the crease. They already know Marc-Andre Fleury 
looks good in red. 

15. Nashville Predators (30-2-4) 

Predators GM David Poile has made it clear he wants to re-sign pending 
UFA Filip Forsberg, but the price is high -- nestled in the sweet spot 
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between Matt Duchene and Ryan Johansen’s $8-million AAV and captain 
Roman Josi's $9.059-million figure -- and there's not a lot of time to 
negotiate. If it becomes apparent a deal can't get done before the trade 
deadline, what then? 

16. Dallas Stars (30-20-3) 

The story for much of the season has been the imminent departure of 
John Klingberg, whose contract is set to expire this season. And while it 
sounds like the union is indeed still heading towards a split, it likely won’t 
be until after the season considering the stars are very much in the race. 
So, all eyes shift to Braden Holtby. 

17. Edmonton Oilers (30-21-3) 

The most interesting player hasn’t arrived yet – a new goaltender. Might 
his name be Marc-Andre? 

18. Vancouver Canucks (26-23-6) 

J.T. Miller could certainly fetch a strong return, but for a team on the brink 
of the playoff picture and toeing the line between rebuilding and 
contending, does it really make sense to trade away your most consistent 
producer who's still got a year left on his very affordable contract? 

Considering the hefty qualifying offer and new deal heading Brock 
Boeser’s way this summer, it feels like a pre-emptive move could make 
the most sense in Vancouver. 

Remaining Time -5:56 

Are the Canucks buyers or sellers at the NHL trade deadline? 

19. Columbus Blue Jackets (28-25-1) 

Just going to leave this here… 

20. Anaheim Ducks (26-21-9) 

With a bunch of youngsters soon due new deals, a long list of pending 
UFAs, a new GM at the helm and an abundance of cap space (for now), 
the Ducks are definitely one of the most interesting teams down the 
stretch. Now that they've cooled off in the standings a bit, do they lean in 
to selling? The most-watched player will definitely be defender Hampus 
Lindholm. At 28 and a soon-to-be UFA, he's Anaheim's best chance for a 
top-value return and will likely dictate the market on the blue line. 

21. Winnipeg Jets (24-21-9) 

The underperforming Jets are in unfamiliar territory outside of contention, 
looking more like sellers than buyers this year. While a major shakeup 
feels unlikely (and unnecessary), Andrew Copp could be a name to 
watch. After a lengthy arbitration process last summer, he signed a one 
year deal and will be a UFA after this season. 

22. San Jose Sharks (24-24-6) 

Per Elliotte Friedman, the Sharks are trying to keep Tomas Hertl in the 
fold. The pending UFA has been enjoying one of his most productive 
seasons to date, presenting a very interesting case on the trade front. 
Could this be a situation that sees the Sharks trade him away and re-sign 
him this summer? 

23. Detroit Red Wings (24-24-6) 

Dependable defencemen are a staple of trade deadline day, and Nick 
Leddy checks all the boxes. 

24. Chicago Blackhawks (19-27-8) 

Marc-Andre Fleury isn't going anywhere without it being his choice. And 
that choice isn't exactly a simple one. 

"The sense is he likes it here," Mark Lazerus, The Athletic Blackhawks 
reporter, said during a recent appearance on The Jeff Marek Show. 
"Does he want to win? Sure. But does he want to uproot his family again 
or leave his family? Does he want to go to Edmonton, cross the border, 

and have very little chance of seeing his family for the next few months to 
chase a fourth Stanley Cup? I don't know." 

Should he wish to be moved, there's an entire city in Alberta already 
picturing him in copper and blue. 

25. New York Islanders (20-22-8) 

Last month, Zdeno Chara set a new record for most games played by a 
defenceman, with game No. 1,652. The Islanders were never in this 
playoff race, but Chara should be. 

26. Ottawa Senators (19-28-5) 

Negotiations between the Senators and UFA forward Nick Paul have yet 
to yield a deal, making this situation an interesting one. The fit between 
team and player has been really strong, and it would make sense for 
both sides to strike a deal. But if they can’t? It may make even more 
sense to trade the middle-six forward rather than risk him walking for 
nothing this summer. 

27. New Jersey Devils (19-30-5) 

Pavel Zacha presents an interesting case. The pending RFA has been 
having one of his most productive seasons, but does he have a future in 
New Jersey? He’s versatile enough to be slotted down the centre or on 
the wing, and could be a trade chip for a team looking to flip a pending 
RFA of their own. 

Remaining Time -1:21 

What will Devils do with P.K. Subban as NHL trade deadline looms? 

28. Buffalo Sabres (17-30-8) 

Colin Miller has been sidelined with injury since Jan. 15 but is expected 
to be healthy enough to be dealt to a contender by the deadline and land 
the Sabres some more draft capital in return. 

29. Philadelphia Flyers (16-27-10) 

It’s really not a matter of if Claude Giroux is traded to a contender, but 
when – and whether he’ll reach the 1,000-game mark, and the chance to 
be properly fêted by the Flyers faithful, before he goes (to Colorado). 

30. Montreal Canadiens (13-34-7) 

A versatile defenceman with a little grit and a reasonable cap hit, Ben 
Chiarot is about to be very popular. 

31. Seattle Kraken (17-34-5) 

Rich in cap space and in possession of several pending restricted and 
unrestricted free agents, the Kraken are poised to be the busiest team of 
the deadline. Captain Mark Giordano is most likely their best shot at a 
strong return. 

32. Arizona Coyotes (14-35-4) 

“Phil Kessel is a Stanley Cup champion." - all of us, once again, when 
Kessel wins his third Cup later this year... probably. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Don't trust your NHL team's goaltending? Welcome to the 
club 

 

Justin Bourne@jtbourne 

March 2, 2022, 3:30 PM 
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In less than three weeks the NHL trade deadline will be upon us, which 
shapes just about every conversation around teams both good and bad. 

Bad team? The thinking becomes “time to sell off and aim for the future,” 
and so every player undergoes intense evaluation and prognostication. 
How old is the player, and are they expected to improve or decline? Can 
they help a team win today? How much do they earn, and how many 
years are left on their deal? 

It becomes a player-by-player, full-roster nitpick. Sure, J.T. Miller is great. 
But with a cheap deal that has another year left on it, and at 28 years old 
(apparently this doesn’t qualify as young in pro sports anymore), he has 
massive value and maybe his prime (and eventual need for a new deal) 
doesn’t line up with the Canucks' plan of being Cup contenders in three 
or four years. And so, his name is in rumours, whether he gets moved or 
not. 

For contending teams, the nitpicking starts at the team level. Where are 
we weak, and what improvements would help us most? Those teams 
don’t want to ship guys out, but instead hope to spend other assets to 
add to what’s already in place. 

Because the “good” teams are already “good,” they’re usually paying up 
to the cap and their needs aren’t usually for elite, top-end players at 
many positions. These are teams trying to fill in, which usually sounds 
like, “We need a solid middle-pair D and a depth forward with some grit.” 

Oh, and goalies. Among the good teams, just about everybody’s worried 
about goaltending. 

In the front offices of some very good teams there are conversations that 
sound something like, “We’re one of the eight or so teams with a legit 
shot at winning the Cup … but is our goaltending good enough?” 

In Toronto, Jack Campbell and Petr Mrazek are giving people fits. The 
team has been winning, but since the first week in December, 
presumptive starter Jack Campbell has posted a save percentage of 
.890. Meanwhile, Mrazek, who goaltends with the energy of Dénis 
Lemieux in Slap Shot, is still at an .895 through 13 starts. 

Does it matter that Campbell’s save percentage on the year is .917, or 
that he’s 23-8-4 on the season? Or that he was a .934 in a seven-game 
playoff series last year? Does it matter that Mrazek is showing signs of 
coming around? It does not. Not in Toronto anyway, where they’ve gotten 
good enough goaltending to win numerous playoff rounds in the past, but 
have blown it in other ways (the save percentage of their post-season 
starters the past three seasons: .922, .936, .934). The thought of being 
good enough in every way now except goaltending has the fear-o-meter 
nearly maxed all the way out in Toronto. 

What follows is not a reason for the Leafs or their fans to feel any better 
about that potential, but to at least realize that, hey, you’re not alone. 
Have you had a look at the goaltending of the best teams in the league? 
Or around the league in general? 

You know who’s comfortable that their goaltending is good enough to win 
a Stanley Cup? It’s like Tampa Bay and nobody else. Lots of teams think 
they have a guy who can get it done, and they may well be right. But 
mostly, teams have guys who’ve been good over large career sample 
sizes and then crossing their fingers thinking, “I hope we get that version 
of the guy when it matters most.” What you see below is a table that goes 
back to the 2014-15 season, and shows some interesting goaltending 
statistics. Look at the far right category and start at the bottom, then work 
your way up to this year. 

Across the NHL, league-wide save percentage is falling year-by-year, 
with this season being under .910 like 2020-21. 

Now look at the category labelled “G” for goals. This season teams are 
averaging a staggering 3.07 goals per game, which is the highest in the 
NHL since the 2005-06 season where they called a billion penalties and 
nobody put their stick on anyone. Other than that year, you gotta go back 
to 1995-96 to see goals per game so high. 

Power-play success rates are above 20 per cent for the third time in five 
seasons. To find a season above 20 per cent prior to that, you have to go 
back to 1989-90. Offences have become ruthlessly efficient. 

My point is, teams score now, and so if it feels like your team gets scored 
on more than you’re used to, it’s because most every team gets scored 
on more than it used to. A combined team save percentage like the Leafs 
have – .907 – would’ve felt awful in 2016. In 2022, it’s 14th in the NHL. 
So look around the league and pick out who’s saying “we’ve got zero 
questions about our crease.” Here are the eight-best teams sorted by 
winning percentage as of March 2, 2022: 

Let’s start at the bottom and work our way up. Pittsburgh is in a “go for it” 
year with an aging Sidney Crosby, Evgeni Malkin and Kris Letang. Does 
Tristan Jarry make them feel comfortable? Of course they’d say he does, 
he’s got a .921 save percentage this season. But he was a .909 last year 
and he’s only seen seven playoff games – he has an .894 save 
percentage in those. 

The Flames have Jakob Markstrom, one of the NHL’s best goalies. Likely 
Vezina finalist. Tough to be more comfortable than that. Of course, he’s 
been in the NHL for 13 years, and made the playoffs once, winning a 
play-in series and one round. They’re comfortable, but it’s not like he’s 
proven-proven. 

The Blues have Jordan Binnington, who’s won a Cup, but he’s not been 
very good this season, posting a .904 save percentage. Their backup, 
Ville Husso, looks great, but he’s played 37 total NHL games and none in 
the playoffs. The Blues have to be awfully uncomfortable about their 
position in net. 

The Leafs have that combined .907 I mentioned. Campbell has a career 
.918 save percentage, and Mrazek’s is .910. But we’ve all seen them 
lately, so of course the team isn’t comfortable. 

The Panthers have Sergei Bobrovsky, who’s played the most playoff 
games of any starter not named Andrei Vasilevskiy who we’re talking 
about here. But, um, he’s an .899 over those 41 post-season games. 
Spencer Knight is an .898 this season and in the AHL. 

The Tampa Bay Lightning have Vasilevskiy, who is the best goalie in the 
league and won consecutive Cups. COMFORT! 

Carolina has Freddy Andersen, who has decent career playoff numbers 
and is having a great year. But Leafs fans have seen him fail to outplay 
the opposing goalie in enough playoff series to know there are questions 
about his ability to deliver in the biggest moments. Sure, Carolina would 
feel as good as anyone with Andersen as their goalie. But his past leaves 
at least a few questions and some discomfort. 

And finally, the Avs have Darcy Kuemper and Pavel Francouz, the latter 
of whom has six playoff games of experience (.892), while the former is 
as good a bet as anyone, but still not a certainty. Kuemper is having a 
good year, but has been in the playoffs once since 2015 (and only once 
in his career as a true starter), winning a play-in round and losing a 
playoff series. The numbers are good (.917), but I doubt the Avs feel as 
confident as the Lightning. 

The point here is not that “nobody is any good,” because that would be a 
stupid premise about some of the best players in the world at the game’s 
hardest position. The point is that goaltending is volatile as hell, and that 
there are ups and downs. Even with the best in the world, you often have 
to weather the downs. 

All you can really do is have a guy who’s proven himself to be good over 
a large sample, and hope he gets hot at the right time. There’s not a 
trade out there – not even for a future Hall of Famer like Marc-Andre 
Fleury – who can change that right now for a team like the Leafs. 

There are tons of goals these days, goaltending is harder than ever, and 
so everyone is in an awfully uncomfortable position. You get good 
goalies. You hang on to them. And you hope they make saves when it 
counts. 
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“Comfort” in the crease is an NHL luxury all but forgotten, save for a very 
exceptional few goalies and teams. 
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Sportsnet.ca / 32 Thoughts: As sports world restricts Russia, fallout in 
hockey still unfolding 
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As the Winnipeg Jets brought in Hoosli, a local chorus, to perform the 
Ukrainian National Anthem before hosting the Canadiens, more sports — 
including international basketball — announced sanctions against Russia 
and Belarus. 

When biathletes from those countries were not sent as “neutral 
competitors” to international events, NBC Sports’ Nick Zaccardi reported 
that meant no one “from Russia or Belarus will compete on the top 
international level in any Winter Olympic sport the rest of this season.” 

Some North Americans chose to terminate their contracts instead of 
competing in the KHL playoffs, including Kenny Agostino (Nizhny 
Novgorod Torpedo), Geoff Platt (Salavat Yulaev Ufa) and Nick Shore 
(Novosirisk Sibir). Contract values dipped as the ruble was pounded in 
currency markets.  

Beyond the players, the KHL turned off replies to all tweets on its 
English-language account Tuesday. 

For international hockey, the ban extends through the summer, including 
the rescheduled World Junior Championships and women’s World 
Championships. This year’s men’s Worlds are to be moved from Hartwall 
Arena, which is Russian-owned, in Helsinki. According to a couple of 
sources, several conversations were underway for future events in 
Russia, beyond the 2023 World Juniors and World Championships. 

All of that is, obviously, on hold. And that’s not changing as the invasion 
continues.  

Individual situations are trickier. Ukranian tennis player Elina Svitolina 
agreed to play her match against Anastasia Potopova at the Monterey 
Open after assurances all Russian “national emblems, flags and colours” 
would be removed. Governing bodies in F1 (FIA) and swimming (FINA) 
said they could not ban individual athletes if they competed under no 
country, flag, anthem or colours. (Swimming Canada announced it would 
not attend the upcoming World Short-Course Championships this 
December in Kazan.)  

Other countries want sports federations to put pressure on Vladimir 
Putin, because they know how much he likes to use sports to show 
Russian strength. 

The NHL’s statement on Monday recognized concern “about the well-
being of the players from Russia, who play in the NHL on behalf of their 
NHL Clubs, and not on behalf of Russia. We understand they and their 
families are being placed in an extremely difficult position.” 

However, these individual conversations are coming to hockey. NHL 
teams are asking if they will be able to sign their Russian prospects who 
don’t yet have contracts with them. There are questions about visas for 
next season in both Canada and the United States. Teammate Jeff 
Marek reported Monday night the Canadian Hockey League will hold an 
executive call on Wednesday, with “some speculation” Russian and 

Belarusian players may be excluded from the upcoming import draft, but 
“nothing has been decided yet.” 

The 2021 CHL import draft was held on June 30, so no decisions need to 
be rushed.  

One agent weighed in, making it known he disagrees with this idea. Dan 
Milstein was born in Kiev in 1975; 10 years old when Chernobyl melted 
down, evacuated for three months that summer of 1986. His family left 
Ukraine for Detroit in 1991, but he’s watched with horror as Russia 
invaded.  

“These are 16- and 17-year-olds (who would be) discriminated against 
because they are born in Russia,” Milstein said Tuesday. “I understand 
both sides of it, that Ukrainians the same age are in danger. But all these 
kids want to do is play hockey, and forcing them to stay home is exactly 
what Russia wants. 

“This is not punishing a federation, it’s punishing individuals.” 

32 THOUGHTS 

1. Newly hired Chicago GM Kyle Davidson made it clear the Blackhawks 
are in a full rebuild. 

“There’s some things we need to fix that are going to take time,” he said 
while being introduced on Tuesday. But he did offer up one key hint: 
Patrick Kane and Jonathan Toews “are extremely important pieces to the 
organizations. They’re definitely going to be brought into the loop. There 
won’t be any surprises on their end on what we plan on doing with the 
organization.” 

Before Davidson’s official hire, the word out of Chicago was the only way 
either would be traded was if they wanted to go. (They are one year from 
unrestricted free agency.) Both will be given a picture of what Davidson is 
thinking; we will see how they feel. The Blackhawks have been asked 
about Kane, I can’t imagine anything happening before the summer – 
assuming anything happens at all. 

2. Chicago’s upcoming first-rounder is only top-two protected from the 
Seth Jones deal. They do have four other picks in the first two rounds. 
The Blackhawks promised Marc-Andre Fleury nothing would happen 
without his approval, and I’m not sure he’ll want to go anywhere unless it 
is a serious contender. I’d be surprised if Alex DeBrincat was traded. 

3. As for what will happen around Davidson in the front office, he 
specifically mentioned former Blackhawk Brian Campbell during the 
media availability, so you can assume Campbell is staying. Other staff, 
however, are expecting changes. 

I’m not exactly sure how the message was conveyed, but there were 
rumblings Tuesday that Scott Mellanby – who interviewed for the GM job 
– was suggested as a possibility for another role. A couple of sources 
thought Norm Maciver, who left Chicago 14 months ago to join Seattle, 
might be brought back because of a good relationship with Davidson. 
Another name to watch is already there: Meghan Hunter, the team’s 
director of hockey administration and an amateur scout. 

4. Best line from Davidson came when he described a day where his wife 
(Angelica) was annoyed at him: “You might be the GM of the Chicago 
Blackhawks, but I’m the GM of this house.” Show me a husband who 
can’t identify with that one. 

5. If there was one item from last week’s notes that was disputed, it was 
that Rasmus Ristolainen is a definite to be traded by the Flyers. There’s 
work being done to try to sign him. Apparently, a recent offer got things 
rolling. Let’s see where we go from here.  

6. As promised, San Jose is taking its run at keeping Tomas Hertl. 

7. Under-the-radar name to keep an eye on: Noel Acciari. Acciari was 
hurt in the preseason, had surgery, went on a conditioning stint, got 
healthy but has only played twice in a deep Florida lineup. Final year of 
his contract, $1.667 million AAV, 45 games of playoff experience. People 
like centres. 
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8. One GM described the rental defence market as “soft,” and a couple of 
his compatriots concurred. A major reason is that there’s a lot of them, 
with multiple options from either side. We’ve mentioned before that the 
early ask was what Columbus got last season for David Savard (a first 
and a third), but buyers feel they can squeeze the sellers. And I think 
some will wait to see what happens with Hampus Lindholm. 

9. I can see John Klingberg as a Kraken. Maybe not now, but in the 
summer. He fits what they need. 

10. Because Jake Muzzin suffered his second concussion in two months, 
he’s not going to be rushed back. But Toronto has made it clear that if 
Muzzin can return before the playoffs, the Maple Leafs will not hold him 
out simply for the sake of added cap space. That means Toronto is 
dealing with about $2 million in cap space, and defence is the priority.  

11. Peter DeBoer with his 500th career win on Tuesday night, a strong 
defensive performance by the Golden Knights in a 3-1 win over San 
Jose. More importantly for Vegas, Robin Lehner played well, making 16 
saves. They need to know he’s healthy. 

12. DeBoer was really interesting post-game. He mentioned it was fitting 
to get the milestone against San Jose, “not for the reasons people think – 
it’s our rival or the team I got fired from,” but because some of the Sharks 
on and off the ice were instrumental in accumulating 500 wins. 

Asked about the challenges of the COVID era, he answered, “I’ve had 
conversations with Paul Maurice, who really lost his passion for doing 
this based on the circumstances the last couple of years. It’s been tough 
on everybody.” He credited Vegas as a team and Nevada a state for 
creating an atmosphere conducive to enjoying yourself a little more. 
“That’s made it easier. That’s what we do this for. If there’s one place 
that’s been easier to ride this out, it’s been here. For a lot of different 
reasons. I feel fortunate about that.” 

13. Four points in four games for Edmonton, with one coming against 
Chicago on this trip. The Oilers deserved even better, they’ve been pretty 
good on this one. Paul Coffey watched a couple of games during the 
southeastern stretch. Nothing official, but he knows his hockey. 

14. Vancouver’s players are sick of the rumours (not that I blame them). 
They’ve made it very clear.  

15. Calgary’s played seven of its 10 rescheduled games from the 
COVID-19 disruption. The Flames are 7-0. They’ve got another on March 
7, with the last ones on April 18-19. 

The Erik Gudbranson-Nikita Zadorov defensive pair is an amazing story, 
proof that team-building is not just “what a player can do for us,” but also 
“what plans we have for you.” Is there another defensive pair like this? 
They’ve got a role and understand it. Last Saturday, they were zipping 
around the puck like the Globetrotters. 

16. Last Saturday, the Arizona players and staff held a meeting with 
Coyotes president and CEO Xavier Gutierrez. NHLPA special assistant 
Mathieu Schneider attended, and I reached out to him after hearing 
about it. It was intense, with a lot of tough questions. Gutierrez didn’t 
duck anything, trying to answer as best he could, but, as Schneider said, 
“There aren’t any good answers for the players in the short term.” 

There’s not much the NHLPA can really do to block the move to the small 
Arizona State arena, but players did ask: “How did it come to this?” 

17. There were a lot of questions about next year, with the Coyotes 
hopeful there wouldn’t be a long road trip to start the season. One of the 
things players asked is if they’d have to change at the rink and bus to 
practices. The team said it hopes to know about the proposed arena in 
Tempe in the next 60 days, with sources estimating it could come up in 
council in April. 

“The average career length is less than five years,” Schneider said. 
“Ninety per cent of the current Coyotes won’t be here to see (a new 
arena).” 

Schneider added that, during his 1,289-game career, he played in some 
tough situations (Atlanta, the arena issues on Long Island), so he 
understands how it affects players. “They have to communicate with their 
players, early and often. It will be better for the organization in the long 
term. If they don’t take care of their players, it won’t matter if they get a 
new building or not.” 

It’s still unclear what happens if the arena is not approved. 

18. Still to be determined: Will there be protection against any possible 
revenue losses from going to a smaller venue? I’ve heard from several 
people who believe the Coyotes will be able to make at least equal, if not 
more, revenue at Arizona State, but have not seen the modelling. 

19. We’ll never know, but I think Avs defenceman Devon Toews would 
have been on the Canadian Olympic team. What a player he’s turned 
into.  

20. Tuesday was the first day entry-level contracts could be signed that 
wouldn’t take effect until 2022-23. That’s why you saw a bit of a flood: 
free agents Jordan Frasca (OHL Kingston to Pittsburgh), Taylor Gauthier 
(WHL Portland to Pittsburgh); Tye Kartye (OHL Sault Ste. Marie to 
Seattle), Bennett MacArthur (QMJHL Acadie-Bathurst to Tampa Bay); 
Henry Rybinski (WHL Seattle to Washington); along with previously 
selected Rory Kerins (OHL Sault Ste. Marie/Calgary) and Antonio 
Stranges (OHL London/Dallas). 

One interesting note about Rybinski: He was drafted by Florida and not 
signed. But a scout who originally advocated for him with the Panthers – 
Evan Marble – is now with the Capitals. 

Jeff Marek and Elliotte Friedman talk to a lot of people around the hockey 
world, and then they tell listeners all about what they’ve heard and what 
they think about it. 

21. We’re going to start a new segment on the podcast called, 
“Correcting idiotic misstatements.” Last month, it was saying Buffalo won 
the Trevor Zegras-Sonny Milano game, for reasons that remain 
inexplicable. This week, it was all Marek’s fault for saying that when 
players pose with multiple-goal pucks, they aren’t necessarily the real 
ones. 

Boy did we get blowback on this one, and fast. 

One NHL official reached out to say that pucks are switched out after 
every goal, marked and collected. Winnipeg is one team (there are 
others, but they were the first I was told about) that sells game-used goal 
pucks if not requested by themselves or the team they are playing. 

22. I don’t want to spoil the interview before it runs, but we’re going to 
drop a conversation with Slovak scoring sensation Juraj Slafkovsky on 
Wednesday. He was really fun to talk to. Among the gems he dropped: 
Tyler Steenbergen, a teammate of his in Turku who played the last three 
seasons at AHL Tucson, would show him upcoming NHL draft rankings – 
poking fun at some of the places he was listed. A bit of a motivational 
tool. But no one is doubting Slafkovsky after a terrific Olympic 
performance.  

23. Golden Knights' Alex Pietrangelo was a tremendous guest recently. 
What others say about him: he’s got some of the best work-life balance in 
the NHL, and he’s excellent at giving post-career planning advice – 
although he credits both his father (Joe) and former teammate David 
Backes for the latter. “It’s nice when you’re making the living that we are, 
but it doesn’t last forever,” he said. “The further you get into your career 
… you try and find different interests, try and keep your mind occupied. If 
I can help just one guy or two guys be a little bit smarter with what they 
are doing in the future, that’s a win for me.” 

What advice does he give them? “It might be something as simple as … 
Let’s just take a look at your car, for example. You want to buy this 
specific car? Maybe it’s not the right time to buy that car. Maybe you 
should wait until the next contract before you spend the money on that 
thing. It’s easy to start thinking one way, but sometimes you’ve got to 
step back and look at the bigger picture. You guys know as you get older, 
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all of a sudden you’ve got a mortgage and you have to pay for kids and 
you’ve got to pay for kids’ school and all of a sudden you’re saying, 
‘Maybe back in the day if I could have been a little bit smarter, it would be 
a little bit different. It’s not really anything too specific. I get questions all 
the time, sometimes I think I just pretend I’m smarter than I actually am. I 
always tell guys, ‘If I don’t know the answer, I’ll call somebody and try 
and find the answer.' You only can live life through experience and I 
guess I’m the old guy here, so I try and use my experience.” 

24. Pietrangelo doesn’t just talk the talk. Teammates told a great story 
about the day after St. Louis won the Stanley Cup. He drove to the rink 
with the trophy in the back of a minivan, a practical vehicle for parents 
with triplets. “Who else in the NHL,” one said, “would have a minivan?” 

“(The night we won), I’ve never seen my dad cry,” Pietrangelo said. “He 
was tearing up. I’ve never seen my mom (Edy) stay up so late. Or my 
wife. Or me. We brought the minivan down to the rink. I look back. We’ve 
got (then-teammate) Michael del Zotto, we’ve got me, there’s two other 
guys and I’ve got my brother-in-law. And I look in the trunk and there’s 
the Stanley Cup. Just bouncing around in the back of the minivan.”  

25. As for work-life balance, Pietrangelo takes great pride in it. “That is a 
compliment, I appreciate people saying that. It takes time, though. 
Anybody who is a new parent is going to say the same thing. The only 
thing that people tell you is that it’s not going to be easy. You’ve got to 
find that routine as a father and as a husband and a wife. I used to take 
work home all the time. I’m sure a lot of guys say the same thing. When I 
go home, my kids don’t know if I played well or I played bad. My wife 
does (laughs). They don’t know the difference, they just want to know 
Dad. That has really helped me leave work at work, and home is home. 
My wife (Jayne) is really patient with me, and I owe a lot to her to help 
me find that balance.” 

We actually conducted this part of the interview on Valentine’s Day, and 
any smart husband was in the mood to continue. “I think it’s made me a 
better player, and I’ve said that to people before. Finding that balance of 
being a father has made me a better person and a better player because 
I can go to the rink every day and I feel refreshed. One, because I wasn’t 
thinking about hockey at home and two because I can get four kids to 
school somehow by myself … I couldn’t stand myself if I was (his wife), 
I'm all over the place.”  

26. Finally, Pietrangelo said Jay Bouwmeester is doing very well, and 
added the 1,240-game veteran was the one who told him to stop taking 
every morning skate. 

“When I started, it became a thing, that’s what you did every game. Bo 
said, ‘Why are you going on the ice?’ I said, ‘I don’t know, that’s just what 
I do.’ (Bouwmeester replied), ‘The game’s tonight, the game’s not this 
morning.’ Since then, if I don’t have to go on the ice in the morning, I 
don’t go. People ask me, why? A wise man once told me. Grateful I had 
the opportunity to play with him.” 

27. Craig Anderson is three wins from 300. No doubt he’s grinding to get 
it and I hope he does. 

28. Credit to Ron MacLean for this one. Mason McTavish has played for 
eight teams in the last year: Olten (Switzerland), Anaheim, AHL San 
Diego, OHL Peterborough and Hamilton, and Team Canada on three 
different occasions (Under-18, World Juniors, Olympics). Hope he 
collects frequent flyer and hotel points.  

29. T.J. Tynan is averaging 1.62 points per game for AHL Ontario – 11 
goals and 52 assists in 39 games. That would be the best since 2006-07, 
when three players beat that: Brandon Bochenski (1.88), Jason Krog 
(1.82) and Darren Haydar (1.67).  

30. He’s a little older (23), but was happy to hear Alberta’s Noah Philp 
came roaring back on the Canadian university scene with 11 points in 
eight games before the Canada West playoffs. Philp missed almost two 
years due to COVID-19 shutdowns and some personal time. Right-shot 
centre. Brother Luke plays for AHL Stockton. 

31. The Greater Toronto Hockey League Top Prospects game was 
Tuesday night. Lots of talk about forward Michael Misa of the 
Mississauga Senators, and if he will get exceptional status in Ontario. 

32. Friday will be the 10th anniversary of the launch of the “You Can 
Play” project. Here’s the first video, from 2012: 

Can remember how powerful it was when we first saw it. Two years after 
Brendan Burke died, brother Patrick formed it with Brian Kitts and Glenn 
Witman. (Brian Burke is obviously a huge supporter, too.) The Twitter bio 
says it best: “Athletes should be judged on talent, heart, and work ethic, 
not sexual orientation, gender identity or expression.” Absolutely right. 
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